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Introduction
As part of the Inner Forth Landscape Initiative (IFLI), The SCAPE Trust undertook an
archaeological project at the site of Higgins Neuk, adjacent to the south approach of the
Clackmannanshire Bridge, at the mouth of the Pow Burn, between 2016 and 2018. The
project was funded by IFLI and the support of the partnership and project team is gratefully
acknowledged.
The primary objective of the work was to test the hypothesis that this was the site of the
royal dockyards built by James IV in the early 16th century for the maintenance and fitting
out of the ships of his navy during the Anglo-Scots wars, as suggested by historical research
carried out by John Reid (Reid 2002). The project also aimed to characterise the industrial
and maritime archaeology of this area.
The work was carried out in partnership with the Falkirk Community Trust, the University of
Stirling, Coventry University, the University of Oxford and the University of St Andrews. Local
historian and researcher John Reid first initiated the project and approached SCAPE with the
idea to undertake the project following over 30 years of research into the history of the site.
Techniques employed included coring, geophysics, metal detecting, topographic survey and
excavation. Volunteers from the local community and further afield were involved in all
stages and all aspects of the site work and contributed nearly 400 person days over the
course of the project.

Location, geology and topography
The area of investigation comprises three fields of approximately 22 hectares which straddle
the mouth of the Pow Burn to the east of the village of Airth, together with the unenclosed
saltmarsh, on the south bank of the River Forth and adjacent to the south approach of the
Clackmannanshire Bridge, centred on NS 917 873 (Figure 1). The underlying geology of the
agricultural land is carse clay, estuarine deposits laid down by the Forth in the last 6000
years, forming an extensive surface at c. +5mOD. Marine shells, not necessarily in situ, form
a distinctive layer, the ‘Cerastoderma bed’, a couple of metres below the carse surface,
radiocarbon dated at different localities near Higgins Neuk to between c. 3100 and c. 1200
cal BC (Smith et al 2010).
Abutting the estuary, a sea wall, stone-faced to the east and changing to an earth bank
further west, defines the coast edge and forms the boundary between pasture and the
unenclosed saltmarsh of the foreshore, which turns to intertidal mud flats towards the
channel of the Forth (Figure 2b). Across these three fields the modern coastline as defined
by this sea wall appears to have been largely formed by the middle Iron Age (Smith et al
2010). Elsewhere along the Forth, and in the areas immediately to the east and west of the
site, significant post-medieval reclamation of the riverbank for agriculture has altered the
shape of the coast edge, but this specific area appears to have always formed a small
promontory jutting into the water.
The Pow Burn runs through this area, and a former meander, visible as a depression, follows
the inside curve of the boundary of Field 1 (presumably influencing its shape). A single-track
road runs through the site, contouring the boundary of Field 1 then following the Pow Burn
turning west to cross the Burn over a small stone bridge to continue west to Airth. It is built
on a raised stone causeway across a linear depression between Fields 1 and 2 as it follows
the boundary to turn sharply to the west (Figure 2b).

Summary of principal outcomes
Four seasons of fieldwork employed a range of investigative techniques to understand the
landscape and its formation. The principal outcomes of the project were;
 The identification and investigation of a post-medieval milling complex including the
mill site, water management system and leat, and the corn drying kiln;
 The investigation of waterfront infrastructure associated with the mill and ferry
crossing;
 An opportunity for volunteers to engage with the heritage of the area;
 Training and work experience for volunteers in a range of archaeological techniques;
 Several Open Day events during the fieldwork for local people to visit the site and
learn about discoveries;
 Feedback to the local community in the form of talks to local societies and
publication in popular and academic journals;
 Evidence that the site is a feasible location for 16th century dockyards prior to later
landscape change.

Historical background
Decades of research by John Reid (2002, summarised in Graham et. al. 2018) had indicated
that Higgins Neuk was the site of dockyards built by James IV in the early 16th century for
fitting and maintenance of the ships of his navy, large carracks which would have been
typical of the period, and including his flagship the Michael, allegedly the largest ship in
Europe when she was launched in 1512. Although the dockyards ceased functioning after
the King’s death at the Battle of Flodden in 1513, the location at the Pow of Airth (now the
Pow Burn) was indicated by contemporary documents and placename evidence (the name
Docks appearing in the 16th century, later becoming synonymous with Newmiln/Newmill and
ultimately Higgins Neuk).
By this time, the location was already in use as an established harbour, first recorded in
1330, when it is described as the ‘Ferry of Airth’. Multiple references from the 15th century
onwards mention the problem of siltation, and map regression (National Records of Scotland
RHP80865, RHP4298, 1st Edition OS 1865) shows the site of the ferry up to the 19th century,
with a stone pier and wooden pier depicted on a 1828 plan projecting into the channel of
the River Forth from the east end of Field 2, though out of use by this date (Figure 2a), while
a 19th century reference to the ferry mentions that three piers were built for the ferry in a
very short period of time (Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland,
1839, xii, 489-501) because of this sedimentation. In the early 19th century, this site was
abandoned in favour of a new location to the east, shown as a New Pier on the 1828 plan.
This crossing over the Forth served the network of drove roads which lead from across the
north of Scotland to Falkirk, the Falkirk Tryst being one of the biggest cattle fairs in Scotland
by the 18th century. As well as the ferry, the site remained in use as a harbour into the 18th
century (Edinburgh Evening Courant, 1757) while the Old Statistical Account for the parish of
Airth also mentions Newmiln as one of three harbours in the parish, with occasional
boatbuilding (Sinclair 1792, 489).
General Roy’s mid-18th century Military Survey of the Lowlands (1752-55) depicts this
location with the adjacent names Higgins Neuk on the site of the ferry and Newmills slightly
to the north in Field 2 where it refers to a small estate with a building and enclosed garden
(Figure 2a).

As this suggests, the site was also used as a mill from the late 16th century (Register of the
Great Seal of Scotland vi, 634, 1597; Register of the Great Seal of Scotland viii, 1022, 1621;
Register of Sasines, RS58/9 f.254, 1654) after which this estate was named. Map evidence
(National Records of Scotland RHP80865, 1784; RHP4298, 1828; 1st Edition OS, 1865) shows
the mill building on the narrow spit of land at the easternmost end of Field 2 between the
coast edge and the road, on the approximate site of the ferry. This mill appears to have used
the Pow Burn to power its water wheel. The original course of the Pow Burn as shown on
maps followed the inside boundary of Field 1, but its course was altered to create a mill
pond and leat. This meander was isolated from the Burn’s main course at its south end by
the cutting of an artificial channel across its neck, straightening the line of the burn. A dam
and sluice gate at this junction, and raised embankments on the loop formed a reservoir
which could hold fresh water from the Burn, or tidal water entering the Burn from the Forth
at high tide. This is still visible as a low lying linear depression following the former line of
the Pow Burn. At the northern end of the loop, a culvert carried the water under the road to
the site of the mill, presumably then draining into the Forth (Figure 2).
A second mill was constructed to the south of the project area, probably in the late 17th
century. This second structure is depicted on historic maps just to the southeast of the
earlier buildings, called New Mill on the 1st edition OS map (1865), on the southwest bank of
the millpond created from the former meander of the Pow Burn, with its tail race draining
under the road and south to the River Forth.

Methodology
A number of investigative techniques were employed to narrow down the area of
investigation for excavation.
Permanent control points were established around the site and tied into the national grid
using a Leica 1200 dGNSS. Subsequent topographic and geophysical surveys, metal detecting
finds and borehole locations were related to these.
A landscape-scale drone survey was carried out of the site at low tide and the photographs
processed into 3-dimensional structure from motion model of the entire site area.

Geophysical survey
Two geophysical surveys were undertaken.
Firstly a landscape-scale electro-magnetic geophysical survey across the enclosed fields and
intertidal saltmarsh was undertaken by Dr Richard Bates of University of St Andrews using a
CMD Explorer electro-magnetic ground conductivity meter with positioning provided by a
Leica 1200 dGNSS (Figure 3a). Maps of both ground conductivity and inphase value were
made for the three coil separations of the CMD with nominal exploration depths of
approximately 2m, 4 m and 6m.
The results showed a large variation of ground conductivity with most conductive soils
associated with salt-saturated conditions near the estuary. Other geophysical anomalies and
patterns were identified (Figure 3a).
In Field 3, a number of palaeochannels in were found. In Field 2, the low-lying semi-circular
embayment behind the sea wall, a linear feature composed of discrete individual anomalies,

and a high-resistance rectangular anomaly as well as a cluster of high- and low-resistance
anomalies on the site of the mill and behind the site of the stone and wooden piers.
In Field 1 the former course of the Pow Burn was visible as a very conductive channel. On
the foreshore, a linear feature coinciding with the stone pier depicted on the historic maps
projected from the seawall beneath the saltmarsh, visible at a depth of c.2.5-5m.
A subsequent resistivity survey (Figure 3b) by Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society
targeted smaller areas which the earlier survey had identified as potentially of interest,
highlighting the rectangular anomaly in Field 2, the former course of the Burn in field 1 and
again the concentration of features on the site of the mill and piers, including areas of high
resistance and a linear feature of low resistance on the line of the mill lade (Figure 3b).

Coring
A programme of coring was undertaken to test of the ‘dockyard’ thesis (Figure 3b), first to
prove that the current land surface is part of the prehistoric carse and not the result of more
recent reclamation (as is the case along much of this part of the Inner Forth) and in that the
carracks of the 16th century with deep drafts such as the Michael would have required
significant depths in order to dock against the riverbank represented by the carse surface ,
which would not have been feasible if the intertidal mudflats existed then.
Coring was undertaken by teams of volunteers, each with an experienced sedimentologist,
with 1.0m long, 30mm wide Eijelkamp peat gouges and extension rods and located relative
to the OS national grid and site control points using a Leica TC406 Total Station. A total of 87
boreholes were described and the majority extended to around -2mOD, i.e. 5m or so of
sediment.
Some boreholes characterised the sediments beneath the prehistoric carse with its ground
surface at c. +5mOD (the agricultural land). This is best characterised by the occurrence of
thin bands of marine shells, of Cerastoderma edule (cockle) and Mytilus edulis (mussel),
whole and fragmented, often within sand in contrast to the clay-rich silt of the carse,
between +0.41 and +2.33mOD. These represent equivalents to the ‘Cerastoderma bed’ of
Bronze and Iron Age date (above, Smith et al 2010). Prehistoric carse also contained no peat
layers (see below). This confirmed that the land here had had been formed long prior to the
period of interest, and that it was a feasible location for a dockyard in the early 16th century.
The vast majority of boreholes were into the younger salt marsh. An erosional boundary
between prehistoric carse and overlying mudflat could not be demonstrated because
sediment colours in both are similar, determined by reducing conditions below the
permanent water table. Patterns in mudflat sediment include changes in abundance of
layers of highly organic herb peat, changes in sediment colour, proportions of shell
fragments and proportions of sand that suggest considerable coherence in mudflat structure
and responses to changing environmental conditions. A diatom record of 32 analyses was
constructed from a sediment core at Borehole 30a (291948 687312) by Birks (2017) which
established a marine-brackish fauna associated with the mudflat.
Coring also targeted linear feature buried in the salt marsh identified by the geophysical
survey which approximately coincided with the location of the stone pier depicted on
historic maps and identified a structure buried in the saltmarsh, projecting c. 40m towards
the Forth and gently sloping from a depth of c. 0.2m in front of the sea wall to c. 2.4m at its
furthest seaward extent (Figure 5). Three peat samples recovered from the top of the

structure (BH 30 / SUERC-73729, BH 46 / SUERC-73733 and BH 49 /SUERC-73734) and three
from boreholes in the saltmarsh (BH 16 / SUERC-71397, BH 1 / SUERC-71395 and BH 15 /
SUERC-71396) were 14C dated (Table 1, Figure 3b).
SUERC-
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north

71397
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291861 687345

73733
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291950 687299

73729
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291952 687300
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291956 687302

71395

1

291957 687318
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291871 687355

depth
(cm)
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(mOD)
+1.50

14

C bp
± 1σ
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δ13C
‰
-28.1
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194196
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+0.94

2049±33

-26.2

+0.93

2123±33

-27.3

cal BC/AD
(95.4%)
16281501 BC
167 BCAD22
350-48 BC

+0.66

2094±33

-27.4

201-40 BC

-0.10

2113±29

-27.4

333-48 BC

-0.20

3078±29

-28.3

14161264 BC
Table 1. AMS 14C assays on samples of herb peat within mudflat sediments arranged by
altitude
These age-estimates are not consistent and do not become progressively younger with rising
altitude. Further the three samples recovered from the top of the stone structure yielded
prehistoric radiocarbon dates, though the historic documentary evidence had suggested that
this may have been a post-medieval stone pier (as was later confirmed by excavation (see
below)). The peat recorded in these boreholes and sampled for dating are all thought to be
derived from reworked sediment, redeposited peat which was washed down the River Forth
during the reclamation of Stirling Mosses in the later 18th and early 19th centuries (Smout &
Stewart 2012; Tipping et al forthcoming).

Metal detecting
A season of metal detecting was undertaken with volunteers from several metal detecting
clubs around east Scotland, who identified over 200 individual items. Many of these were
19-20th century ironwork and represented agricultural activity and later dumping, although
iron spikes and copper nails possibly indicate boat building, while a chisel and timber
splitting wedge recovered near the sea wall may indicate wood working. Additionally, the
survey revealed metal finds on a buried mortar floor, and area of hammerscale and nearby,
a hardy tool fitting for an anvil, suggesting that ironworking activity had been carried out on
site. However, none of the metalwork recovered was diagnostically dateable to the 16th
century.

Excavation
Two areas were selected for excavation, which took place over two seasons in September
2017 and April-May 2018.

Trial trench
A trial trench was opened by a mechanical excavator fitted with a 2m wide toothless grading
bucket in the middle of Field 2, approximately 20m in length and 2m wide, aligned roughly
N-S between NS 91717 87313 and NS 91723 87294 (Figure 4). It was positioned to
investigate the high-resistance feature n the centre of this field, which also coincided with

the approximate location of the estate of Newmills as mapped by Roy in the mid-18th
century. No archaeological features were identified here. The natural carse clay was directly
overlain by subsoil and topsoil. The trial trench was reinstated immediately after opening.

Areas 1 (Corn drying kiln, leat and mill) & 2 (Sea wall and pier) (Figure 4)
The main area of excavation was sited on the narrow spit of land at the easternmost edge of
field 2 between the coast edge and the road. It was positioned to investigate the linear
structure buried in the saltmarsh identified by the coring, the waterfront infrastructure and
mill complex identified by map regression and on the assumption that this later focus of
activity may have utilised pre-existing features and thereby indicate the location of earlier
dockyard activity. Further, both geophysical surveys highlighted a number of potential
features of interest here.
Initially a trench 40m long and 2m wide aligned NW-SE between NS 91910 87282 and NS
91932 87249 was opened by a mechanical excavator fitted with a 2m wide toothless grading
bucket to remove the turf, topsoil and rubble overburden. Subsequent extensions were
deturfed and by hand. The initial trench was then extended to the north at its NW end
exposing an area 12.5m long and 5.5m wide from NS 91912 87278 to NS 91922 87285 to
create an L-shaped area of excavation. The southeasternmost 9m of the trench was enlarged
to a width of 4m and a stretch of 7m along the centre of the trench was broadened to 5m on
its north side (Figure 4).
Following machining, the trenches were cleaned by hand. Deposits and features were
identified in plan and excavated as single contexts where possible. In some areas, baulks
were left in for safety and logistical reasons, and also provided sections for stratigraphic
control.
Volunteers from around Scotland and the rest of the UK participated, although the main
focus was on participants from the local community. They undertook all aspects of the
excavation and recording under supervision from professional archaeologists and
experienced non-professional archaeologists.
Health and safety was paramount, and the importance of hygiene in this environment was
emphasised, with the provision of sanitising hand gel, gloves and hand washing emphasised.
The main area of excavation was left open for subsequent filming and media opportunities
on the site, and was reinstated by mechanical excavator in March 2019.

Area 3 (later New Mill complex)
A small trench was opened by hand over the site of the later New Mill mill as shown on the
1st edition OS map, 12m in length by 1m, aligned NW-SE from NS 91905 87230 to NS 91914
87221 widened to 3m by 2m at the midpoint along its length (Figure 4). This uncovered a
substantial stone building adjacent to the millpond, with timber posts and stone facing
revetting the edge of the bank here. A later stone and brick structure had been constructed
above the earlier building. These buildings were not further investigated beyond deturfing
and the excavation of a later service trench which had cut the structure. The pre-excavation
plan following deturfing is illustrated (Figure 8) but is not further discussed.
Area 3 was reinstated by hand in May 2018.

Finds
All finds from each context were retained and bagged separately, and processed by
volunteers. After recording and cataloguing, the most delicate and diagnostic finds were
retained, the rest were returned to site and deposited in the backfilled trench.
Samples were recovered for dating and analysis where appropriate.

Recording
The site grid over the main area of excavation was established and tied to the permanent
control points using a Leica TC406 Total Station Theodolite. For the purposes of on site
recording, this grid established a grid north (Figure 4). A site datum was established (4.16m
OD) relative to a flush bracket on the Kincardine Bridge.
Regular drone surveys were carried out in the course of the excavation as work progressed
and 3-dimensional structure from motion models created from the photographs.
A standard single context recording and planning system using pro-forma context sheets was
used, based on that developed by the Museum of London Archaeology Service. Plans and
elevations were drawn at 1:20 or 1:10 as appropriate, and some features were drawn from
the drone structure from motion models. Photographs were taken of every excavated
context and general working shots as work progressed. Registers were compiled for all
contexts, drawings, photographs, finds and samples.

Post-excavation
The records were checked, cross-references and data input into excel spreadsheets by
volunteers. The drawings were digitised by volunteers under supervision directly into Adobe
Illustrator. Survey data was processed and a number of GIS projects were created. Selected
finds were sent to specialists and reports are appended. Selected samples were submitted
for radiocarbon dating.

Excavation results
Due to the truncation in the middle of the site, it was not possible to directly relate the
results in Area 1 to the east with Area 2 to the west.

Phase 1 Waterfront infrastructure and milling activity
Phase 1A Construction of the sea wall (Area 2, Figure 6)
The earliest feature encountered in Area 2 was a linear cut [1140] aligned east-west which
cuts the natural carse clay of the riverbank. Observed in the trench to a depth of 0.4m, with
a sharp break of slope at the top and almost straight side forming a vertical face on the bank.
This is the original cut for the construction of the sea wall which straightened the natural
riverbank for the construction. It was only partially exposed over a length of c.3m in the
trench, but is presumed to continue for the length of the sea wall.
The stone facing of the sea wall [1046]=[1141] was exposed in the west end of the main
trench where the basal course was seen to be laid on top of the laminated saltmarsh
deposits and also in three test pits (Test Pits 1, 2 and 3) dug against the face in the intertidal
salt marsh in front of the site to investigate possible culverts or outlets for the mill leat (the
salt marsh sediments from these test pits were assigned (1101) and (1102) as finds
numbers). The west end was also investigated where the construction changes to an earth

embankment (Test Pit 4, recorded as [1026]). The rear of the wall and its construction were
investigated by a slot on the landward side of the face and by a separate trench (Area 4, a
detached trench between Area 1 and the coast edge) which was opened but not further
investigated.
As observed in the main trench to the east of the pier [1141]=[1046] this revetment wall is
north facing, retaining the riverbank, and aligned roughly east-west, with a fair face
constructed of square and rectangular squared and roughly hewn sandstone blocks, square
blocks between 0.3 and 0.4m in size, rectangular blocks 0.2m thick and laid in irregular
courses but following a pattern from the base of 3 courses of 0.4m blocks, followed by 2
courses of 0.2m rectangular blocks, followed by 3 courses of 0.3m diameter blocks.
Observed in the main trench to a maximum height of 2.6m from the base standing to 8
courses, but also visible as a continuous sea wall forming the coast edge with the top three
courses visible above the top of the salt marsh retaining the landward bank. Also observed in
Test Pit 1 (exposed height 2.4m, not bottomed) in Test Pit 2, and Test Pit 3 (1.7m exposed
height, not bottomed and stonework found to continue a further 1m+ upon probing.) At its
west end [1026] where construction changes from stone-faced wall to earth bank, the
construction was less robust and poorer quality, with a single thickness of stone facing. At
this end there was no packing behind the stonework other than clay and silt and the stone
facing appeared to have been disturbed.
Behind the face forming the riverbank, an inner line of stone facing [1042] 0.5m wide was
exposed in the rear slot, for a length of c.3m but presumed to continue beyond the limit of
excavation along much of the length of the wall, running east-west parallel with and behind
the north-facing coast edge. Constructed of dressed sandstone blocks varying in size from
c.0.3m x 0.5m x 0.2m to 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.3m, it was not fully excavated, and its depth
remains unknown. Between these lines of stone facing, the core of the wall was packed with
(1143) a firm, mid orange mottled grey silty clay with frequent small sandstones and
occasional charcoal smears and mortar as well as brick and tile not fully excavated and not
bottomed. This was overlain by a bank of redeposited natural clay (1118), firm mid-brown to
orange with occasional charcoal smears, used as packing material for the wall. In Area 4 this
was recorded as (1121) a bank of compact yellow clay containing charcoal and brick
fragments with occasional brick fragments and angular sandstone fragments.
This north-facing sea wall straightened and formalised the riverbank to create a hard face to
the coast edge, most likely to facilitate access to boats and to the water. As it was not
feasible to excavate this feature to any depth, the upper features seen likely relate to a later
phase of remodelling rather than to the original build.
The eastern end of the sea wall and junction with the mill pond wall (Figure 4)
The eastern end of the sea wall was investigated separately [1021], outside of the main area
of excavation, where it turns south and forms a junction with a north-south wall. Although
this was recorded on the surface as it stands above the saltmarsh it was not excavated. At
this junction, the corner stones are laid into each other, showing that the two walls [1046]
and [1021] are of a single build in the upper three courses which are visible above the
surface. The north-south wall is the revetment wall for the tail race of the later mill complex
depicted on historic maps as it runs south. It is similar in construction to [1046], its fair face
facing east with a rubble and clay infill behind, built of squared sandstone blocks between
c.15cm x 15cm x 20cm, and c.40cm x 40cm x 50cm in size, coursed with offset joints. There is
a possible 19th century Ordnance Survey inscription/survey marker reading W.A. in the

uppermost left corner of North to South wall, next to the corner stone. This is also very close
to the location of a benchmark depicted on the historic OS maps.
Wall [1021] appears to be a single build with the main sea wall [1046]. However, this is
based on the visible part of the structure above the surface as it has not been excavated. If it
is associated with the later mill this may be due to a later remodelling at this junction, this is
currently unclear but could be resolved by excavation.
Phase 1B Construction of the pier (Area 2, Figure 6)
The intertidal pier
The surface and elevations of the pier were exposed by the excavations in the intertidal salt
marsh, and a small slot was dug into the top to investigate the relationship between the pier
and the sea wall, but the structure was not dismantled so the full extent of the structures
was not seen and any potential earlier phases of build were not uncovered.
The lower face of the sea wall was overlain by (1062) a firm, pale grey to grey silt and fine
sand, with a peat band at a depth of 50cm and a layer of well-preserved vegetation on the
surface. These naturally deposited intertidal sediments accumulated against the sea wall,
and the vegetation on the surface suggests a vegetated mud flat had developed in front of
the sea wall prior to construction of the pier.
These silts were overlain by (1050) a layer 10cm thick of highly compacted angular
sandstone rubble and chips of various sizes up to 10cm in diameter. Above this was a pine
plank [1049] 60mm thick and 180mm wide, with the marks of an axe or adze visible but no
saw marks, at least 1m in length and orientated north-south. A sample of the plank was
submitted for C14 dating (SUERC-77115) but proved too young to be reliably dated.
This sequence appears to form a construction surface, the sandstone chipping raft probably
deliberately laid as hard-core for the pier, and the plank forming the base of the stone pier,
possibly with a levelling or laying out function.
Laid onto this foundation were the ashlar blocks [1047] forming the east facing face of the
pier, standing 0.5m in height and laid in 3 surviving ashlar courses, of large rectangular
blocks of 0.6m to 1m in length, 0.3m to 0.4m thick of fine-grained, light grey sandstone. The
top-most surviving course has finely dressed faces but the lower two courses are squared
and roughly hewn, not dressed in the same manner, suggesting the stones may have been
re-used. Not dismantled, so the width of this facing masonry and its relationship to the core
of the structure are unknown.
These ashlar stones were overlain by a surface for the pier [1010]=[1144] formed of
undressed but regular shaped boulder-sized sandstone paving blocks, typically 30cm-45cm
in various shapes and sizes, well-laid in a ‘crazy paving’ style with smaller angular packing
stone and a small amount of coarse sandy matrix. Large pillow shaped blocks, 50cm x 60cm x
40cm, form what looks like edges to the paving. All the blocks have a smoothly worn surface
and there is a slight camber to the surface.
The landward approach to the pier
The inland approach to the pier structure was exposed in the main trench to the south
inland of the sea wall. This was not fully excavated and the lowest deposit encountered was
a layer of irregular, worn patchy cobbles (1045) in a clay matrix with frequent mortar, brick
and pantile, exposed in a sondage at the southern limit of excavation and in a slot in the

centre of area 2 but probably extending across the whole area. This was overlain to the
south by a cobbled surface (1043) approximately 5-6m wide and 16cm deep, covering the
southern part of area 2. This was formed of cobbles generally 8-15cm in diameter, with
some larger stones up to 40cm in diameter, randomly laid in a loose matrix of mortar and
soil with small angular sandstone chips as packing material and brick fragments forming
some of surface, with possible wheel ruts visible in the surface on the east side and frequent
patches and lenses of repair and resurfacing. The western edge was defined by a slight ditch.
At their north end, these cobbles abutted the structure [1042] built of rectangular sandstone
blocks typically 30-60cm long, some up to 90cm at the north end, laid on edge in parallel
lines to form a roughly square pad of masonry c.5m by 5m and 30-40cm in depth. Contained
within a packing material of mixed dark brown-grey and buff mortar-rich clay silt matrix with
orange and yellow mottling, loose upon excavation but increasingly compacted to cemented
with depth, also containing frequent rectangular cobble-sized sandstone rubble, typically
6cm-15cm diameter. Also recorded as (1033)=(1093)=(1106)=(1107)=(1108)) this fills an area
of disturbance where paving (1010) has been disturbed.
The ashlar blocks [1047] abut the sea wall [1046] and were laid on top of the naturally
deposited silts (1062) which accumulated against the face of the sea wall and clearly belong
to a phase of construction post-dates the sea wall.
However, the paving of the pier [1010] is laid across the line of the sea wall and appears to
extend over a rubble core where the sea wall is not present and is integral with [1042],
forming the latest surfacing of the pier. This may suggest that the sea wall and final
paving/finishing of the pier are contemporary.
It is possible that the ashlar facing stones [1047] are a later phase and represent a
subsequent widening of an original stone pier that was contemporary with the sea wall, but
this is unclear as the structure has not been dismantled or fully excavated.
The cobbled surface (1045) worn and replaced with cobbles (1042) and (1043) form a sloping
roadway at the south end of the stone pier [1010] aligned with the pier as it continues onto
land and almost certainly associated with the pier’s final phase of use.
The wooden pier
Also later than the sea wall and probably broadly contemporary with the stone pier was the
wooden pier (1099), seen in Test Pit 2 (Figure 4) which was dug in the salt marsh in front of
the sea wall and located to investigate the wooden pier indicated by historic map evidence.
This revealed three wooden posts. Two of the timbers were eroded and worn. The third
(Timber 3) appeared to have been sawn with a diameter of 0.17m was seen to a depth of
0.8m high, but not bottomed. These were aligned with the tops of wooden posts visible
above the surface of the saltmarsh c.30m to the north east. A sample was recovered for
radiocarbon dating (SUERC-80545) but again proved too young to be reliably dated.
This pier is believed to be that shown on the 1828 plan of the area and to have been
associated with the ferry crossing, possibly one of the piers complained of in contemporary
documents as suffering from silting up. The dated timber may be part of a rebuild or repair,
rather than an original part of the structure, but late date indicated demonstrates that the
formation of the saltmarsh which buried the pier is very recent, and the formation very rapid.

Phase 1C Construction of the corn-drying kiln and mill, engineering of the leat (Area 1)
The corn drying kiln (Figure 7b)
None of the features or deposits encountered in Area 1 was fully excavated so the natural
carse clay was only encountered in sondages. The corn-drying kiln was not dismantled so
construction features were not fully exposed.
At the east end of Area 1, the earliest feature encountered is a presumed cut for the
construction of the corn-drying kiln [1127/1054] which appears to have been dug into the
natural clay (assigned 1031). Although not fully exposed, it is presumed to be a sub-circular,
bowl shaped cut following the shape of the kiln wall, dug directly into the natural clay and
lined with the stone forming the kiln bowl [1125]. This wall was not excavated, and was seen
only in plan and the inside of the kiln bowl. The outer face was seen in a small sondage dug
against the northwest side. It is 1.5m thick, constructed of roughly dressed, squared
sandstone blocks and faced on both inner and outer faces with an unmortared rubble and
clay core. The outer face appears to have been built directly against the sides of the cut
[1127] and is formed of stones up to 0.4-0.5m in size, and incorporating some reused
dressed stone blocks. The inner face is of dressed blocks up to 0.35m. The core of the wall is
of small rubble mostly between 0.15 and 0.35m in size in a soily yellow-grey clay matrix.
The flue area of the kiln forming the west arc of the circular kiln wall is of a slightly different
build, [1053] constructed of larger rubble throughout with an outer face of roughly coursed
and very roughly squared sandstone blocks 0.35m2. This was associated with the
construction of the stone flue on the west side of the kiln [1052] built of large dressed stone
blocks up to 0.7m in length and 0.45m by 0.4m. The outer edges of the facing stones are
chamfered, with a small circular hole drilled through the corner possibly housing for a hinge
or bolt for a gate or guard for with the fire. This corner is heat reddened.
The lower part of the interior of the stone flue is filled with rubbly stone in a matrix of grey
clay silt [1130]. A brick flue [1041] has been inserted into the interior channel of the stone
flue, above this stoney rubble. This is constructed of handmade bricks 0.25m by 0.1m and
0.04m, heavily mortared with lime mortar containing occasional charcoal fragments laid in
running course on the base of the flue and on edge to line the sides. The lining bricks are
very deteriorated and friable due to heat damage. The iron fire grate remained in situ sitting
on the brick floor of the flue.
This brick structure was butted by a bedding layer which formed the base of a cobble ramp
giving access to the flue, formed of a layer of charcoal in a silty matrix (1065) overlain by a
foundation of firm greasy mid brown clay containing fragments of coal, mortar and brick
(1063). Overlying this was a thin layer of loose, light brown grey medium grain sand (1064)
on top of which cobbles (1051) were laid. This roughly laid surface of angular cobbles up to
0.1m sloped from west to east, forming a small ramp of c.1m east-west by 0.8m north-south,
leading down to the mouth of the kiln flue.
The clay bedding was also butted by a lightly constructed stone wall [1032] which was not
excavated but survived to a single course, built of roughly dressed limestone blocks up to
0.55m by 0.4m, clay bonded, aligned east-west and projecting from the outer face of the kiln
wall. A semi-circular notch was cut into the large stone which forms the south face, facing
towards the cobble ramp and flue.

This may be part of a light porch structure later added onto the kiln which gave shelter to the
flue and access ramp with a possible door or gate indicated by the notched stone.
Engineering of the channel and management of the leat (Figure 7a)
The flooding of the leat channel and the depth of fills encountered precluded full excavation,
so the only the upper fills and the banks could only be investigated. On the east side a
sondage was dug behind the retaining wall [1038] to investigate the construction of the wall,
modification of the channel and its relationship with the kiln sequence, although for safety a
baulk was left in behind the wall for safety so the lower courses and original construction of
the wall were not seen.
The earliest deposit associated with the leat channel was a dark grey to black organic silty
clay (1117) exposed in a sondage behind the east bank of the leat. It appeared to overlie the
sloping carse bank of the channel, though not fully bottomed behind the wall baulk, the
interface with the underlying carse was seen for most of the sondage. It contained frequent
wood and stone fragments. A sample of one of these wood offcuts was submitted for
radiocarbon dating (SUERC-80544) but again proved too young to yield an accurate result.
This may represent the natural silting of a natural channel or construction levels associated
with the retaining wall of the leat, with the wood and stone having sunk into the softer,
naturally accumulated silts laid down in the channel.
This deposit was sealed by (1115) a layer of creamy-grey waterlogged mortar containing
medium-sized pebbles and angular cobbles exposed in the northwest corner of the sondage
behind the leat wall. This probably represents a construction layer associated with the
building of wall [1038] on the east side of the leat. Although the rear of the wall was not seen
in this sondage and the direct relationship was not observed, overlying deposits are retained
by this wall and must either be associated with the construction of the upper courses of the
wall or with levelling dumps on the slope behind the retaining wall.
This wall was constructed of large blocks, possibly limestone, roughly squared and roughly
coursed in horizontal courses and up to 0.5m x 0.5m x 0.2m thick, bonded with lime mortar
and possibly clay. Aligned north-south and facing west, continuing beyond the limit of
excavation into the north section, extending at least 1.4m to the south butt end of the wall
visible in in the trench and at least 1.10m wide. Exposed to a height of 0.8m, four courses,
and continues deeper but could not be further exposed as it was obscured by overlying clay
(1028) which could not be removed due to issues with water flooding, the lowest depth to
which it was seen was 2.64m OD; the associated construction deposits behind the wall are at
2.55-2.64m OD. The south face may have formed a butt end or formed the interior of a
recess with the wall continuing further south beyond the southern limit of excavation. This
recess housed a timber structure [1039] fronted on the leat-facing side by a large piece of
pine running north-south along the edge of the channel, with the west face cut with
carefully-formed notches and indentations and with a large, heavily corroded iron collar on
its top face. Behind this large timber three edge set planks (the innermost eastern plank
identified as beech) ran parallel to the pine timber between it and the squared stones of the
possible southern continuation of the wall [1038].
The mortar layer in the sondage was overlain by a stiff, mixed dark-grey silt (1105) which
contained frequent mortar flecks and wood offcuts with moderate lumps of organic
sediment composed of laminated layers of vegetation, that may have been cut from a silted-

up water course. This may be a construction layer, related to the construction of the walllining leat/channel [1038] and its mixed composition including mortar, wood offcuts and
lumps cut from the laminated, organic naturally accumulated sediment of the channel may
be due to trample in the semi-waterlogged conditions at the base of the watercourse.
On the west side of the channel, the sloping bank on the south side of the trench has been
cut [1147] to form a straight, near-vertical face, L-shaped in plan, mirroring the shape of the
opposite bank formed by [1038] and the recess housing [1039]. The west side may also
originally have been faced with a counterpart stone wall, however, any structures have been
robbed out, leaving only the cut edge of the bank. No trace of a robber cut was observed in
the mixed dark upper fills of the leat.
Construction of the mill building (Figure 7a)
The north side of the trench was extended to further investigate the west bank of the
channel and locate any trace of structures. A sondage was dug to investigate the lower fills.
The lowest deposit encountered was a blue-grey clay (1126) seen in the base of the west
side leat sondage, possibly a natural bank but not fully exposed or excavated. This was
overlain in the west sondage by a loose deposit of mid-brown compressed, laminated
waterlogged chaff (1122).
Overlying this, a firm, mid blue-grey clay with mid-brown mottling and occasional charcoal
smears (1120) = (1098) may represent a levelling or waterproofing deposit. This was overlain
by a deposit of firm compressed organic rich dark-brown to black clay silt (1090) with
frequent fibrous vegetation including chaff with some evidence of burning and pantile
fragments.
These fills may have accumulated against the sloping western bank of the natural channel
which was altered to function as a mill leat. Although these deposits probably relate to the
modification of the natural channel to convert it into a leat to power a waterwheel, the
inclusion of chaff indicates an earlier period of milling activity on this site.
Above this organic deposit was a mixed greyish brown to black clay silt (1077)=(1078)
containing frequent mortar, sand, limestone fragments, and flecks and lumps of charcoal.
This appeared to be a demolition deposit apparently indicating an earlier phase of mill on
this site.
Demolition deposits (1077)=(1078) were cut by a linear trench [1111] aligned east-west,
c.0.38m deep and c.1.30m wide, c.5m long with a sharp break of slope at the top and base,
and near-vertical sides with a mostly flat base, stepped on the west side, forming the
stepped construction cut for the foundations of wall [1113] represented by a single large
worked sandstone slab c.0.85m by 0.3m and associated backfill of the cut (1119) of a
mortar-rich clay, possibly a reworked demolition deposit.
This construction sequence forming the foundations for this substantial wall appear to
represent the last remains of a structural wall running east-west, which has otherwise been
robbed out. This construction cut may represent the wall of the mill, which has otherwise
been severely truncated and robbed across this part of the site.
Parallel with this and to the south [1056] forms a linear surface aligned east-west and
running west from the edge of the leat, 1.3m long and 0.5m wide, constructed of three flat,
rounded slabs of limestone up to 0.5m x 0.4m laid flat cut into the natural clay. To the west a

single course of stonework [1057] runs 0.7m on its north-south alignment and continues into
the north section of the trench, approximately 0.5m wide and constructed of angular stone
rubble blocks up to 0.6m by 0.3m, the lowest course of a stone wall. Both these features
have been truncated to the south west. Further south, the trench was extended to reveal a
paved surface (1074) formed of a single layer of limestone slabs between 0.1m and 0.4m in
size, laid flat and roughly faced to fit, covering an area of c.1.5m by 0.5m, which also
incorporates a reused millstone (1067) c.1.5m in diameter and repurposed for paving.
Although none of these features were dismantled, all appeared to overlie the natural clay.
Phase 1D: Activity and use of the kiln (Area 1)
Interior of the kiln bowl
Contained within the kiln bowl, several deposits probably date to the latest episodes of its
use. The tumble and silt layer (1130) within the flue is butted by a soft dark grey-brown
sandy silt (1088) which contains frequent flecks of mortar, stone and charcoal, and charred
grain both dispersed through the deposit and forming a discrete lens against the east wall of
the kiln bowl. This was overlain by a layer of soft, orange brick dust (1087) from the
deterioration of the malting bricks which formed the kiln drying floor mixed with some grain.
Above this was a layer of loose dark grey-black sandy silt (1086) containing charred grain,
fragments of malting floor bricks, flecks of mortar and sandstone.
These deposits likely represent a natural silting of the kiln bowl and deterioration of the
structure, particularly the brick drying floor, with dust from the bricks, burnt grain and silt
trickling and washing into the kiln bowl. These probably date to the latest period of the kiln’s
use as it was likely periodically cleared out of these accumulated deposits to allow the hot air
from the flue to circulate beneath the drying floor.
Kiln rake-out
Outside the kiln, the area was not fully excavated, and a baulk was left in to the west of the
flue cobble ramp. The earliest deposit associated with the kiln’s use is (1131) a soft, dark
grey ashy silty clay dump of kiln rake out containing ash, flecks of coal and charcoal and
angular stone fragments. This was overlain by (1132) a thin lens of soft, creamy yellow-grey
clay containing fragments of mortar, angular stone, coal and ash, possibly a small patch of
construction material associated with the modification of the kiln or flue. Above this was a
sequence of dumps of kiln rake out (1133), (1134), (1135) and (1136), silty ashy layers of
varying compaction and colour ranging from black and grey to orange-red, all containing
flecks of coal and charcoal, brick and stone fragments, and flecks of mortar, all sloping from
east to west from the kiln flue down the bank of the channel. Deposit (1136) contains more
frequent concentrations of brick fragments, possibly suggesting a deterioration of the brick
lining of the flue.
Stratigraphically equivalent to these deposits are (1104) a thin layer of black ash and sandy
silt with fragments of stone dumped kiln waste, overlain by loose light yellow-grey coarse to
medium grained sand (1091) containing flecks of clay and fragments of stone, possibly a rake
out deposit containing deteriorated sandstone from the kiln structure.
Both (1091) and (1136) are cut by [1100] a linear trench 0.33m deep, running east-west to
the kiln flue, with a sharp break of slope at both top and bottom, steep to convex side on the
north and a flat base, apparently dug through the deep accumulated kiln waste deposits to
allow airflow to the flue, filled with kiln rake out (1103) a light, orange-grey sandy silt with

patches of sand and flecks of stone. This linear trench has been truncated on its south side
by the later recut [1094] a linear, east-west aligned trench up to 0.28m deep, with on its
north side a sharp break of slope and vertical side at the top sloping to an imperceptible
break of slope to the base. On the south, the straight side has a 70° gradient with a sharp
break of slope at the top. The base is a tapered blunt point. This is a recut of trench [1100]
dug to allow airflow to the flue and is filled with further rake out deposit (1095) a loose dark
brown-black silty sand with occasional pebbles. Overlying this, the upper fill (1137) is a
further dump of ashy silt, soft, light orange grey and containing flecks of charcoal, coal and
mortar.
This was overlain by a large spread of kiln rake out (1138) a friable orange brown silty ash
with coal, charcoal, and angular stone fragments, widespread across the area rake out.
The cobbles of the flue ramp (1051) were also overlain by this spread of rake out (1138)
which is probably equivalent to (1066) composed of loose, friable black charcoal and
fragments of burnt clay, flecks of coal and angular stone fragments, spread across the area
accessing the flue.
The rake out dump (1138) was overlain on its north side by a small thin, wedge-shaped
deposit of firm, light yellow-grey clay clay (1139) running roughly north-south and following
the line of the porch / shelter wall [1032]. This may represent washed out clay bonding from
the flue’s shelter wall.
Above this lay another series of rake-out deposits of waste from the kiln. The clay (1139) was
overlain by the spread of kiln waste (see in sondage in 2017 as (1025)=(1040) and fully
excavated in 2018 as (1069)), a loose, friable very mixed silty clay, dark reddish grey to
brown with patches of brown-orange panning and lenses of clay and sand, with fragments of
coal, pantiles, charcoal and occasional sub-angular sandstone pebbles. This widespread
deposit covered much of this part of the area to the east of the leat. In turn it was overlain
by (1037) a loose, greyish cream coloured silt and mortar, containing tile and frequent coal,
was overlain by (1034=1068) a loose, friable, very mixed deposit of burnt material, reddishbrown to black clay silt with very frequent coal fragments, brick, tile and charcoal.
Kiln waste levelling the channel bank
A baulk was left in between the area outside the corn drying kiln and the bank of the leat, so
although the deposits seen on the west, between the baulk and the leat are likely the same
as those directly outside the kiln, it was impossible to be certain of these relationships and
the layers associated with the leat channel were assigned different numbers and the finds
separated.
Overlying the construction deposits (1105) associated with the leat retaining wall [1038] was
a sequence of burnt kiln waste. A deposit of soft, mixed dark brown-grey silt (1097)
containing ash, medium angular cobbles, and frequent lumps of clay, sloped down from east
to west, thinner at the top of the slope to the east and increased to a maximum thickness of
0.15m at the bottom of the slope. Two pieces of green-glazed pottery recovered from (1097)
were identified as typical of the Forth Valley between the 17th and late 18th centuries. This
deposit was typical of raked out ash and kiln waste, presumably from the corn drying kiln
deposited into the sloping bank of the channel, possibly deliberately dumped for levelling.
This was overlain by a layer comprised of the remains of three small wooden planks (1096)
decomposing into a very soft, dark orangey-brown, possibly associated with the construction

or modification of the leat timber structure [1039]. Above this was a layer of firm, light grey
clay redeposited clay (1092) containing mortar, pebbles and coal fragments. Further kiln
waste rake out deposits overlay this, burnt material (1082) of mixed black clay-silt containing
occasional small rounded pebbles, angular sandstone, lenses of clean grey clay, occasional
brick and mortar fragments and very frequent lumps of coal both in discrete patches and
spread throughout sloped unevenly from east to west. This was overlain by a further layer of
kiln rake out (1072)=(1048), a loose, mixed dark grey, brown and black silty clay ash deposit
with occasional red and orange patches charcoal, coal and very occasional sandstone
fragments.
These deposits are waste from the kiln to the east dumped on the slope behind the wall
[1038] and levelled the slope of the channel’s original (?natural) bank.
Cutting these ashy burnt layers was a linear cut [1081] aligned north-south behind the upper
courses of the retaining wall, 0.22m wide and with a sharp break of slope at the top, concave
side at c.60° gradient with a gradual break of slope to a flat base, apparently a construction
cut for the insertion of the upper stones of the leat retaining wall [1146] roughly squared
sandstone blocks a single course deep, which appear to represent a modification, or raising
on the wall on the bank, possibly reflecting the accumulation of deep dumps of kiln waste
behind the wall and reaching its original height.
The cut [1081] was backfilled with clay (1071) a dense and stiff blue-grey clay with iron
panning on the underside. This appears to have been a waterproofing fill behind the upper
courses of the wall [1146]. This was overlain by (1070 (= 1044)) a plastic to moderately
compacted spread of light grey-brown clay with lumps of grey clay and striations of iron
panning which contained frequent coal and fragments of pantile with very occasional
angular sandstone and incorporating some kiln waste, sloping from east to west, and
apparently dumped as a levelling layer behind the wall.
These layers were overlain by the widespread deposits of raked out kiln waste
(1025)=(1040)=(1069) which cover much of the area between the leat and the kiln and relate
these layers which level the leat bank to the sequence of raked out waste from the corn
drying kiln. The overlying deposits above this (1037) and (1034)=(1068) may be raked out
waste related to the latest episodes of the kiln’s use, or may have been deliberately spread as
a bedding layer for the overlying cobbles (1009) of the later phase.
Phase 1E: Disuse and remodelling of the pier (Area 2)
Against the face of the sea wall and pier, a deposit of rubble and demolition material from
the sea wall (1061) consisting of boulder-sized blocks and angular sandstone contained in a
matrix of sticky, plastic clay and mud mixed with waterlogged chaff 12-30cm deep
accumulated in the saltmarsh.
This was overlain by (1060) a compacted layer of angular sandstone rubble typically 6-15cm
in size in a muddy matrix, also containing rare pantile, which also lay against the sea wall and
pier. Above this and accumulated against the face of the sea wall and pier (1059) was a 0.5m
deep layer of chaff in soft pale to dark grey-brown muds also containing moderate boulder
sized blocks of stone and occasional lenses of fine clay.
The equivalent feature on the rear of the sea wall was [1110] a linear steep-sided cut aligned
east-west and 0.25m wide running behind the sea wall, exposed in the slot behind the wall,
at least 0.4m deep; not fully excavated but likely to run along the entire extent of the sea

wall. This was filled with (1109) a friable mid-greyish-brown clay silt with moderate charcoal
smears and sand grains.
The presence of demolition material from the sea wall within a matrix which has a high chaff
content (1061) suggests the sea wall was in disrepair or damaged while at least one of the
mills on site was active. The presence of this rubble low in the sequence also shows that the
sea wall was in disrepair quite early, as this deposit overlies natural laminated intertidal
sediments, although the heavy stones may have sunk into the soft intertidal muds.
The overlying deposit (1060) looks like a trampled demolition layer and possibly relates to the
repair / remodelling of the sea wall as the deposit below contains demolition material. The
continuing presence of chaff tipped over the sea wall, onto the mud bank (1059) alongside
rubble blocks indicates that the sea wall and / or the old stone pier were in disrepair during
the later phases of the mill's use.
The upper part of the sea wall appears to have been modified [1110] late in the sequence,
possibly to maintain the coast edge and defend the land from tidal flooding.
On the access track, the cobbles (1043) were patched in discrete areas by (1023) formed of
loose angular and rounded cobbles in a soily/mortar matrix containing brick and tile.
This represents patching and repairs to the uppermost cobble surface of the pier trackway,
probably late 19th in date and would originally have been much more extensive across the
surface, the extent as excavated by hand representing only a remnant from machining and
cleaning.
Phase 1F: Disuse and robbing (Area 1)
On the site of the mill, the wall [1113] was overlain by deposit (1112) a friable grey-brown
claggy silty clay containing mortar flecks, charcoal and small pebble-sized stones, interpreted
as a robbing deposit.
This was cut on its east side by the fill of the leat (1116) a soft, friable, dark brown-black clay
silt very finds-rich and containing frequent charcoal, mortar and small sandstones, not fully
exposed in this area.
Spread across this area and overlying the fills of the leat and structure [1056] was an
extensive spread of demolition material (1076)=(1084)=(1085)=(1016) a deposit up to 0.5m
deep of rubble sandstone (one dressed and rebated) and smaller sandstone and limestone
fragments in a matrix of friable mid-grey-brown clayey silt containing frequent mortar
chunks and flecks, some patches of sand, charcoal flecks and smears. This was butted by an
ephemeral linear feature (1089) running east-west, 2.7m long east-west and 0.4m wide, up
to c.0.08m deep, fading to a 0.2m wide mortar scar at its west end, and consisting of a firm,
plastic dark brown-black matrix with burnt turf and heat-affected clay-silt containing some
medium-sized sandstone. This may represent the burnt remains of footings for a light wall
structure.
Within the kiln bowl the deposits are sealed by the collapsed drying floor [1079] formed of
square malting bricks 0.3m2 with a pattern of small holes to allow the hot air to circulate,
now tipped and slumped inwards, in a matrix of brick dust and silt with frequent smears of
charcoal.

Although this layer is stratigraphically above the deposits associated with the latest period of
the kiln’s use, it originally formed a drying floor, its conception and original construction date
to the construction phase of the kiln, though its collapse and deposition post-date the end of
its use.
The upper part of the kiln structure has been truncated, and the building demolished to
ground level, leaving no evidence of the superstructure. The north side of the kiln wall
[1125] has been robbed by cut [1128] which was not excavated but was visible in plan as a
sub-rectangular cut with squared corners, 1.5m x 0.96m at the outer face where the dressed
stone forming the outer face of the bowl has been removed, continuing into the rubble core
and tapering towards the inner face where a single course of stones has been removed. This
was filled with (1129) a compact, mixed-yellow silty clay containing small angular sandstone
fragments between c.0.01m and 0.02m. This was associated with (1080) a bottle dump
containing densely-packed broken glass bottles in a loose mid-light yellow brown silty loam
with fragments of mortar and pebble-sized sandstone, which continued into the north
section.
The kiln’s flue collapsed, possibly during the same event as collapse of the drying floor. An
unevenly distributed layer varying in depths of loose, friable, mortar (1035) comprised of
crumbs of white / yellow / light brown mortar with frequent fragments of coal and brick
forms the lowest part of the collapsed flue structure. This was overlain by (1036), a collapsed
brick structure with frequent voids, containing intact and fragmentary bricks varying in size
up to 0.35m x 0.15m x 0.04m, some malting bricks with holes, and glazed on one face,
contained within a matrix of fragmented bricks and brick dust forming an orange ashy silt
with frequent mortar fragments and charcoal and moderate coal. Although recorded
separately on site, this is the lower part of demolition layer (1008) formed of a rubble of
angular stones between 0.1m and 0.4m and both complete and fragmented bricks in a
matrix of loose dark grey-brown clay and cream/white mortar crumb which was spread
across an area of c.3.55m to the west of the kilns structure, overlying the area of the flue.

Phase 2: Agricultural and later use of the site
Phase 2A: Cobbled surfaces
Following the end of the kiln’s use and the robbing and demolition of the structure, a rough
cobbled surface was laid (1075=1005) a layer of sub-angular stones between 0.1m and 0.2m
in size with very frequent brick and tile and occasional fragments of mortar, within a loose
matrix of dark grey-brown topsoil loam.
Outside the kiln structure, the uppermost layer of raked out waste was sealed by a layer
(1030) of a loose, dark brown to black silty loam containing frequent brick fragments, lumps
of mortar and small, sub-angular to sub-rounded pebbles. This deposit formed a bedding
layer for (1009) compacted, rounded cobbles between 0.09 and 0.37m in diameter mixed
with fragments of brick and tile forming a gently sloping surface. These cobbles were heavily
worn and the surface was repaired with a metalled patch (1007) formed of very compacted
angular gravel in a clay silt matrix with smears of mortar.
These surfaces respected the east side of the leat channel, suggesting that although not
active during this phase, post-dating the end of the milling activity, it remained open.
Possibly contemporary with this surface in the area of the sea wall was (1024) a continuous
layer over the top of the sea wall and extending from behind the wall across and over the

salt marsh as a 0.6m deep deposit of angular sandstone rubble c.0.1-0.2m in diameter with
some large blocks c.0.3-0.5m in size in a matrix of mortar-rich plastic, light blue-grey mottled
orange-brown clay. This may be from the final collapse of the upper part of the sea wall with
rubble (1024) from its core across tumbled downslope the landward side and the saltmarsh.
Above this (1011) was a moderately compact to compacted rough layer of cobbles and
angular sandstone boulders c.5-25cm in size contained in a mixed matrix of dark grey-brown
and light yellow silty clay, 9-15cm deep, sloping to the northwest and bedded into an
underlying deposit of grey clay. Finds included pot, metal and building material, a copper
alloy coin dated to 1861 and very occasional mortar crumb, and reused demolition material.
In Area 4 the equivalent layer overlying the clay bank (1121) was (1124) a compacted light
brown-yellow clay topsoil contained sub-angular to sub-rounded pebbles and stone
fragments up to c.0.12m in size forming a metalled surface, spread across an area 0.8m
north-south by 1.3m in the south-east corner of the area and not further investigated. This
was cut by [1123] a sub-circular stake hole c.0.25m in diameter with an abrupt break of
slope at the top, packed with stones and containing a partially rotted wooden post leaving
voids and dark-stained fill.
Phase 2B: Final collapse and truncation, agricultural use (Areas 1 & 2)
The sea wall and pier (Area 2)
At the high water mark, the uppermost surface of the pier is butted by a (1020) a firm,
plastic black and light grey silty clay covering and area 2.80m north-south by 1.30m, 0.09m
thick, containing occasional timber and iron staining and a large 50-70cm triangular block of
corroded iron spikes (1027), possibly nails, varying in diameter between 3 and 5cm, recorded
separately but probably a deeper layer of topsoil which thickens downslope towards the
coast edge.
The equivalent deposit inland (1006) sits on top of the cobbles (1043) and is discrete spread
c.2m north-south by 1m east-west of friable red-orange ash containing frequent charcoal,
occasional wood fragments, gravel, and lime mortar chunks, as well as c.19th century to
modern ceramics. This may be associated with the overlying rubble (1015) = (1019) of
angular stones, small gravel, bricks, tile and mortar in a loose, friable, light yellow-brown
matrix formed of crumbled mortar sand, spread across the area, also sitting above (1020)
and largely machined off.
These deposits are probably from the collapse and demolition of the latest structures on the
site.
The mill and leat (Area 1)
On the site of the mill, the paved surface (1067) (1074) was overlain by (1073) a friable dark
brown clay loam topsoil with very frequent loose light grey-yellow mortar, typical of the
rubble demolition deposit which was seen across this part of the site and machined off
except in this small extension.
Because of the flooding of the leat at high tide, it was not possible to investigate further than
the upper fills, all of which post-date the mill activity and active use of the channel.
Within the leat, and on its east side a bank of firm, dark grey-orange clay (1017)=(1028)
aligned north-south ran along the side of the channel extending across the trench, 1.2m
wide east-west and at least 0.9m thick but not bottomed due to flooding which contained
frequent tile, occasional mortar flecks and coal. When this clay was breached, water flooded

the trench. This may be a clay capping for the culvert which carried the water of the Pow
Burn under the road from the field to the south into the mill leat and ultimately draining into
the Forth.
This was overlain by the lowest leat fill encountered (1004)=(1012) a deep deposit (<0.5m), a
dark grey to black silt containing thick bands of grey and orange-brown clay showing tipping
lines. It contains pockets of ash and very finds rich, with very frequent late 19th to 20th
century pottery (including a coronation mug of Edward VII and Alexandra) glass, leather
shoes, metal, bone, brick and tile, frequent organic material and gives off methane gas.
Stone rubble is evenly distributed with several large square blocks of dressed stone. This
could not be fully excavated due to water problems.
This upper leat fill, rich in late Victorian to 20th century domestic waste demonstrates that
the channel remained open after the mill had ceased to function and was only backfilled in
the early 20th century.
This fill was truncated to the south by a straight sided machine-dug cut [1058] filled with
very mixed grey to black, silty clay containing modern plastic (1013). These were not fully
excavated due to flooding. This represents a modern machine cut drainage channel, recently
dug by the landowner to maintain the culvert which drains the former meander of the Pow
Burn to the south and carries it beneath the road north to the Forth (R. Dick, pers. comm).
Overlying this, sloping down the east side of the channel was (1014) a layer of light greybrown clay containing frequent mortar and small angular stones, and occasional coal and
charcoal, maximum 1.65m wide across the channel’s edge and up to 0.3m deep. This was
typical of a demolition deposit dumped here to backfill and level the leat channel.
Across the top of the leat was (1055) a spread of loose, very dark grey-black mixed silty
topsoil and rubble, up to 0.5m deep across the leat channel and pressed into the surface of
the wetter underlying fills.
In the east of Area 1 the cobbled surface was overlain by topsoil (1083)=(1000) except in a
small area which had been disturbed by root action [1022] and filled with a deeper topsoil,
recorded as (1018).
A small Test Pit (5) was excavated behind the sea wall in area 1 in order to investigate a line
of three edge-set slabs (1145) visible above the surface immediately behind the sea wall.
These were an ephemeral feature a single course deep associated with (1029) a dump of
tarmac chippings. Test Pit 5 was not further excavated.

Unphased features
A field bank forming the edge of the excavation area was cleaned but not excavated. It was
constructed of a core (1002) of firm to cemented light tan, grey and brown clay. This
contained a body sherd from an externally green-glazed jug of a type common in the Forth
Valley dating to the 17th-late 18th centuries. Decorated with a single vertical slash, it has
been identified as potentially the earliest of the sherds examined from the site. This bank
likely represents an agricultural field boundary bank remodelled from the earlier sea wall, so
this pottery is likely to be redeposited. The bank here is faced with (1001) large, roughly
dressed, square stone blocks. A deposit (1003) of compacted, dark orange-brown grit and
gravel with angular pebbles and iron staining butted against this face on the seaward side
representing a degraded saltmarsh surface and topsoil.

This bank was probably added to the east end of the sea wall where it dips on the west side
of the pier in order to enclose the field to the west and cut it off from the lower lying marshy
area of the pier. Where the pier crosses the line of the sea wall, there is an associated break
in the sea wall of c.15m. Without this acting as a coastal defence, the land floods at high tide
and may have been deliberately isolated from the agricultural area utilising and remodelling
the earlier sea wall structure.
The north-facing elevation of the causeway which carries the road past the site as it turns a
tight corner to the west and over the depression between the former meander of the Pow
Burn in Field 1 and the semi-circular embayment in Field 2 was cleaned and recorded as
[1114]. It runs approximately east-west and is made of an uncoursed pile of hewn undressed
boulders up to 0.62m in size with no bonding material. The stones are placed but not
methodically, and are tumbled in places. Iron slag was visible amongst the stones. This was
recorded individually and its relationship to other features in unclear, but the construction
of the road is known to be early based on the historic map evidence.

Discussion
The sea wall and pier
The sea wall [1046] straightened and formalised the riverbank, the natural edge having been
cut and faced with stone to form the wall. It may have been intended to stabilise the coast
edge and prevent erosion, as well as providing a hard edge for boats to come against.
Although no dateable material was recovered from the construction deposits, it may be
associated with the ferry crossing and built to facilitate access to the water.
Excavation confirmed that the buried intertidal structure identified by coring and geophysics
was the stone pier depicted as ‘Old’ on the 1828 plan, and although only a short length of its
landward end was exposed by the excavation in the saltmarsh, its length of nearly 40m is
attested by the coring in the saltmarsh. The ashlar facing stones [1047] of the pier (some of
which are reused tooled blocks from an earlier structure) were laid on a construction surface
of a sandstone chipping hard-core (1050) and a plank (1049) which may have performed a
levelling function. They were laid on top of the naturally deposited saltmarsh sediment
(1062) which had accumulated against the sea wall and clearly belong to a later phase of
construction, post-dating the sea wall’s construction. However, the pier paving [1010] is laid
as a continuous surface across the line of the sea wall over the gap where the sea wall is not
present, possibly suggesting that the wall and pier are of a single build. If so, the ashlar
facing stones may represent a subsequent widening and refacing of the original stone pier.
This is currently unclear but could be resolved by dismantling and full excavation.
The different surfaces on the track leading to the pier and the change from rounded cobbles
(1043) to edge set blocks (1042) may be explained by the observation of a very high spring
tide during the October 2017 fieldwork when the high water reached this interface at the
upper edge of the rectangular blocks, suggesting that the different construction was
positioned to facilitate runoff of tidal water.
The wooden pier [1099] buried in the salt marsh in front of the sea wall is believed to be that
shown on the 1828 plan of the area and to have been associated with the ferry crossing.
Both the sampled post of the wooden pier [1099] and the plank (1049) on which the ashlar
facing stones [1047] were laid were submitted for radiocarbon dating and proved too young
to yield accurate radiocarbon results, demonstrating only that both are younger than
c.AD1750. The dated post of the wooden pier may be part of a rebuild or repair, rather than
an original part of the structure, while the wooden plank beneath the ashlar stone facing of
the stone pier may relate to a later refacing of the earlier structure. Neither can be securely
said to relate to the original phase of either structure, but the late dates indicated
demonstrate that the formation of the saltmarsh which buried them both is very recent, and
rapid. It evidently formed after the timbers were placed, the 2-3m depth of saltmarsh could
only have begun to accumulate in the 18th century at the earliest. A 19th century reference
to the ferry mentions that three piers were built on this site in a very short time because of
problems with the accumulation of mud (Transactions of the Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland, 1839, xii, 489-501). The apparently contemporary dates for the two pier
structures may therefore both demonstrate and be explained by the problematic
sedimentation of the intertidal mudflats here in the 18th and 19th centuries. This issue of
mud choking the waterfront here may also account for the neglect of the sea wall attested
by the demolition material low in the sequence around its base.

The high chaff content in the silts which contain this demolition rubble (1061) suggests that
it was in disrepair or damaged while at least one of the mills on site was active, and further
indicates both the depositional environment in the river around the stone pier and the
contribution this dumping of mill waste made to the accumulating sediments. Maintenance
of the sea wall apparently ceased quite early in the site’s use, although the possibility that
the heavy stones may have sunk into the underlying soft intertidal muds should be borne in
mind. The trampled demolition layers (1060) overlying these deposits possibly relate to the
repair or remodelling of the sea wall, possibly in an attempt to maintain the coast edge and
defend the land from tidal flooding.
The extensive engineering of the coast edge to create and maintain access for ships at
Higgins Neuk has been almost completely obscured by the later development of the
saltmarsh, illustrating the dramatic and rapid changes to the coastal environment here.

The mill complex
The mill lade was originally thought to have been artificially created and dug to direct water
from the millpond engineered from the former meander of the Pow Burn. However, its
width, the gradual slope of its banks and the existence of water-laid silts beneath the east
wall [1038] which narrowed the channel and straightened the banks suggest it was a natural
feature and active watercourse prior to this phase of engineering. It may have been naturally
cut by the Pow Burn during a flood event, that was later substantially modified to serve the
needs of the mill and possibly also as a sluice for the harbour.
On the west side of the channel, although badly damaged by robbing activity, the sloping
clay bank was recut and straightened, perhaps to take the insertion of another stone wall,
now robbed. The shape of this recut bank on the robbed west side mirrors the recessed
walling [1038] on the east side. This recess in the eastern wall houses a timber structure
[1039] with specifically shaped mouldings and iron fittings. If there was originally a
counterpart structure on the opposite side, this may represent a sluice gate or other
engineering to control the flow of water through the channel.
However, no traces of the engineering on the west side survive, other than this cut bank and
a single slab [1113] which may represent the foundations of the robbed retaining wall, the
foundations of the mill building and / or a setting for the mill wheel on the gable end of the
mill. This stonework appears to relate to the latest surviving phase of mill here, and overlies
deposits accumulated against the bank which contain chaff (1122) and (1090), indicating
that there was at least one earlier phase of milling activity on or near this site, and above
demolition deposits (1077) and (1078) which may be associated with this earlier mill
complex. The other structural remains on the site of the mill [1056], [1057], [1067] and
[1074] appear to have been constructed directly onto the natural carse clay.
Although any stone facing on the west side would have been built against the straightened
vertical bank, the wall on the east side [1038] appears to have been initially freestanding,
and the slope behind subsequently gradually levelled with dumps of raked out material from
the corn drying kiln (1097), etc., which was retained by the rear of this wall. The
accumulation of this kiln waste raising the level behind the wall, may have necessitated the
remodelling of the top of the wall and insertion of additional upper courses [1146].
The corn drying kiln was constructed into a hole cut into the natural clay [1054] and lined
with stone to form the kiln’s bowl [1125], incorporating occasional reused dressed stone in

the structure as well as rubble blocks. The flue was low-lying, with a downward-sloping ramp
[1051] leading to the grate. The accumulation of this waste around the kiln flue area appears
to have caused problems for the firing, necessitating at least two recuts of a ventilation
trench [1100] and [1094] to supply air to the grate.
The engineering of the natural channel would have both directed the water and sped its
flow, and it would presumably have drained into the Forth. Test pits 1 and 3 were dug in the
salt marsh in front of the sea wall [1046] to investigate the leat’s outflow. However, no
evidence was found of any culvert, although a gap in the wall must exist, attested by the
flooding of the channel from the Forth at high tide.
Given the well-documented problems that the accretion of sediment caused, it is likely that
the channel also operated as a sluice for the sea wall and ferry landing. On the assumption
that the harbour infrastructure is the earliest phase of activity on the site, this channel may
first have been exploited for this and later repurposed as a mill leat. Certainly, either
deliberately or otherwise, it would have provided a flushing action for the seawall and piers.
This harnessing of a channel for multiple functions including powering a mill from both fresh
and tidal water, in addition to sluicing a harbour is unusual in Scotland (Graham 1969, 209).
The neglect of the sea wall appears to have begun while there was still milling activity on
site, although it’s not clear whether the chaff mixed with the sea wall demolition rubble is
associated with the mill on site, or with the later mill known from historical evidence.
However, the abandonment of our mill, and neglect of the leat would have inhibited the
sluicing function of the tail race and outflow, further exacerbated the silting of harbour, and
accelerating the formation of the saltmarsh. The end of the mill would therefore have
contributed to the ultimate abandonment of the site of the harbour and relocation of the
ferry to the later site further east.
The corn drying kiln may have continued in use later than the mill, serving the later complex
to the south, though without more precise dating of the different deposits of raked out kiln
waste, this can’t be proven. Post-dating the activity of the mill and kiln, the structures were
robbed, levelled and covered with a cobbled surface (1075), (1005), (1009). The cobbles
respect the east edge of the leat, indicating that it remained open during this phase of
activity, though apparently no longer managed as the fills had been allowed to accumulate.
The channel remained open until the early 20th century, when it was backfilled (1004),
(1012) with domestic rubbish and rubble including occasional large dressed stone blocks.
This backfilling event may have been at the same time that other lightly-built surviving
structures such as that suggested by the truncated footings (1089) were demolished, leaving
a layer of brick, mortar and pantile rubble (1073), (1006), (1015), (1019) spread across much
of the site.

Conclusion
The project failed to find any evidence of the 16th century dockyard at Higgins Neuk.
However, the accumulation of estuarine mud and formation of the saltmarsh has been
shown to post-date this, so cannot be said to have prevented substantial ships from docking
here in the early modern period. The work has at least demonstrated that this was a feasible
location for a harbour capable of accommodating large naval ships in the early 16th century.
This has also highlighted the extent to which the landscape here has been dramatically
altered since the 18th century. These remarkable geomorphological changes may also be at

least partially responsible for the failure of the search for the dockyards, in burying evidence
of earlier activity in the accumulated mud, while the later reuse of the site for the ferry and
milling may have entailed the dismantling of dockyard infrastructure for building stone, as
suggested by the incorporation of significant quantities of high-status reused stone in
several of the structures, and the occurrence of worked stone blocks within fills and topsoil.
The current project has finished, but there is potential for further work on the site. The
structures exposed have not been fully excavated or dismantled, while the mill complex and
kiln offer significance opportunities and research potential for the investigation of postmedieval agriculture, industry and water management.
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Maps & plans

Figure 5
The stone structure buried in the saltmarsh as defined by coring, showing locations of peat recovered from its surface and sampled for 14C
dating (table 1).

Figure 6

Phase 1A and 1B the sea wall and pier

Figure 7a

Phase 1C leat engineering and remains of mill building

Figure 7b

Phase 1C corn drying kiln

Figure 8

Area 3 the Later New Mill building
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Plates

1 Junction of sea wall [1046] and mill pond wall [1021]

2 Detail of carving WA on top of wall [1021]

3 Elevation of sea wall [1046] at junction with old stone pier [1047 / [1010]]

4 Elevation of stone pier showing construction sequence, plank [1049] and ashlar stones [1047] butting sea wall [1046]

5 Overhead view of pier [1047] / [1010] and approach trackway [1042] / [1043]

6 Posts of wooden pier [1099]

7 Foundation slab for mill wall / leat facing [1111]

8 MIllstone resued in paving (1067)

9 plan view of wall [1038] and timber [1039] on east side of leat

10 Elevation of wall [1038] and timber [1039]

11 Detail of face of timber [1039]

12 Rear of leat wall [1038] showing inserted upper courses
[1146]

13 Rear of leat wall [1038] showing construction layer (1105) and overlying kiln waste

14 Kiln structure [1125] and flue cobbles (1051) and shelter wall [1032]

15 Section through interior of kiln bowl

16 kiln rake out cut by flue trenches [1094] and [1100]

17 Rubble of brick flue structure (1036)

18 Saltmarsh muds containing chaff and rubble from sea wall (1059), (1060), (1061)

19 Upper courses of sea wall [1046]

20 Cobbles (1005) covering east end of Area 1 in 2017

21 Cobbles (1075) overlying kiln structure in eastern extension to Area 1 in 2018

22 Cobbles (1024) across top of sea wall

23 Upper fills of leat (1004)

24 Overhead view of modified upper courses of sea wall [1046] to west of pier forming field bank (1001)

25 Elevation of stonework for road causeway [1114]

Appendices
Appendix 1 Register of contexts
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china. Finds also include bone,
metal, brick and tile. Stone
rubble is evenly distributed with
several large square blocks of
dressed stone. The west side is
cut almost vertically through
pale, buff, laminated silt; The
east side through a more
homogenous orange clay silt.
The grey silt is humic and gives
off methane gas.
Rough layer of cobbles formed of
sub-angular stones up to 0.15m
in size contained within a loose
matrix of dark grey-brown topsoil
loam. Very frequent brick and tile
present. Occasional fragments of
mortar. One course deep,
covering an area approx. 3m
East to West, by up to 3m North
to South in an irregular spread,
up to 0.2m deep. Generally
sloping slightly down from East
to west. Trowelled off in dry
conditions.
Friable ashy red-orange in a
discrete area c.2m North-South x
1m East-West. Frequent
charcoal up to 0.01m. Thick
lensing out at edges up to
0.08m. Occasional wood
fragments present. Removed by
trowel. Finds include moderate
ceramics c.19th century to
modern. Moderate small gravel
inclusion and lime mortar
chunks. Trowelled off in dry
conditions.

All

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

Topsoil
Facing of the field bank
formed by the remodelling
of the East end of the sea
wall to the West of the pier
to the enclosed large field
to the West.
Clay core of the field bank,
probably redeposited clay
subsoil. The bank was
probably added to the east
end of the sea wall on the
west side of the pier to
enclose the corner of the
field. It represents a
modified and remodelled
end of the sea wall.
A degraded
topsoil/saltmarsh surface
at the top of a high water
mark in front of the bank.
Upper fill of mill leat,
deliberate backfill of very
mixed material. Tipping
lines visible in bands of
clay. Imported, dumped
material.

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

1003

1002

1001

Unex.

1000

1001

1058

Unex.

1012

Cobbles forming a very
rough surface.

1000

1008,
1080

1075

Burnt material of wood and
possible peat ash.
Possibly associated with
the rubble and demolition
layer above. Probably from
collapse or demolition?

1015

1023

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

BELOW

ABOVE

1

1007

DEPOSIT

External. Prepared surface
metalling. A work surface
with pebbles and
metalling. At exterior of
post-medieval mill building
and beside sluice/lead.

1000

1009

1

1008

DEPOSIT

Demolition layer. The
spread of the demolition
layer relates to the
clearance of the 19th
Century mill building(s).

1005

1036

1

1009

STRUCTURE

Cobble surface. Exterior
work area at the exterior of
the mill and beside the
east edge of the lade.

1022,
1007

1030

2

1010

STRUCTURE

Metalled surface with mortar
smears. Compact, dark browngrey with very frequent grit and
angular gravel (c.70%) in a
matrix of clay-silt. Frequent
rounded pebbles compacted into
the surface. The thickness is c.510cm, with the thickest at the
South side. Truncated at North
and East edges. Trowelled off in
fair weather. Finds include glass,
metal and possibly ferrous slag.
Demolition material. Angular
boulders (c.0.1-0.4m) and brick
fragments in a matrix of loose
dark grey-brown clay and
cream/white mortar crumb.
Loose to moderate compaction.
Approx. 40% clay, 10% mortar
and 50% rubble. Fragments and
complete rectangular bricks,
occasional dark brown/black
glaze, 3.55m East to West
exposed extents. Excavated with
mattock and trowel in fair
weather. Finds include metal,
brick and tile.
Compacted, rounded cobbles,
0.37m to 0.09m in diameter. Laid
forming a surface sloping gently
to the West, in a matrix and laid
on [1030] dark brown clay,
0.15m to 0.25m in thickness.
Frequent brick and tile
fragments. Single course deep.
2.38m wide East to West at
North (exposed extent). 4.54m
wide North to South (Exposed
extent). Trowelled and shovelled
in wet, overcast weather.
Southern half (exposed) shows
evidence of damage as
undulations in the surface.
Greater concentration of brick
fragments in the southern half.
Finds include pot, glass, tile and
flint.
Undressed boulder-sized
sandstone. Regular shaped
paving blocks form an old stone
pier surface. There is a smoothly
worn surface to all blocks which
are typically 30cm-45cm in
various shapes and sizes, laid in
a 'crazy' paving style. Packed
with smaller angular packing
stone and a small amount of
coarse sandy matrix. Very large
pillow shaped blocks, 50cm x
60cm x 40cm, form what looks
like edges of paving. There is a
slight camber to the pier surface.
Paving is laid across the line of
the sea wall, which is not present
within the area of the paving,
suggesting the sea wall and final
paving/finishing of the old stone
pier are contemporary. Surfacing
stone integral with 1042 and no
sea wall here.

A well laid paving of the
slipway/old stone pier. It is
laid upon finely dressed
rectangular stone, which
forms the edging of the old
stone pier. Edging stone
abuts the sea wall and
paving 1010 fills the gap
between a break in the sea
wall. This may suggest the
edging stone is a later
phase e.g. to widen an
existing pier structure - but
unsure. 1010 however,
appears to be the latest
surfacing of a pier that was
constructed at the same
time as the sea wall.

1061

1047?

SAME
AS

1144

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

2

1011

STRUCTURE

A crude prepared surface
of cobbles. Spread of
rubble forming a crude
surface beside the back of
the sea wall. Rather than a
result of demolition, this
surface re-uses demolition
material.

1

1012

FILL

1

1013

FILL

1

1014

DEPOSIT

2

1015

DEPOSIT

1

1016

DEPOSIT

1

1017

DEPOSIT

A rough layer of cobbles
contained in a light yellow clay
matrix. Moderately compact.
Compacted angular sandstone
boulders (c.5-25cm) present in a
matrix of dark grey-brown and
light yellow clay with c.10% silt.
9-15cm thickness. Incline on
sloping ground to the North-West
where it is thickest. 1.69m NorthSouth at East end, 1.63m (NorthSouth) at West End, 1.45m
(East-West) exposed extents.
Bedded into an underlying
deposit of grey clay. Finds
include pot, metal and CBM,
1861 copper alloy coin and very
occasional mortar crumb.
Clay bands within fill [1004] part of the upper fill of the leat.
Fill of modern machine cut
drainage channel. Heavily mixed
black/grey clay. Modern plastics.
Loose mortar and clay dump with
frequent angular stones up to
0.1m to 0.15m in size. Light
grey-brown clay matrix with
frequent gritty gravel and
occasional coal and charcoal.
Sloping down from East to West
on East side of mill lade, max.
0.3m deep, thinning to both
sides. Max. 1.65m wide across
the channel edge. Finds include
pot, glass, metal, brick and tile.
Rubble, formed of angular
stones, bricks and mortar.
Loose, friable, light yellow-brown
formed of crumbled mortar sand,
small gravel and frequent brick,
tile and angular stones. Spread
across area 2. Machined off.
Finds include pot, glass, brick
and tile.
A mortar mix in clay with small
angular stones. Occasional small
lumps of glass, iron slag and
coal. Orangey clay except when
strained by coal/charcoal. Some
mortar bonded to small stones.
All sitting in a bowl of orangey
clay. A few shards of pottery and
glass rods in the mortar mix.
Plastic, mid grey-brown clay.
See [1028].

1

1018

DEPOSIT

2

1019

Moderately compact dark
brown/black clay with silt.
Occasional angular sandstone
fragments/pebbles c.15cm.
2.28m East to West by 1.07m
North to South, with 0.24m
thickness. Frequent charcoal
flecks and very occasional coal
fragments. Trowelled off in fair
weather. Finds include pot,
glass, brick and tile.
same as 1015

Bands of clay dumped
within mixed fill [1004].
Fill of modern drainage
channel [1058].

BELOW

1000

ABOVE

SAME
AS

1024

1004
1014

1058

Demolition dump
backfilling the mill leat.

1055

1013

Rubble demolition of
building spread across
Area 2.

1000

1020,
1006

1019

Possibly rubble/demolition
from the mill building?

1055

1056

1084

Clay lining or modification
on the east side of leat.
Possibly capping for the
drain/culvert?
Possibly a backfill deposit
in pit or robber trench.
Lower layer of topsoil filling
hollow (intially interpreted
as "cut" of [1122])

1004

1146

1028

1000

1022

1015

AREA

2

Mill
Pond
Corner

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

1020

1021

MASONRY

1

1022

CUT

2

1023

LAYER

2

1024

LAYER

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

Firm/Plastic black and light grey
silt and clay. Occasional timber
and iron staining. 2.80m x
1.30m, with 0.09m thickness.
Large corroded patch of iron
spikes at north end recorded as
lens on plan. Comprises of block
of possibly iron nails. Spikes of
varying thickness/diameter 1027.
Range 3-5cm. 50-70cm
triangular block sitting on bed of
silt and timber debris. Lies on
high water mark at side of pier.
Black layer abutting slip.
Typically sandstone in larger
blocks c. 40cm x 40cm x 50cm
with smaller filler blocks typically
c.15cm x 15cm x 20cm. Squared
with joints offset. A revetment
wall - one fair face with a rubble
and clay infill behind it. East
facing North to South and North
facing East to West.

Almost certainly topsoil
which thickens downslope
towards salt marsh.

Sub-rectangular cut, straight on
East side. 1.5m East to West by
1.15m North to South and
continues into North section.
Inclusions sharp on the East side
but gradual on West side. Base
break of slope sharp on the East
side and uneven on the West.
The base is mostly flat to the
East becoming uneven on the
West side. North-East to South
West orientation. Not a true cut,
more an area of disturbance and
root activity truncating.
Loose angular and rounded
cobbles in a soily/mortar matrix.
Discrete areas overlaying
cobbling of landward extent of
old stone pier. Finds of brick and
tile.

Plastic light blue-grey mottled
orange-brown matrix of clay and
mortar. Up to 60cm thick at salt
marsh limit. Extends from behind
the sea wall to across the top,
over the salt marsh to the limit of
excavation to the North. Angular
sandstone rubble c. 10-20cm in

The North to South wall is
the revetment wall for the
drier higher mill site
adjacent to the salt marsh
and road as it goes round
the corner. The East to
West wall forms the
northern side of a
supposed mill pond or tail
race associated with the
later mill. The construction
of the corner suggests this
is one build - they are
contemporary - at least the
upper three courses which
is all that was seen.
Corner stones not abutting
but each course laid into
each other. Possible
c.19th century Ordnance
Survey
inscription/surv+F48ey
marker - found in
uppermost left corner of
North to South wall, next to
corner stone.
Area of modern
disturbance and root
activity, forming hollow
filled with deeper topsoil
(1018).

Patching of landward
extent of access cobbled
track to old stone pier.
Probably c. late 19th
century. This is only a
remnant from
machining/cleaning. It
would have been much
more extensive.
Material from the bank or
landward side of the
collapsed/deliberately
demolished sea wall that
has tumbled into the salt
marsh. This material forms
the heart of the sea wall i.e. the backfill or bank

BELOW

1015

ABOVE
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AS

1042

1027
(lens of
Fe obj.)

1046

1018

1009

1006

1043

1011

1059,
1109

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

diameter with occasional large
30-50cm diameter blocks in a
clay matrix with frequent mortar.
Wet conditions.

1

Test Pit
4

1025

DEPOSIT

1026

STRUCTURE

2

1027

1

1028

DEPOSIT

1029

LAYER

1

1030

LAYER

1

1031

LAYER

TEST
PIT 5

Duplicate record for 1040 seen in
sondage? Same as burnt redbrown layer [1040] seen in
sondage. Full extent not seen.
Higher stone blocks built into
sandy clay overlaid with silt at
the west end. Deeper stone
covered with saltmarsh with
some small pieces of modern
glass, very few stones. No
packing apart from clay and silt
behind the stones. One small
bottle and wood found in higher
fill.

Firm/plastic deposit of clay and
vegetable matter with . brown
iron staining containing compact
block of corrded iron
nails/spikes, 0.09m deep,
varying in diameter, with a range
of 2-5cm forming a triangular
block sitting on bed of silt/sand
and timber debris. Lies at high
water mark at pier side.
Firm, dark grey-orange clay with
frequent tile. Occasional mortar
flecks and coal. 1.20m East to
West Max. and at least 0.9m
thick (but not bottomed). Extends
across the excavation area North
to South. Truncated to the South
by straight sided cut filled with
very black, silty material (quite
similar to other leat backfill, but
darker and less inclusions). Butts
up and covers wall [1038] and
covers timber [1039]. Finds
include pot, glass and CBM.
Loose, black, with angular
chippings, clinker and slag
coated in dry tar. Seen in 1m²
seawall unexcavated test pit.
Test pit dug to investigate the
line of the edge-set slabs [1145]
which were visible on the surface
and set into this layer, a single
course high. Test pit not dug any
further.
Loose, dark brown/black silty
loam. Frequent brick fragments,
lumps of mortar and small, subangular, sub-rounded pebbles,
following the extent of cobbles
[1009]. Up to c.0.1m deep,
trowelled off in dry weather.
Natural - no context sheet

INTERPRETATION

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

1037

1139,
1070

1040

Salt
Marsh

Unex.

1046

1015

1042

1120

behind the ashlar face
which has tumbled
downslope into the salt
marsh.

Test pit dug at west end of
the stone-built sea wall.
Construction appears to be
less robust with a single
thickness of stone-facing.
Wall becomes significantly
poorer quality to the west
until the transition with the
earthen bank which
continues to the west from
here to the mouth of the
Pow Burn. Possibly
modified at the West end?
Large corroded block of
iron nails and spikes.

A thick dump of relatively
clean clay that butts
against and covers the
wall [1038]. When
breached, water started to
flood the trench until the
hole was blocked, so clay
may be capping to channel
leading from the Pow Burn
to the south, culverted
under road draining north
into the Forth. Not fully
excavated due to water
problems.
A modern dump of road
construction material
associated with the
patching/resurfacing of the
adjacent road and/or the
construction of the bridge.

1017

1145

Unex.

Bedding for cobbles
[1009].

1009

1034

Natural carse silty clay.
Generally mid blue-grey
with frequent thin
laminations

1117,
1126,
1122,
1057,
1074,
1067

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

1

1032

MASONRY

Single course of tumble or
rubble. Associated with the
stone wall [1052]. A
modified or added
porch/shelter wall for the
cobble ramp approaching
the flue and grate of the
kiln.

1000

1063

2

1033

FILL

Limestone blocks up to 0.4m x
0.55m x 0.2m in dimensions.
Clay bonded. Roughly dressed
blocks and rubble. Single course
of flat-laid blocks aligned East to
West. North facing and South
facing. Possible mortar washed
out in surrounding layers. 2m
East to West and 1.1m North to
South x 0.4m high. Partially
displaced by machine bucket
includes one stone with semicircular rounded socket, roughly
squared, possibly a threshold
stone.
Firm to almost cemented. Mixed
mid-grey with mottled yellow and
orange, clay, silt and mortar
fragment with angular rubble.

1020

1045

1042

1

1034

LAYER

This deposit probably
represents packing
material around
rectangular sandstone
blocks [1042]. It also fills
the area of disturbance
between the landward
edge of the old stone pier
and the beginning of 1042
where it looks like some of
the pier paving stone
[1010] has been
dislodged. Possibly
associated with earliest
phase of cobbling [1045].
A layer of burnt residue,
including coal fragments
that extends over much of
Area 1 - West Side.

1030

1037

1068

1

1035

LAYER

Lowest part of collapsed
flue superstructure formed
mainly of deteriorated
mortar from structure part
of collapsed [1036].

1036

1066

1

1036

LAYER

Interpreted as the
collapsed remains of a
grain drying floor, fallen
into the underlying void of
the flue.

1008

1035

Loose, black to reddish brown
silt with very frequent coal
fragments. Extends across Area
1 from South to North and c.2m
from the western edge,
eastwards up to 0.15m thick (in
sondage). A very mixed layer but
indicates burning activity.
However, could just be a
levelling layer if the burnt
material was used for laying
down cobbles. Excavated by
trowel.
Mortar spread. Very loose and
friable light brown/yellow/white
mortar crumbs. Frequent coal
fragments, brick fragments and
flecks of lime mortar. Unevenly
distributed in varying depths up
to 0.3m beneath collapsed
structure [1036] covering area of
3m East to West x 2m North to
South. Trowelled and mattocked
in dry and wet conditions.
Largely removed with [1036]
overlying collapse.
Intact and fragmentary bricks
varying in size up to 0.35m x
0.15m x 0.04m, glazed on one
face, many with circular holes for
air flow. Contained within a
matrix of orange ashy silt with
frequent mortar fragments,
charcoal and moderate tile.
Matrix of fragmented bricks and
brick dust. Frequent complete
and broken vented floor tiles
0.23m x 0.23m x 0.4m with
glazed face. Contains iron fire
grate, collapsed from floor level
above. Large cluster of walls in

BELOW

ABOVE
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CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

discrete patch of collapsed
rubble, with frequent voids.
Charcoal concentrated along
edges at interface with brick
walls of flue structure. Moderate
coal. Trowelled and mattocked
out. Finds include pot, metal,
brick and tile.

1

1037

LAYER

1

1038

MASONRY

1

1039

TIMBER

1

1040

LAYER

1

1041

MASONRY

Loose, greyish cream coloured
silty mortar with tile and frequent
coal. Seen within sondage up to
10mm thick. A possible bedding
layer for cobbles [1009].
Excavated by trowel.
Possibly limestone up to 0.5m x
0.5m x 0.2m thick. Roughly
squared and roughly coursed in
horizontal courses. Form is the
butt-end of the wall. Facing west
with butt-end facing south. Lime
mortar and possibly clay in the
face closest to the leat. Extends
at least 1.4m North to South but
goes beyond the limit of
excavation to the North and is at
least 1.10m wide. Four courses
exposed - 0.8m. Only a small
part seen as it extends beyond
the level of excavation and is
obscured by clay [1028] (which
can't be excavated due to water
problems).
Pine and beech timber under
wall [1038]. A timber structure
[1039] fronted on the leat-facing
side by a large piece of pine
running north-south along the
edge of the channel, with the
west face cut with carefullyformed notches and indentations
and with a large, heavily
corroded iron collar on its top
face. Behind this large timber
three edge set planks (the
innermost eastern plank
identified as beech) ran parallel
to the pine timber.
Loose, dark reddish grey silt with
clay. Frequent coal flecks and
tile present. Probably extends
across the entire West side of
the area, but only definitely seen
in sondages. Up to 50mm thick.
Trowelled within sondages. East
to West and North to South.
Handmade bricks and mortar. Up
to 0.25m x 0.1m x 0.04m thick.
Coursed, mortar bonded and
heavily mortared. Parallel lines of
edge set bricks, lining linear void
for the flue. Upper (surviving)
course is edge-set - lower
courses running course. Facing
interior of the linear channel.
Mortar bonded. Extending
c.1.1m East to West from East
Section Area 1. Structure is

A possible bedding layer
for cobbles, but also
associated with burning
incidents (although unsure
if this is in situ burning).

1034

1040

Appears to be associated
with the leat, but does not
extend fully across the
level of excavation.

1039

1105?

Associated with
engineering of the channel
to create a mill leat. Part of
a sluice gate or other
mechanism?

1017

1038

Burnt deposit - dump/rake
out of the klin, possibly
used to level the
channel/banks of the mill
leat.

1037

1044,
1139

Inner facing brickwork for
the flue structure. A later
insertion/modification to
the innter facing of the
flue.

1088,
1065

1130

1069,
1025

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION
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1033,
1093,
1106,
1107,
1108

c.11m East to West x 1.4m North
to South. North wall 0.6m wide,
South wall 0.4m wide, standing
up to 5 courses. Inner faces are
very deteriorated due to the heat
of fires in the flue. Heavily
mortared (lime mortar with
occasional charcoal fragments).
Obscuring detail of construction.
Contains iron fire grate.

2

1042

LAYER

2

1043

LAYER/COBBLE
S

1

1044

LAYER

2

1045

LAYER

Rectangular sandstone blocks
typically 30-60cm long, laid on
edge in parallel lines to form a
squarish masonry block
c.5mx5m, in a dark brown-grey
and buff matrix loose upon
excavation but compacted with
depth. Some stones up to 0.5m
long at North end, adjacent to
the old stone pier. Rectangular
stone packed with a mortar rich
matrix, also with frequent
rectangular cobble-sized
sandstone, typically 6cm-15cm
diameter. 30-40cm in depth.
Disturbed and looks like the
stones were dislodged at a
crucial intersection with paving
[1010] of the old stone pier.
Cobbled surface - cobbles are
generally 8-15cm in diameter,
though some larger sub-rounded
stones are up to 40cm in
diameter. They are randomly laid
in a loose matrix of mortar/soil.
Brick fragment forms part of
surface. Small angular
sandstone chips frequent as
packing material. 16cm thick.
Covers southern part of Trench 2
abutting the rectangular stone
structure [1042] to the North.
Approx. 5-6m wide. Western
edge defined by slight ditch in
front of the eastern bank which
runs along the western boundary
of the site. Possible wheel ruts
towards eastern side.
Moderate light grey clay with
frequent tile and coal fragments.
Seen in North to South and East
to West sondages. 10mm thick
at maximum. A thin spread of
clay.
Irregular, worn and patchy
cobbling in a clay matrix with
frequent mortar. Brick and
pantile observed among the
cobbles. Exposed in sondage at
the southern limit of excavation
in Area 2 beneath 1043 and
exposed in a slot below
rectangular structure [1042] in
centre of Area 2. Probably
extends across the whole trench.

Well-defined pad of
masonry blocks at the
South end of the old stone
pier as it continues onto
land. Aligned with old
stone pier [1010] and
almost certainly associated
with it's final phase of use.
Cobbles [1043] abut the
rectangular stone structure
[1042] so they appear to
be contemporary.

1020

1045

Cobbled roadway leading
to the stone pier. Respects
1042 which is probably the
landward part of the pier.
Looks c.19th century.
Frequent patches and
lenses of repair and
resurfacing.

1023

1045

A thin spread of clay with
burning layers both above
and below.

1040

1071

Cobbles below cobbles
[1043] and rectangular
stone structure [1042].

1043,
1042

Unex.

1070?

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

2

1046

MASONRY

2

1047

MASONRY

1

1048

LAYER

Square and rectangular
sandstone blocks. Square blocks
0.3m to 0.4m in diameter,
rectangular blocks 0.2m thick.
Squared and roughly hewn.
Irregular courses, but the
surviving wall has a pattern from
the base: 3 courses of 0.4m
blocks, followed by 2 courses of
0.2m rectangular blocks,
followed by 3 courses of 0.3m
diameter blocks. Revetment/sea
wall with north facing fair face.
Rubble and silt fill behind face
(landward), possibly remnants of
earth banks but unsure. 2.6m
highest maximum surviving
extent from top to base. 8
courses. Seen in main trench but
visible as a continuous sea wall
forming the coast edge with top
three courses visible above the
top of the salt marsh retaining
the coast edge. Also obversed in
test pit 1 (Exposed height 2.4m,
not bottomed) in test pit 2, and
test pit 3 (1.7m exposed height,
not bottomed and stonework
found to continue a further 1m+
upon probing.)
Fine-grained, light grey
sandstone. Large rectangular
blocks of 0.6m to 1m in length,
0.3m to 0.4m thick. Width
unknown. Ashlar. Top-most
surviving course has finely
dressed faces but not dressed in
the same manner, suggesting
they may have been re-used.
Lower 2 courses
squared/roughly hewn. 3
surviving ashlar courses. East
facing face of side of old stone
pier. 0.5m in height. Base course
laid upon timber planking [1049]
which is itself laid upon a
crushed sandstone rubble raft
[1050] laid upon naturally
laminated intertidal sediments.
Uppermost surviving course is
worked stones.
Loose, red brown to black
silt/clay/ash with coal present.
Probably across the West side of
the area to the leat wall.
Trowelled off.

2

1049

WOOD

Pine plank - axe/adze marks
visible but not saw marks. 1.68m
OD. 60mm thick, 180mm wide.
At least 1m in length. NorthSouth orientation. Stone pier of
1047 above, and sandstone
chipping raft of 1050 below.

INTERPRETATION

BELOW

ABOVE

Sea wall to east of oldstone pier - no sign of
construction cut in 2017,
found [1140] in 2018. No
sign of rebuilding/change
in the structure or culvert
seen. 4 small gaps in
stone structure drawing
water - acting as land
drains.

1062

Laminat
ed
intertidal
deposits

Ashlar blocks - east face of
the old stone pier. These
abut sea wall [1046] but
the paving of the pier
[1010] appears to extend
over a rubble core of the
pier, where the sea wall is
not present.

1010?

1049

Layers of burnt material
seen in the sondage
behind the wall [1038].
Kiln waste possibly used
as a levelling dump for the
mill leat banks.
Appears to form the base
of the stone pier [1047] the plank itself is laid upon
a sandstone chipping raft
upon intertidal muds.
Possibly a levelling
function? Or a laying out
function. The stone edge
of the pier on the west side
is also rested upon a
plank.

1081

1082

1047

1050

SAME
AS

1072?

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

2

1050

LAYER

1

1051

SURFACE

Highly compacted. Angular
sandstone rubble and chips of
various sizes up to 10cm in
diameter. 10cm thick - extends
below masonry of 1047 ashlar
sides of old stone pier. Almost
certainly present in the bottom of
trench to east of the old stone
pier but felt rather than seen
because of wet and muddy
conditions.
Roughly laid surface of angular
and sub-angular cobbles
(possibly limestone) up to 0.1m
in size. Covers an area c.1m
East to West x c. 0.8m North to
South. Appears to be a single
course deep and sloping down
from West to East. Not
excavated.

1

1052

MASONRY

Construction surface probably deliberately laid
as a hard-core raft for the
old stone pier [1047]. It is
possible that 1047
represents a later widening
of an original stone pier
that was contemporary
with the sea wall. This
phase of construction postdates the sea wall.
The sloping surface gives
access to the fire/flue area
for fuel or raking out.
Modified or added at the
same time as the shelter
wall [1032]. Possibly built
and recut the channel to
the flue cut, possibly
through rake out? [1000]
and [1094].
Retaining wall for brick
flue. Possible
threshold/gate to the fire
setting indicated by a hole
through the corner of the
stone to the South West at
the mouth of the flue. Part
of wall [1053] modifying
the west arc of the kiln
wall.

1

1053

MASONRY

1

1054

CUT

1

1055

FILL

Possibly limestone up to 0.7m
x0.45m x0.4m thick. Roughly
squared/worked. Bond/coursing
not seen. Retaining wall on North
side for the brick flue structure.
South facing, butted by brick flue
[1041] to the South. 1.3m East to
West x 0.7m North to South,
0.4m high. Hole drilled through
angled corner of South-West
stone at the mouth of the flue.
Possibly housing for a hinge or
pivot for a door giving access to
the fire setting. South-West
corner of stone (chamfered
corner with hinge housing hole)
shows evidence of heating - fire
reddened.
Limestone blocks, on average,
c.0.35m x c 0.35m x 0.35m, very
roughly squared and roughly
coursed. Reverse battered wall
lining cut [1054] curving,
exposed for short length to edge
of Area 1, running from East
section, North East to South
West. Face presumed to be to
the South East. The North West
face exposed in sondage is outer
face lining cut. Possibly a clay
bonding material. Exposed
length c.1m width in plan c.0.6m.
Four courses within cut, depth
c.0.7m.
Curving cut, aligned North East
to South West, contained to East
beyond the level of excavation.
Curvilinear. At least 0.7m in
depth with unknown slope. Sides
steeply sloping from North to
South. Unknown break and base
with a presumed circular
orientation. A presumed cut, not
seen for subterranean wall
[1053]. Presumed dimensions
follow [1053].
Loose, very dark grey-black
mixed silty topsoil and rubble. Up
to 0.5m deep across the leat
channel.

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

1049

1062

1066,
1138

1064

1130

1125

1053

The wall forming the
western arc and refacing
edge of corn drying kiln
[1125] presumed to be to
the east of Trench Area 1
excavated in 2018.
Subterranean to depth of
0.7m. A later modification
to the western arc of kiln
structure [1125]
associated with the stone
flue and possibly built for
the insertion of the brick
flue.

1130

1125

1052

Presumed cut, dug into
natural and lined with
stone for wall [1053]. Not
seen but must be present
for wall. Same as [1127] in
2018 excavation when all
the kiln exposed.

1125

NAT.

1127

Upper fill of mill leat
channel.

1000

1014,
1016

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

1

1056

STRUCTURE

Remains of
structure/surface to west of
the leat. Appears that only
the lowest course remains.

Truncate
d

Unex.

1

1057

STRUCTURE

Possibly remains of the
mill building wall. It is very
truncated, leaving a single
course surviving.

Truncate
d

natural

1

1058

Cut

Flat, rounded slabs of limestone
up to 0.5m x 0.4m laid flat,
forming a linear surface. No face
- a flat surface. 1.3m East to
West x 0.5m North to South, with
East end at the edge of the mill
leat channel, possibly truncated.
Angular stone rubble blocks of
0.6m x0.3m dimensions. Single
course surviving. Lowest
surviving course of stone wall
running North to South. May
continue North into section but
truncated to the south. Possibly
facing east. 0.7m North to South
x 0.5m East to West.
Machine-dug, straight sided cut
seen in southeast corner of leat
cutting (1004)=(1012) Not
bottomed due to flooding

1013

1004/10
12

2

1059

DEPOSIT

Modern machine cut
drainage work to maintain
culvert draining former
meander or Pow Burn to
south.
Waste material from the
mill tipped over the sea
wall, onto the mud bank.
Presence of boulder-sized
blocks indicates either the
sea wall or old stone pier
(or both) were in disrepair
during the later phases of
the mill's use.

1024

1060

2

1060

LAYER

1059

1061

2

1061

DEPOSIT

Sticky, plastic and waterlogged
chaff, clay and mud. Bouldersized blocks and angular
sandstone rubble present.
Accumulated against the sea
wall and pier. Around 12-30cm
thick as seen in section.

1060

1010?

2

1062

DEPOSIT

1050

1046

1

1063

LAYER

Firm, pale grey and grey silt and
fine sand. Peat band at 50cm
depth. Well-preserved vegetation
on the surface. Accumulated
against the sea wall [1046] and
underlies the ashlar pier sides
[1047]. Coring suggests it
continues approx. 1m in depth
before a sharp boundary with
very dark grey, very firm
laminated course sediments at
0.48m OD.
Plastic/firm mid brown clay.
Moderate to frequents flecks of
coal present, as well as mortar
and brick fragments. Full extent
not seen but sits within the area
of the flue, sloping down from
North to South. Covers an area

Looks like a trampled
demolition - very clean.
Unsure what activity it
could be related to.
Possibly relates to the
repair of the sea wall as
the deposit below contains
demolition from the sea
wall.
Demolition from the sea
wall within a matrix which
has a high chaff content. It
suggests the sea wall was
in disrepair or damaged
during the milling activity
phase. Also shows the sea
wall in disrepair quite early
in the sedimentation
sequence, as this deposit
overlies natural laminated
intertidal sediments.
Naturally deposited
intertidal sediments. Wellpreserved vegetation on
the surface of this deposit
suggests a vegetated mud
flat had developed in front
of the sea wall prior to
construction of the edge of
the pier [1047].

Possible clay dump to line
slope of flue access. Part
of flue structure. Possibly
lower bedding for
cobbles/surfacing?
Possibly foundation for
cobbles and wall [1032]?

1064,
1032

1065

Chaff/waste from mill preserved
in anaerobic muds. Dark grey/
pale greyish brown and soft.
Moderate boulder-sized stones.
50cm thick. Survives in a thick
smelly layer against the sea wall
and edge of the old stone pier present on both sides of it.
Occasional fine lenses of fine
clay.
Compacted. Angular sandstone
rubble in a muddy matrix.
Typically 6-15cm in size. Pan tile
is rare. Present as a layer
against the sea wall and pier separates two deposits of chaffrich material.

BELOW
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AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

1

1064

LAYER

1

1065

LAYER

1

1066

LAYER

1

1067

MASONRY

1

1068

LAYER

1

1069

LAYER

1

1070

LAYER

1

1071

LAYER

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

of 1.9m East to West by 0.8m
North to South but appears to
thin to the South. In area on
North side of slope for flue
structure. Not excavated. Step of
c.0.15m at West end.

Or maybe laid to
consolidate earlier layers
of burnt rake out beneath?

Loose, light brown-grey, medium
grain sand. Not fully exposed but
appears to follow cobbles [1051].
Not excavated. See sketch
[1051] - presumed extent
beneath cobbles.
Loose /friable dark grey-black
silt-charcoal. Very frequent
charcoal. Unknown thickness.
Not excavated.
Loose/friable black burnt material
(charcoal/clay). Coal fragments,
as well as grit and gravel
present. Approx. 2.2m East to
West x 1m North to South with c.
0.1m depth maximum.
A single worked limestone mill
stone. A rounded, circular mill
stone. Possibly basal stone?

Bedding for flue cobbles
[1051].

1051

1063

Layer of burnt material
abutting the brick and
stone of the flue [1041]
and [1052]. Rake out.
Spread of burnt material,
rake out from flue fire.
Butting cobbles [1051].

1063

1041

1035

1051,
1137

Mill stone fully exposed in
Area 1, Southern
extension. Repurposed as
paving and associated with
paved surface [1074]
directly underlying [1073]
topsoil.
Kiln rake out/levelling
dump in bank of mill lade
channel.

1073

NAT.

1074

1030

1037

1034

External hearth rake
out/levelling dump.

1037

1039,
1070

1040

External, levelling layer
above clay foundation of
well on East side of the
lade, below the raking out
of the corn drier.
Incorporates rake out from
the kiln.

1069

1071

1044?

Structural - fill out of 1081.
Waterproofing behind
stone wall [1038] on the
East side of the mill leat,
presumably puddled.

1070

1146

Friable layer of mixed brown and
black material containing
fragments of tile/brick, coal and
charcoal. It is 0.5cm in thickness.
One of many layers of clayey
material interweaved with
reduced and oxidised materials,
probably dumped or spread.
Truncated to North and West by
deeper trench.
Friable brown-orange rusty
panning with mixed silty loam,
some sand and clay patches.
Fragments of coal and pantile
found, as well as occasional subangular rounded sandstone
pebbles and charcoal smears
are present. The thickness is
from 0-0.2m, sloping from East
to West across the width of Area
1 trench, 3.8m East to West.
Rake out of corn drying kiln.
Mattocked off in mostly sunny
and dry conditions.
Plastic grey-brown clay loam
with lumps of grey clay and
striations of iron panning. Coal
and pantile fragments with very
occasional angular sandstone
are present. Sloping from East to
West, 3m East to West,
thickness is 0-0.35m, across
width of trench. Similar to [1069]
but with more clay and very
waterlogged. Mattocked off in
dry, mostly sunny conditions.
Dense and stiff blue-grey clay
with clean iron panning on the
underside. Up to 0.22m exposed
in the East-facing section of the
sondage. Seen in East-facing
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1081

1082

1048?

Structural building rubble
and demolition overlying
mill stone. Directly under
topsoil and directly above
natural, as well as [1074]
and mill stone. Hand
excavated in hand-dug
south extension to Area 1,
machined off elsewhere
across area.

TOPSOI
L

1074,
1067,
1057

A group of approx. 6
stones placed on paving in
Area 1 Southern
Extension. Possible
structural footings but they
do not extend North or
West. More paving likely to
lie outwith the level of
excavation. Single course possibly related to
later/post-mill activity. Mill
stone [1067] has also
been repurposed as
paving,
A cobbled surface that
extends across the entire
area of the extension
opened in April 2018. It
relates to cobbles seen in
previous excavation and
post-dates the demolition
of the 'kiln'.

1073

NAT.

1067

1000

1080,
1079,
1008

1005

A demolition deposit
excavated to South-West
Area 1, Southern
Extension. It contained a
number of large stones,
smaller stones debris
within dark-clay silt matrix.
This matrix contained
frequent fragments/larger
pieces of mortar attached
to broken glass forming
flooring/hard core material.

1089

1116

1085,
1084

sondage behind the mill lade
wall.
1

1072

LAYER

1

1073

LAYER

1

1074

MASONRY

1

1075

SURFACE

1

1076

RUBBLE
DEPOSIT

Loose, mixed dark grey, brown
and black silty clay loam with
occasional orange patches.
Charcoal, coal and very
occasional sandstone fragments
found. Across width of trench 00.2m deep max, sloping from
East to West. Damp. Mattocked
in sunny, dry conditions.
Friable soil with a loose mortar.
Dark brown soil clay with light
grey-yellow mortar - clayey silt.
Moderate charcoal flecks >10%
well sorted, roughly 2mm in size.
Frequent small/large mortar
crumbs which are well sorted
<10%. Moderate sand grains,
also well sorted >10%. Mortar
comprises majority of the layer,
2-10mm chunks. Sandy-silt. The
thickness is around 0.10-0.15m,
extent is 2.5m, however it is not
fully excavated. Hand excavated
by trowel.
Limestone representative from
0.10m L x 0.05m W x 0.02m D
(small) to c.0.3m L x 0.28m W x
0.05m D (large); 0.48m L x
0.40m W. Smooth, roughly faced
to fit. Paving stones, single
course. Measuring c.1.5m L x
c.0.5m W - Not fully exposed in
the level of excavation.
Excavated by hand.

Very hard, grey, angular stone.
Lumps and flecks of mortar with
frequent brick/tile in the central
area. It is one course thick c.0.1m-0.2m. A layer of angular
cobbles that extends over the
entire extension of the trench. It
covers the wall of the corn drying
kiln, including the area of
brickwork. Finds include metal.
Large sandstone rubble stones
in a friable black-brown clay silt
matrix with darker mottling.
Frequent mortar flecks, wellsorted limestone and sandstone
fragments and occasional
charcoal smears are present.
One of the large stones was
rebated. The rebated stone was
c.0.60m in length and c.0.30m in
width, with a depth of c.0.33m.
Matrix from surrounding stone
was from 0.10m-0.20m thick.
Finds include glass, metal and
CBM.

External rake out of the
hearth/levelling.

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

1

1077

LAYER

1078

LAYER

An extensive cleaning
layer of demolition debris
exposed in Area 1 North
Extension. Underlies
topsoil - very bioturbated,
frequent CBM, glass slag,
charcoal and limestone.
Lies to North of Southern
Extension - possibly
related to the mill
demolition. Less mortar
than [1085].
A possible demolition
deposit exposed in the
North-East corner of Area
1 North Extension. Same
as [1077] cleaning layer
and possibly related to the
rubble [1076]. Less large
stones than [1077] and
more compact,

1111

1

1

1079

MASONRY

Collapsed malting brick
floor of corn drying kiln.
Frequent charcoal smears.
Bricks are tipped/slumped
inwards. Percolation holes
visible.

1075

1086

1

1080

LAYER

Bottle dump.

1075

1129

1

1081

CUT

Friable-loose mid-greyish brown
with darker mottling sandy clay
matrix. Frequent mortar flecks
<10%, frequent medium
limestone, well sorted. Moderate
sand grains <10%, well sorted,
occasional limestone fragments,
occasional charcoal flecks and
larger (c.20mm chunks) are all
present. It is c.2.5m W x 5m L.
Exposed in entire Area 1 North
Extension. Excavated by hand.
Medium to compact, dark blackgrey fine clayey silt. Frequent
mortar flecks, moderate sand
grains, limestone chunks and
moderate charcoal flecks are
present. It is c. 1.10m W (NorthSouth), 1.24m (East-West).
Excavated by hand. Updated
2/5/2018 - likely darker in colour
due to it's height in profile affected by topsoil/subsoil
mixing.
Malting brick between 10-30cm
with a smooth finish. Was
circular but now collapsed.
142cm to the edge of excavation
(South -North), 2m (East -West).
Excavated by hand. Worked
bricks with percolation holes.
Loose, mid-light yellow-brown
silty loam. Mortar fragments and
angular pebble-sized sandstone
are present. Finds include glass.
Exposed at edge of Area 1,
North section c.1m East to West
x up to 0.2m North-South, not
excavated. Continued into
section to North, only very
southern edge exposed.
Unexcavated - trowelled during
cleaning and bottle recovered
from upper surface. Full extent
and depth unknown.
Linear cut, 0.22m in North-facing
section. Abrupt 60° angle, steep.
North-South orientation. Seen in
North-facing section and Eastfacing section of sondage.

1146

1072

1

1082

LAYER

Cut for
waterproofing/construction
of mill lade wall.
Presumably for a later
modification of the wall leat
bank. As leat banks on
east side and the fill's on
the west side,, continue
beneath base of the cut.
External rake out of burnt
material and kiln detritus.

1072

1092

Medium mixed black clay-silt
with small gravel, occasional
small stone, rounded pebbles up
to 0.05m, angular sandstone
fragments, brick fragments,
occasional mortar fragments and
very frequent lumps of coal in
discrete patches and throughout.
There were also lenses and
lumps of clean grey clay. There
was root action throughout, and
very frequent burning. Across
width of Area 1, sloping down
from East to West, unevenly
spread up to 0.2m. Waterlogged
on the North side of the bank.
Finds include metal.
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1090

1078

1077

1048

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

1

1083

LAYER

1

1084

LAYER

1

1085

LAYER

1

1086

DEPOSIT/FILL

1

1087

LAYER

Cleaning layer/unstrat. Deposit
pressed in to east of Area 1.
Pressed/mixed in to natural probably remnants of trample.
Friable mid-grey-brown matrix
with grey, mottling clayey silt.
Frequent mortar flecks/larger
chunks and moderate sand
grains, charcoal flecks and
smears are present. Thickness is
c.3.00m L x c. 6.00 W, c. 2.50m
North to South. It is c.0.30m0.50m deep. Excavated by hand.
Finds include pot, bone, glass,
metal, CBM and BM.
Friable, mid-greyish brown
clayey silt with grey mottling.
Medium grained. Frequent
mortar flecks and pebbles are
present, as well as moderate
sand grains, sandstone and
charcoal smears. It is c.0.30m
deep, c. 2.40m N-S and c.2.50m
E-W. A thick rubble/demolition
deposit. Excavated by hand.
Finds include bone.
Loose, dark, grey-black sandysilt. Charred grain, fragmented
malting floor bricks, occasional
flecks of mortar up to 2-3cm and
rare angular sandstone are
present. Thickness is up to 0.1m
depth contained within the corndrying kiln. Trowelled off in dry
conditions. Finds included pot
and brick.
Soft, orange, sandy silt. 3 small
metallic inclusions and frequent
grain present. It is 1.92m L x
0.78m W x 0.52m D. Excavated
in dry conditions by trowel.

1

1088

1

1089

DEPOSIT

1

1090

LAYER

Soft, dark, grey-brown, sandy
silt. Frequent grain, mortar and
small pieces of stone are
present. It is within the bowl of
kiln. Contains charred grain.
Trowelled off with a sample of
grain taken.
Firm, plastic, dark brownishblack matrix with dark brown
mottling. Burnt turf and heataffected clayey-silt. Moderate
sand grains and medium-sized
sandstones present. It is c.2.70m
E-W and 0.40m N-S. It is
c.0.08m Deep. Abutted by [1085]
= [1076]. Excavated by hand.
Firm, compressed, dark brownblack fibrous vegetation material
with clay silt. There are frequent
vegetation remains i.e. chaff
present. Thickness and extent
ranges from c.0.10m - 0.15m D,
c. 1.30m E-W and c.1.15m N-S.
Excavated by hand. Stepped
foundation on cut c.1m. It is

INTERPRETATION
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Topsoil.

A rubble or building
demolition deposit
exposed in the North
extension. Same as [1085]
= [1076] - an extensive
demolition deposit
overlying the wall [1113]
which in turn cut organic
deposits [1090].

1089

1116

1085,
1076

A rubble demolition
deposit exposed in Area 1
North extension. Similar to
that removed from the mill
lade. It overlies clay and
contains frequent mortar
chunks and flecks (>10%)
of sandstones etc. Few
finds present. It may be
related to the demolition of
an earlier mill phase.
Dark, heat affected soil
below malting bricks
[1079] of the corn drying
kiln, with frequent
carbonised grain which
may have trickled or
dropped through.
Percolation holes of
malting bricks.

1089

1116

1084,
1076

1079

1087

A layer of presumably
decomposed brick/tile
dust, limited with silt, within
the bowl of the corn drying
kiln. Could be derived from
heat affecting the brick/tile
floor of the kiln.
An internal layer within the
bowl of the grain drying
kiln.

1086

1088

1087

1041

A linear feature running
East to West. Mostly
ephemeral, particularly to
the west where only a
small (c.20cm) mortar scar
remains. Possibly overlies
natural clay. It may
represent burnt wall
footings. It is the latest
feature in the Eastern area
of the North Extension.
Firm, dark, organic-rich
compressed
vegetation/clay silt deposit
excavated in Area 1, North
Extension. Not likely to be
in situ - a number of
pantile fragments were
recovered. It is likely to
represent burnt waste
material which is

TOPSOI
L/CLEA
NING

1084

1077,
1078

1098

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

1

1091

LAYER

1

1092

LAYER

2

1093

FILL

1

1094

CUT

1

1095

FILL

1

1096

TIMBER

1

1097

LAYER

1

1098

LAYER

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

different material to the fill of the
mill lade.

associated with mill
activity/demolition used to
backfill the mill
lade/'channel'. Frequent
chaff present.

Course grained, very loose, light
yellow-grey matrix. 0.02m
medium sand. Well sorted sand
(>10%), clumps of clay,
moderately sorted, moderate
pebbles are present. 28cm deep
and 73cm Across at the greatest
extent. Hand excavated by
trowel and mattock.
Firm, light grey clay. Mortar,
pebbles and coal fragments are
present. It is c.0.2m thick.

A layer in Area 1 mostly
made of sand. Perhaps
decaying sandstone/rake
out.

1100

1104

A lump of clay at the top of
the slope. May have been
interpreted as natural in
the previous season but it
is definitely not.
Irregular cobbles below
[1043] and around stone
structure 1042. Packing
material for (1042)? Same
as (1033)
A cut made for airflow to
kiln. It truncates an earlier
cut [1100].

1082

1096

1095

1103

Fill of cut [1094] later rake
out of ash from kiln.

1137

1094

Remains of planks with
redeposited clay above.

1092

1097

Possibly a dump for
levelling. Mixed layer of
raked ash - presumably
from the corn drying kiln,
that has been deposited
into the sloping bank of the
channel/leat. Contains clay
and other material.

1096

1105

Grey clay lying beneath
[1090] a dark organic
deposit. Same as clay
[1120] observed in
sondage A. A possible
levelling deposit over chaff
[1122]. 1090, 1098 = 1120
and 1122. All cut by the
wall foundation [1111].

1090

1122

Firm, mid grey, mottling brown
clay with silty patches. Frequent
mortar flecks and degraded
sandstone across the whole
trench. Finds include brick.
A rectangular cut with square
corners. 28cm deep at the
greatest depth with sharp slopes.
Concave sides with gradient
15cm (x) and 30cm (y) for the
North side of the cut. The North
side of the cut has a sharp break
of slope and the south side is
gradual. The base is a tapered
blunt point. It has North-West Southeast orientation. Fill is
(1095).
Loose, course grained sediment.
Dark brown-black silty sand.
Occasional pebbles present, less
than 10%, which are poorly
sorted. 59cm across, 33cm
deep. Hand excavated by
mattock and trowel.
Very soft, dark orangey-brown
decomposing timber planks. See
plan - max 5mm thick. 3 small
planks with deposited clay [1092]
above. Excavated by trowel.
Soft, mixed dark brown-grey silt
with some ash. Medium angular
cobbles, frequent lumps and
blocks of clay are present.
Continues beyond the level of
excavation to the North and
South. Extends to wall to West.
3.5m East to West. Max
thickness at bottom of the slope 150mm - much thinner at the top
of the east slope.
Firm, mid blue-grey with mid
brown mottling clay. Occasional
charcoal smears. C.017m Depth
and c.2.50m East to West.
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1099

TIMBERS

Wooden posts forming the
landward end of the
wooden pier.

1101,
1102

1046

1100

CUT

An internal cut originally
used to supply air to the
kiln. Cut [1100] has been
truncated by [1094] re-cut.

1103

1136,
1091

1101

finds number

1102

finds number

1

1103

LAYER/FILL

1100

1104

LAYER

The fill of the original cut in
the West-facing section.
Filled with ashy-orange
sediment which is most
likely rake-out from the
kiln.
A thin layer of ash rake-out
from the kiln.

1094

1

1091

Unex.

1

1105

LAYER

A mixed deposit that
contains frequent mortar
and offcuts of wood. The
working theory is that this
is related to the
construction of the walllining leat/channel. It also
contains layers that may
have been dug from the
channel e.g. blocks of
laminated organic matter.

1097,
1038

1115

2

1106

LAYER

2

1107

LAYER

Three wooden posts seen in sea
wall Test Pit 2. Timbers 1 and 2
were eroded and worn. Timber 3
was standing to 0.8m high, and
diameter of 0.17m but not
bottomed. Dressed and in good
condition. In line with 2 wooden
posts visible in the saltmarsh
The cut is 16cm across and
33cm deep. There is a gradual
break of slope. The sides start as
convex but move back to
concave. The base is
imperceptible. The cut has been
re-cut by [1099] which has
truncated the south side of this
cut. Fill nos [1103]. Excavated
by hand.
saltmarsh taken out as finds
number for test pits
saltmarsh taken out as finds
number for test pits
Medium, grain compacted
sediment. Light, orange-grey
sandy silt. Well-sorted sand and
flecks of stone (0.2mm),
moderately sorted, are present.
12cm thick and hand excavated.
Fine grained, very soft sediment.
Dark black and well-sorted silt.
Well-sorted sand and poorly
sorted flecks of stone, (0.2mm1mm) are present. The thickness
is 8cm down at tallest and 61cm
across at greatest extent. Hand
excavated by trowel/mattock as
seen in West-facing section at
the kiln flue.
Stiff, mixed dark-grey silt.
Frequent mortar flecks and wood
offcuts are present with
moderate lumps of organic
sediment (laminated layers of
vegetable matter), that may have
been cut from a silted-up water
course. It extends beyond the
level of excavation to the North
and South. Extends 1.50m West
from wall baulk. Only seen at the
bottom of the slope. Possibly a
construction layer, but it is mixed
(trample in semi-waterlogged
conditions?). Trowelled off in dry
conditions.
Firm, mid grey-brown with
orange mottling, silty clay. Small
pebbles and occasional charcoal
smears. C.0.05m depth, extends
across trench. Excavated by
hand in wet (saltmarsh) and
challenging conditions - trowel
excavated. Finds found include
bone, glass and CBM.
Compact course grained, light
greyish-brown sediment. Sandy
clay - medium sand 0.06mm to
0.2mm. Moderately sorted.
Frequent large stones, large tiles
and flecks of mortar. Hand
excavated with trowel. Finds

TEST
PIT 2

1

salt
marsh
salt
marsh

BELOW

ABOVE
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Grey-brown clay deposit to
west of the slipway
sondage. May represent
packing or construction
material below slipway.

1033

The layer is comprised of
potential construction fill or
foundation/base of the
pier.

1033

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

include glass, tile and charred
wood.

2

1108

LAYER

2

1109

FILL

2

1110

CUT

1

1111

CUT

1

1112

FILL

1

1113

LAYER

Very firm, light grey silty clay well sorted. Infrequent flecks of
charcoal and fine grains of sand.
Very infrequent mortar and chaff.
Hand excavated by trowel. Finds
include metal.
Friable mid-greyish-brown clay
silt. Moderate charcoal smears
and sand grains. Frequent
bioturbation c. 2.50m East to
West, c.0.20m depth and
c.0.25m width. Excavated by
hand. Not fully excavated. Latest
event in the sea wall construction
sequence representing upper
packing of the sea wall's inner
and outer faces [1141]/[1142].
Finds include CBM.
Linear and not fully excavated.
East to West cut. At least c.0.4m
deep. Likely to run along the
entire extent of the sea wall.
Steep to the East. Complete
profile of cut not exposed due to
time constraints.
A linear cut, c.0.38m Depth,
c.1.30m Width and c.5,00m
Length. It has a sharp break of
slope, with it being near vertical
on the North side. Near-vertical
sides and sharp base break of
slope. The base itself is flat with
some undulation to the west. To
the far west, it turns into a series
of two foundation steps. The
orientation is East to West.
There is some possible
truncation by the mill leat to the
East. Terminates c.200m to
West of the stone slab [1113].
Fill nos. [1112]. Cut for wall
foundation. It may represent the
wall of the old mill.
Friable, mid-greyish-brown with
grey mottles and very claggy.
Silty clay, fine-grained. Frequent
sand grains, moderate pebbles
and frequent mortar flecks are
present, with occasional charcoal
smears. It is a similar
composition to [1085] essentially a demolition deposit
but much more clayey.
A large worked sandstone slab possibly the last remaining
foundation slab of a structural
wall running East to West. The
rest are likely to have been
robbed out. Small patches of
mortar to the East and West of
the large stone.

Almost completely a layer
of clay/base foundation for
the old stone pier.

1033

Stones forming wall core
to the rear of the sea wall
[1046] within a clay silt
matrix. Fill cut [1140].
Represents upper packing
material for sea wall. Also
fills remodelled cut [1110].

1000

1110

This context represents a
remodelling of a later
modification of the sea wall
cut [1140]: possibly
making the cut steeper or
narrower than the original.

1109

1118

Cut for basal slabs of wall
[1113]. Only one slab
remains - the rest appear
to have been robbed out.
The cut to the West
resembled a stepped
foundation. Filled by
demolition rubble and
robbing material [1112],
and wall foundation
slab/mortar [1113], [1119]
basal deposit.

1113

1077,
1078

The fill of cut [1111],
possibly related to the mill
structure. Possibly the wall
of the mill. Contains a
large stone slab (single further large stone slabs to
the East of the slab may
have existed previously
before being robbed out.
These slab/mortar
deposits numbered
[1113].)
Stone slab and mortar
deposits forming the
foundation for a wall to the
North-West of the mill leat.
It sits on the basal fill of
[1111]-[1119]. Covered by
demolition [1085]. Sits to
west of the robbing [1112].

1116

1119

1119

1111

1113

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INTERPRETATION

1114

MASONRY

Causeway construction for
the road.

1000

Unex.

1

1115

LAYER

A layer of mortar that
either represents a
construction layer, or laid
surface. If it is construction
(which is more likely), it is
probably associated with
the building of the wall
seen to the East of the
leat.

1105

1117

1

1116

FILL

Upper fill of leat = possibly
(1012) from 2017 season,
partially exposed in the
North Extension. To the
East of the trench, cuts
through the fill of wall
foundation [1112].

1085

1112

1

1117

LAYER

Hewn undressed stone boulders
between 12cm and 63 cm. As
quarried / glacial boulders. Earth
between - no building material,
facing East. The stones are
placed but not methodically there are areas of tumble.
Inclusion of iron slag present commonly used as road metal in
this area - a by-product of the
iron casting industry.
Moderately compacted, creamygrey waterlogged mortar.
Medium small pebbles, medium
large pebbles and angular
cobbles are present. Only seen
in the North-West corner of the
trench, east of the East wall of
the leat, continued up to 50mm
thick. Trowelled off in sunny
conditions.
Soft, friable, dark brown-black
clay silt. Frequent charcoal,
mortar and small sandstones are
present. The thickness is
c.0.70m North-South x c.1.00m
East to West. Not fully exposed.
Finds include glass, metal, CBM,
wood and leather.
Moderately compacted, dark
grey/black organic silt/clay. It has
frequent wood and stone
fragments. It is seen within the
sondage to be extending 0.5m
North to South. Extends from
wall baulk 1.3m East. C.0.5m
thick at the deepest point.
Numerous layers of organic silts
and clay were excavated in the
sondage. It appears to overlie
the sloping carse bank of the
channel. Although not bottomed at wall baulk - bottom seen for
most of sondage.

1115

Nat?./Un
ex.

2

1118

LAYER

Firm, mid orange-brown clay,
with a small proportion of silt.
Occasional charcoal smears.
C.3m East to West of unknown
depth. Not fully excavated.

1110

1143

1

1119

LAYER

1113

1112

1

1120

LAYER

Fill of construction trench [1111]
for wall [1113]. Clay with
frequent mortar
Firm, mid-grey clay with some
very fine silt. There are
occasional charcoal smears. It is
0.17m deep, c.1.80m East to
West. The deposit is not fully
excavated in plan: exposed in
sondage A. Excavated by hand
within a narrow sondage. See
(1120b) for sketch section of
sondage A. Same as clay
[1098].

Possibly the natural silting
of a natural channel.
However, it contains
frequent wood and stone,
so it may possibly be
construction levels for the
wall which have sunk into
the channel, or stone,
which, being heavier, has
sunk. However the wood is
earlier. Getting a date from
the wood is important to
show if it relates to the
mill, or to an earlier phase
of wood working (possibly
boat building?). 6 bags of
wood sent - SUERC
80544.
Redeposited natural clay
used to fill the sea wall
[1140] before it was
remodelled [1110]. Quite
sterile - hindered
identification of the true cut
of the wall.
Fill of foundation trench
[1111]
Grey clay, exposed in Area
1 North Extension in
sondage A. It underlies
organic dark deposit
[1090]. 1090, 1120 - cut by
foundation cut [1111]. The
deposit is quite sterile: No
finds. Possible
levelling/waterproofing
deposit over dumped chaff
[1122].

1090

1122

ROAD

BELOW

ABOVE

SAME
AS

1098

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

4

1121

LAYER

1

1122

LAYER

4

1123

CUT

4

1124

SURFACE

1

1125

MASONRY

1

1126

LAYER

1

1127

CUT

DESCRIPTION

Compact yellow clay, with
charcoal and brick fragments
and occasional angular
sandstone fragments seen in
trench opened behind the sea
wall. Unexcavated.
Loose, mid-brown, compressed
chaff. 0.23m Depth, exposed in
sondage A, so the full extent in
plan is unclear. Excavated by
trowel.
Sub-circular and rounded.
C.0.25m in diameter. Not
excavated. Unknown inclusions appears abrupt.
Compacted light brown-yellow
matrix. Clay topsoil which
contains sub-angular/subrounded pebbles and stone
fragments up to c.0.12m in size.
Unexcavated, spread across
area 0.8m North to South x 1.3m
East to West in South-East
corner of Area 4.

Sandstone. Outer face is up to
0.5m x0.4m. The inner face is up
to 0.35m x 0.35m x 0.3m, with
the core up to 0.35m x 0.15m x
0.1m. The outer face features
dressed and squared reused
blocks. The inner face has
roughly squared, and
occasionally dressed block. The
core is rubble. The inner face
(the only face seen) is coursed.
The structure forms the circular
wall of the corn drying kiln.
Bonding material used is clay
packing in the core. Walls are
1.5m thick. The total diameter of
the structure is c. 4.5m, with the
surviving depth of the bowl being
0.8m. Unexcavated, the structure
is only seen in plan and the
interior of the bowl. Charred
grain and charcoal present.
Firm, soft, mid blue-grey clay
which has not been fully
excavated. It is exposed at the
base of sondage A. At least
0.02m thick, c.0.46m East to
West, c.0.64m North to South.
Trowel and mattock used.

A sub-circular shaped cut with
rounded-circular corners.

INTERPRETATION
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1118

Redeposited clay, possibly
used as packing behind
the sea wall.

1124

Unex.

Light brown chaff, a
dumped deposit
associated with mill
activity. Overlies clay
[1162], observed at base
of sondage A.
Stake hole packed with
stones. Wooden post was
partially rotted, leaving
voids and dark-stained fill.
Metalled surface seen in
corner of Area 4.

1098,
1120

1126

1000

1124

1123

1121

Kiln walling, however it is
badly robbed out.

1052,
1053,
1128

1127

A grey clay deposit, the
top of which was observed
in Sondage A to the East
of the Area 1 North
Extension. This deposit
was not excavated. It lies
beneath chaff [1122]. It is
possibly a natural bank,
but this is unclear without
further excavation.
A cut for the construction
of the corn drying kiln.

1122

Nat?/
Unex.

1125

NAT.

1054

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

1

1128

CUT

1

1129

FILL

1

1130

LAYER

1

1131

LAYER

1

1132

LAYER

1

1133

LAYER

1

1134

LAYER

1

1135

LAYER

1

1136

LAYER

1

1137

LAYER

A sub-rectangular cut with
squared corners. It is 1.5m x
0.96m at its widest, at the outer
face, tapering towards the inner
face. It is unexcavated. Fill nos.
[1129].
Compact, mixed-yellow silty clay.
It contains angular sandstone
fragments from c.0.01m, to
0.02m. It follows cut [1128].
Unexcavated.
A soft matrix of grey, clay silt.
Rubble is present, c.0.25m brick
and stone. Seen in East-facing
section at the base of the original
stone flue of the corn-drying kiln.
Unexcavated.
Soft, dark grey silty clay. Ash,
coal/charcoal flecks and angular
stone fragments are present.
Unknown thickness and extent,
seen in section. It slopes down
East to West. Seen in Westfacing section at kiln flue and
south facing section of the baulk.
Soft to medium compacted,
creamy yellow/grey clay matrix
for mortar and stone fragments.
Mortar, angular stone fragments,
coal and ash are present. It
appears to be a small lens of
construction material. Seen in
West-facing section at the kiln
flue and the south-facing section
of the baulk.
Soft, mid-light grey silty ash.
Coal/charcoal flecks are present.
It appears to slope down from
East to West. Seen in Westfacing section at the flue and the
south-facing section of the baulk.
Medium to hard, black and
orange, clay/ash. Ash, coal and
brick fragments are present. It
appears to slope down from East
to West. Seen in West-facing
section and the South-facing
section.
Soft, mid-grey ash and silt.
Charcoal/coal, mortar and
angular stone fragments are
present. It appears to slope
down from East to West. Seen in
West-facing section at the flue
and the South-facing section of
the baulk.
Friable, soft, bright orange-red
clay/ash. Brick fragments,
mortar, stone fragments and
burnt clay present. Seen in
West-facing section at the flue
and south-facing section of the
baulk. It appears to slope East to
West in a small lens.
Soft, light brown-orange-grey
ash/silt. Charcoal, coal and
mortar flecks are present. Seen
in west-facing section at the flue.
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A robber cut in the NorthEast side of the kiln wall
[1125].

1129

1125

Fill of robber trench
[1128]. Possibly
associated with the bottle
dump [1080].

1080

1128

Possibly tumble from the
original phase of the kiln. A
rubble base for inserted
mortared brick flue [1041].

1041

1052,
1053

Ash rake out from the kiln.

1132

Unex.

Possibly a construction or
modification deposit
associated with the
remodelling of the
flue/kiln?

1133

1131

Rake out from the kiln.

1134

1132

A burnt ashy deposit - rake
out from the kiln.

1135

1133

A homogenous deposit of
kiln rake out.

1136

1134

Rake out with frequent
fragments of burnt
clay/brick fragments,
possibly from the
deterioration of the brick
flue lining?

1100

1135

Upper fill of cut [1094]
rake out of the kiln.

1138,
1066

1095

SAME
AS

Possibl
y 1091?

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

1

1138

LAYER

1

1139

LAYER

Medium, friable, orange-brown
clay silt/ash. Coal, angular stone
fragments, coal, charcoal and
ash are present. A large spread
across the area of the kiln rake
out. Sloping slightly down from
East to West.
Firm, light yellow-grey wedgeshaped layer of clay. Linear
North to South lensing out to the
South and narrow east-west.

2

1140

CUT

Linear cut aligned east-west.
Observed to a depth of c.0.4m total depth not excavated. Sharp
break of slope at the top, and
straight, near-vertical sides, but
break of slope at bottom and
base not seen, not fully
excavated. Likely running the
entire length of the sea wall.

2

1141

MASONRY

2

1142

MASONRY

2

1143

LAYER

2

1144
1145

STRUCTURE

North-facing wall retaining the
bank, running east to west.
Constructed of faced sandstone
dimensions between c.0.3m
length x 0.5m width x 0.2m depth
and 0.5m width x 0.5m length to
0.3m depth. No bonding
observed. Exposed for a length
of c.3m E-W, width 0.5m. Not
fully excavated.
Faced sandstone from c.0.3m
length x 0.5m width x 0.2m depth
to 0.5m width x 0.5m length x
0.3m depth. Inner south face of
the sea wall which runs East to
West. No bonding. C.3m East to
West exposed, by 0.5m wide
North to South. Not fully
excavated.
Firm, mid orange mottled grey
silty clay. Frequent small
sandstones and occasional
charcoal smears and mortar.
0.17m deep, 2m East to West.
Not fully excavated - exposed in
rear slot in sea wall and not
bottomed. Finds include brick
and tile.
Same as 1010 from 2017
Edge-set linear slabs up to
c.0.25m in length set into tarmac
dump [1029] a single course
deep.

1146

STRUCTURE

TEST
PIT 5

1

Upper loose courses of wall
[1038], roughly squared
sandstone blocks up to 0.5m by
0.35m. A single course deep laid
on top of the upper original
courses of [1038], though not
apparently bonded to the main
structure

INTERPRETATION
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Kiln rake out.

1139

1051,
1137

Redeposited clay bedding
or edge to the late wall
[1032] - possibly
remodelling of the kiln flue
access? Forming a wedgeshaped shoulder at the top
of the flue access, possibly
the remains of the
truncated porch structure?
Original cut for sea wall
[1046] in Area 2. Later
modified: see 1110. Not
fully excavated: likely to
reach a significant depth.
After this cut was made,
the sea wall was
constructed and the space
between was filled with
packing.
Outer, North-facing wall
face of the sea wall double face with 1142
forming the inner face.
Built to prevent flooding of
agricultural
land/encroachment of salt
marsh. Placed into cut
[1140] before being
packed.
Inner, south-facing wall
face of sea wall, filling cut
[1140]. Double faced wall,
partially exposed in rear
slot.

1069

1138

1141,
1142

NAT.

1143

1140

1142

1143

1140

1141

Fill of the sea wall rear.
Grey clay packing material
with stones beneath
[1109]. Tightly packed
stones between 1141 and
1142 - placed after their
construction c.19th to 20th
century CBM recovered.

1118

1141,
1142

A modern feature boundary/delineation/drain
. Possibly associated with
bridge construction or
modern dump on site.
Apparently later
remodelling of top of wall
[1038] associated with cut
[1081] which cuts kiln
waste dumps filling slope
of leat channel, sitting on
top of kiln waste. Possibly
inserted to raise the level
of the leat wall [1038] as
the level behind the wall

1000

1029

1071,
1017

1081

1010

AREA

CONTEXT
NUMBER

CONTEXT TYPE

DESCRIPTION
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Unex
(poss
natural
clay
bank)

was raised by successive
dumps of kiln waste.

1

1147

CUT

Cut for leat modifying ?natural
bank. Cut of sloping bank on
west side of leat channel,
forming a straight-sided, near
vertical face on the south side of
the trench, grading into the
sloping clay of the bank to the
north, to give an L-shape in plan.
Sharp break of slope at the top,
bottom not seen as leat fills not
fully excavated due to flooding.
Possibly originally faced in stone,
but now robbed. No obvious
robber cut seen during
excavation but possibly missed
in the black, very mixed upper fill
of the leat.

Modification of channel to
engineer mill leat,
straightening banks to
canalise watercouse to
power waterwheel. Part of
the construction of the mill
complex.

SAME
AS

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

1
2
3

1146 slag
1146 CBM
1077 CBM

4
5
6

1116 CBM
1076 Mortar/glass
1076 Fe

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1076
1076
1108
1112
1073
1076
1079
1029

slag
CBM
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1077
1093
1085
1101
1055
1082
1036
1095

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

23
24
25

1109
Unstrat
Unstrat
Road Elev
1085
1097
Unstrat
Sea Wal
1016

Fe
Fe
Fe

26
27
28
29

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe

Description

tile & pipe
2 fragments of corn drying
kiln/malting brick
malting brick
morta/glass bottle floor
2 nails, 1 rounded piece, 1
stake?
pipe, malting brick

2 nails?

~20 nail pieces, buckleharness fitting?
1 possible nail?
corroded nails?
flat pieces
corroded
nails
corroded nail?, spike
corroded nail heads, iron
stuck to stone
curved, hook?
1 nail, 1 hook,

chunk
chunk
3 nails, flatten curved
piece
iron corrosion stuck to
stone, cylindical piece
modern screw, nail?, nail
shaft
nail, 3 chunks
multiple bolts, nails, chunk

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

3
~40
~30

0.03
2.4
1.514

8
3
5

1.1
2.62
0.509

1
13
2
1
2
2
2
27

0.056
2.9
0.0131
0.015
0.021
0.027
0.702
0.53

2
4
7
2
3
2
6
6

0.036
0.241
0.155
0.056
0.058
0.032
0.218
0.055

1
4
1

0.003
0.119
0.022

1
1
7

0.978
0.031
0.151

3

0.085

6

0.206

4
~30

0.074
4

1

0.026

5
2
~24

1.276
1.477
2.9

6
19

2.9
1.103

30

1147 Fe

31
32

1087 Fe
1000 Fe

33

1004 Tile

34
35
36

1084 CBM
1012 CBM
1028 CBM

37
38

1036 CBM
1004 CBM

brown, green glazed with
"hq3y"?
pipe and mortar
malting brick
some malting brick, some
pipe
malting brick
malting brick, pipe

39
40

1059 CBM
1008 CBM

pipe
brick and malting brick

7
9

0.847
4.4

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

1093
1000
1034
1033
1018
1043
1004

brick fragments
pipe fragments
brick
brick tile, malting brick?
brick, pipe
pipe
mortar/brick

3
8
3
14
16
2
1

0.003
0.477
0.182
1.706
1.117
0.111
0.682

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

Comments

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

Description

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

48
49
50

1014 CBM
1116 CBM
1037 CBM

pipe
mortar
tile, brick

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

1017
1011
1079
1030
1004
1005
1006

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

tile
tile
brick
pipe
pipe, tile
tile
brick(malting?), tile, mortar

2
9
1
2
3
2
6

58
59
60
61
62
63

1029
1048
1109
1010
1093
1086

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

brick
brick, tile
tile
brick
tile
brick

2
2
4
1
1
2

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

1109
1036
1012
1107
1073
1101
1112
1042
1119
1085
1055
Unstrat
1036

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

3
2
1
~20
5
7
6
3
2
5
1
3
8

77
78
79
80
81

1018
1014
Unstrat
Unstrat
1147

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

82
83

Unstrat CBM
Unstrat building
material
unstrat CBM
1020 CBM
Unstrat CBM
Unstrat CBM
F310 CBM
1076 CBM
1102 CBM
1016 CBM
1095 CBM
1048 CBM
unstrat CBM
1076 CBM
1077 slag
1028 slag
1107 slag
1106 slag
1016 slag
1011 slag

mortar, brick
mortar
tile
pipe, brick
mortar, tile, pipe
tile, pipe?
tile, pipe
brick
brick
tile, brick, glazed pipe?
brick
brick
malting bricks, some
residual mortar
brick, tile
brick, tile
tile
tile
brick, tile, malting
fragments
brick, tile
slate

8
1

0.138
0.174

brick, tile
brick, tile
brick, tile, mortar
mortar
tile
tile
tile
brick, tile
tile
brick
tile, mortar
brick

9
2
14
1
2
2
1
5
1
3
4
1
~20
13
6
2
18
21

0.819
0.053
0.405
0.004
0.169
0.004
0.085
0.044
0.052
0.109
0.052
0.021
1.108
0.956
0.065
0.033
0.581
0.353

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

15
2
8

4
10
6
13
6

Comments

1.043
0.103
0.302 one piece of brick
overburnt
0.107
0.185
0.043 overburnt
0.071
0.611
0.063
0.301
0.101
0.019
0.051
0.067
0.045
0.013 one piece of brick
overburnt
0.021
0.003
0.021
0.764
0.655
0.75
0.0746
0.32
0.148
0.39
0.011
0.178
6.6 intact; 3 waffle
fragments
2.593
1.441
1.751 incl. foral tile
0.81
0.362

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

Context
No.
1007
1055
1085
1018
1033
1029
1037
1076
1059
1004
1040
1042
1036
1015
1017
1005
1014
1030
1019
1146
1147
1000
unstrat
1006
1017
1007
1030
1004

Material

slag
slag
slag
coal
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
slag
IR, slag
IR
flint
flint
flint
Fe

Description

slate w/ Fe conc.

1x concreted wood, brown
glazed pottery, tile, mortar,
with iron core; 8x corroded
iron lumps; 1x part of
horseshoe? 10x long
corroded nails, 3x short
corroded nails

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

13
4
9
11
1
9
3
3
3
3
1
1
4
3
2
3
2
6
1
2
4
11
~20
1
1
1
1
20

0.17
0.252
0.321
0.84
0.19
0.159
0.76
0.259
0.215
0.63
0.83
0.14
0.119
0.4
0.155
0.33
0.34
0.6
0.47
0.28
0.23
0.208
1.245
0.003
0.007
0.004
0.002
5.075

~40

3.083

130

1036 Fe

37x nails; 2x piecesof pipe;
5x corroded lumps; 1x
stone with corroded nail

131

1008 Fe

4x nails, 1x corroded iron
bar, 1x small corroded
lump, 1x folded iron sheet

7

1.861

132

1007 Fe

9

0.235

133
134

1006 Fe
1086 Fe

3
3

0.039
0.312

135

1018 Fe

2

0.137

136

1023 Fe

8

0.088

137

1043 Fe

7

0.323

138

1012 Fe

4

0.591

139

1010 Fe

8x small nails, 1x nail
corroded to stone
3x small nails
2x iron bars, 1x small
chunk
1x corroded nail, 1x small
corrode piece
2x flat corroded chunks, 1x
corroded nail, 5x of Fe
corrosion chunks
4x corroded nails, 3x
cemented lumps
1x large cemented
corrosion, 3x small
corroded lumps
12x pieces of corroded nail

12

0.081

Comments

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

Description

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

Comments

140

1020 Fe

2x pieces of corroded nail

2

0.013

141
142

1019 Fe
1028 clay

4x nails
fired clay

4
1

0.101
0.021 possibly a mold?

143

1027 Fe

12x corroded pieces of
nail, 1x shotgun shell base

13

0.228

144

1014 Fe

1

2.563

145

Unstrat Fe

1x large corroded lump
containing multiple piece
of iron
7x long corroded nails, 5x
short nails, 1x small chain
connected to 3cm long
metal tab
2x intact glass bottles,
numberous pieces of clear,
blue, and green glass, 1x
glass bottle lid, 1x ink
bottle, 3x blue/gold patina

146

1004 Glass

147

1116 Glass

148

Unstrat Glass

149

15

3.169 3 kept per square
section

~40

2738 two of the
"codswallow" glass
bottles had
trademarks"Jas
Haddow & Co
TradeMark Falkirk" on
the front and "Rich
Cooper & Co Makers
Portobello" on back

3x intact large bottles,
~11x glass pieces
1x intact clear glass bottle,
1x blue glass ink pot,
numerous assorted glass
pieces, 1x intact glass

~20

2.713 one of the bottles:
"Robert barr Falkirk"
3.356

1080 Glass

numerous pieces of dark
glass, including pieces at
least 5 bottle bases

~40

150

1085 Glass

14

151

1076 Glass

multiple pieces of bottle
with the gold patina, 4x
pieces of clear glass
bottle, 1x piece of patina
bottle with mortar
multiple pieces of bottle
with gold patina, 1x piece
of etched clear glass, 1x
bottle bottom filled with
mortar, multiple pieces of
assorted clear glass

152

1077 Glass

153

1102 Glass

~30

3.91

0.777 bottle cemented with
mortar used as a tupe
of flooring?

~40

1.549

6x pieces of bottle with
patina, 1x blue bottle neck

7

0.316

1x intact clear glass bottle,
2x pieces of clear glass, 4x
pieces of blue glass bottle,
1x piece of green glass, 1x
intact ink bottle, 1x brown,
1x clear

11

0.71

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

Description

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

Comments

153

1146 Glass

assorted pieces of green,
blue, clear bottle glass

~45

0.471

154

1147 Glass

assorted pieces of green
and clear bottle glass

13

0.103

155

1029 Glass

26

0.652

156

1030 Glass

assorted pieces of green
and clear square and
round bottle glass, 1x base
of cup
2x interconnecting pieces
of bottle base, 1x separate
piece of broken base, 1x
glass chip

4

0.376

157

1101 Glass

2

158

1112 Glass

1x brown glass 300 ml
bottle, 1x clear square
screw top bottle
12x blue patina glass
bottle pieces,1x bottle neck

13

0.392 on brown bottle:
"300ml 54mm U60 E
9909 IW"
0.331

159

1014 Glass

17

0.436

160

1000 Glass

4

0.074

161

F313 Glass

1

0.217

162

1079 Glass

5

0.396

163

F317 Glass

4

0.308

164

1055 Glass

4x pieces of blue bottle
glass, 6x pieces of
green/gold glass, assorted
glass pieces
3x pieces of clear glass, 1x
jar lid
1x bottle bottom with
blue/gold patina
5x pieces of dark glass
bottle
1x piece of blue/gold
patina glass bottom, 3x
pieces of colored pieces
2x pieces of green glass
bottle, 3x light blue glass,
2x clear glass bottles, 2x
blue patina pieces

9

0.136

165

1006 Glass

4

0.045

166

1034 Glass/mortar

3

0.112

167

1013 Glass

2

0.29

168

1011 Glass

5

0.017

169

1010 Glass

4

0.017

170
171
172

1084 Glass
1109 Glass
1048 Glass

1
1
1

0.01
0.014
0.006

173

1088 Glass

3

0.029

174
175

1005 Glass
1107 Glass

2x pieces of clear glass, 1x
blue glass bottle neck, 1x
blue/gold patina bottle
neck
3x pieces of cemeted
patina glass an mortar
1x piece of blue glass, 1x
piece of clear glass
4x pieces of green glass,
1x piece of clear
3x pieces of flat clear
glass, 1x piece of gold/blue
patina
1x piece of blue glass
1x piece of glass
1x piece of blue patina
glass
3x pieces of green glass
with gold patina
2x pieces of glass bottle
pieces of colored glass

2
3

0.042
0.009

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

Description

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

Comments

176

1093 Glass

1x small pece of brown
glass with rounded edge

1

0.001

177
178
179

1028 Glass
1020 Glass
1059 Glass

1
1
1

0.002
0.003
0.046

180

1016 Glass

1x piece of flat clear
1x piece of brown
1x piece of colored bottle
base
2x pieces of clear glass, 1x
piece of brown, 1x chunk
of blue/gold patina, 1x
glass lump

5

0.054

181

1016 glass industrial
waste

2

0.003

182
183
184

1095 Glass
1x piece of clear
F310 Glass
1x piece of green
F310 glass industrial
waste

1
1
1

0.0004
0.0011
0.0016

185
186

1017 Glass
1012 Glass

1
2

0.0015
0.0017

187

1033 Glass

1

0.0005

188
189
190

1015 Glass
1023 Bone
1102 Bone

2
1
2

0.0002
0.0027 probably dog
0.0111

191
192

1101 Bone
1004 Bone

1x clear, 1x green
animal bone
possibley sheep
metacarpal/tarsel and
femur
mammal
1x butched cow? Bone 1
piece of shell 6x other
pieces of cut bone
mammal
mammal
mammal
mammal
mammal
1x vertebrate bone
1x bone handle
mammal
mammal
mammal
mammal
2x pieces of shoe heel, 1x
shoe, 6x leather pieces

1
8

0.0026
0.131

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
9

0.03
0.001
0.012
0.007
0.023
0.041
0.025
0.004
0.01
0.0033
0.002
0.872

1x shoe, 2x leather piece,
1x shoe heel
3x shoes, 4x shoe soles,
multiple parts of shoes and
pieces of leather

4

0.322

32

3.587

12
6

0.825
2.103

1

0.447

1
5

0.184
0.593

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

1012
1073
1029
1106
1036
Unstrat
F310
1085
1000
1146
1147
1101

Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Bone
Leather

205

1102 Leather

206

1004 Leather

207
208

Unstrat Leather
1116 Leather

1x blue piece
2x blue pieces, 1x with
patina
1x blue piece with ridges

209

1116 Fe

4x shoe soles, 6x heels
1x shoe, 3x heels, 2x
pieces of leather
1x chunk of corroded iron

210
211

1055 Leather
1004 wood

1x shoe
4x wood shards, 1x post

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

212
213

1013 Leather
1012 Leather

214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

1090
1010
1101
1006
1000
1015
1012
1083
1070
1075
1102
1085

226

1084 Fe

227

228
229

Description

Weight
(kg)
1
1

0.025
0.029

2
1
5
1
2
1
2
4
1
3
6
3

0.045
0.062
0.118
0.117
0.042
0.0001
0.0006
1.001
0.161
0.172
5.325
0.478

5

0.965

1004 Pottery

~200

4.75

1030 Pottery
unstrat Pottery

~40
~200

0.396
4.258

6
1
5
7
1
5
30
4
8
12
5
2
4
1
29
13
20
36
15
4
35
45
8
1
~50

0.168
0.067
0.167
0.108
0.002
0.017
0.428
0.015
0.162
0.139
0.008
0.006
0.01
0.003
0.447
0.211
0.102
0.246
0.36
0.2
1.34
1.147
0.577
0.002
0.418

~60
18

0.133
0.342

8
14
12
26
1

0.071
0.257
0.067
0.103
0.085

wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
CBM
CBM
Fe
CBM
Fe

230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

F310
F317
1116
1059
1020
1007
1001
1077
1079
1028
1016
1107
1084
1109
1086
1017
1055
1076
1012
1015
1006
1014
1036
1073
1029

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

255
256

1011 Pottery
1102 Pottery

257
258
259
260
261

1085
1000
1147
1146
1101

Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery

heel
leather piece with iron
corrosion

No. of
pieces

cut and shaped wood
painted wood
brick and mortar
brick
bent round pole
2x pipe?, brick, mortar
1x nail, 2x corroded
chunks
2x piece of bar, 1x flat
chunk, 1x bent bar, 1x
cyclindical chunk

plate piece
2x teapot pieces

assorted, including teapot
spout
fragments of a jar, plates,
teacup

Comments

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

Context
No.
1001
1042
1112
1121
1005
1013
1043
1007
1033
unstrat

Material

Glass
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Pottery
Clay Pipe

272

1029 Clay Pipe

273

1004 Clay Pipe

274
275
276

1000 Clay Pipe
1000 metal
1007 Clay Pipe

277
278
279

1011 Clay Pipe
1085 Clay Pipe
1077 Pottery

280

unstrat Pottery

281

unstrat Pottery

282
283

1048 glass
F317 Pottery

284
285

1036 Pottery
F313 Pottery

286

1076 Pottery

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295

1306
1706
1093
1070
F313
1011
unstrat
1146
1000

coin
coin
coin
Cu
coin
coin
Cu
glass
Pottery

296

1076 plastic

297
298

1000 misc
1000 misc

Description

1x green

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

Comments

1
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
25

0.007
0.009
0.007
0.007
0.069
0.094
0.009
0.007
0.005
0.247 1x cups has stamp
"TW" (105-1553), 1x
cups has similar
illegible stamp (1051552), 1x has stamp
"TN" (105-1660/2), 1x
stem has stamped
"SHUS(II?)E" (1054/8)

1x intact cup, 11x cup
fragments, 10x stems
1x intact cup, 4x stems, 2x
incomplete cups
4x stems
bullet casing?
1x stem

22

0.072 1x stem has stamp
(105-1664)
0.058

1x stem
1x cup fragment
edge piece with orangeyellow glaze
edge piece with blue-green
glaze
rounded edge with red
glaze on outside and
yellow glaze on inside

1
1
1

0.024
0.008
0.005 two stamps, one
"FALKIRK" and the
other "..WRI.."?
0.002
0.005
0.011

1

0.026

1

0.0045

1
1

0.008
0.019

2
1

0.018
0.095

1

0.094

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

0.005 minted 1901
0.007
0.004
0.003
0.01
0.008 minted 1861
0.008
0.004
0.011

1

0.008

1
1

0.004
0.003

6x intact cup, 12x stems,
6x incomplete cups,1x
intact pipe,

with green-yellow glaze on
outside
green-brown glaze
base with red glaze
outside and yellow-green
glaze inside
handle with green glaze
outside
copper penny
copper
copper
copper buckle
copper penny
half penny
copper lock mechanism
orange glaze inside, green
glaze outside
pink, possibly part of a
children's toy
round, ?
button?

7
4
1
1

Appendix 2. Register of finds sorted by context
Finds
No.

Context
No.

Material

299
300

1000 misc
1029 misc

301

302
303
304
305

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316

Description

No. of
pieces

Weight
(kg)

Comments

black button
white button, stone
handle?, partial white
human figurine, round
stamp?, cylindical piece,
metal piece of shotgun
shell

1
6

0.006
0.033

unstrat misc

black stone with diamond
etched pattern on face

1

0.006 two small hole through
base, jewelry?

Unstrat misc

button covering/stamp?
with cross design

1

0.002

1
1
2

0.007 gaming piece?
0.003
0.008

1077 stone
1004 plastic
1004 misc

Unstrat misc
CBM
1088 CBM
1116 CBM
1036 Fe
1069
1090
1085
1079
1084
1087

CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM
CBM

toy boot?
antler children's bangle?,
possible fe/cu piece od
shotgun shell with pin
button
malting bricks,etc
malting bricks
pipe
corroded metal with CBM
attached
part of pipe, misc
part of pipe, misc
malting bricks
parts of pipe, mortar
malting brick

1
67
2
2
5
79
8
6
2
10
2

0.004

Appendix 3 Specialist report
Ceramics from excavations at Higgin’s Neuk in 2017 and 2018
Derek Hall
Introduction
These sherds of pottery have been examined by eye and a x10 hand lens and identified to a
recognised fabric type.
Scottish Post Medieval Reduced Ware (Illustrations 1 and 2)
HNA17 Context 1002 (Illus 1) – Bodysherd from a jug externally glazed green with single
incised vertical slash
HNA18 Context 1097 (Illus 2) – Bodysherd from a jug externally glazed green
HNA18 Context 1097 (Illus 2) – Bodysherd, possibly from an open vessel form, externally and
internally glazed green with potters wheelmarks visible on internal surface
Discussion
All three of these sherds are from vessels in Scottish Post Medieval Reduced Ware a fabric
first identified from excavations at Stirling Castle in 1980 (Haggarty 1980, 36-46). These
fabrics are commonly found in the Forth Valley and date between the 17th and late 18th
centuries. The only production site so far identified is at Throsk, Stirlingshire but there are
bound to be others exploiting the clay resources of the Carse lands of the major Scottish
river valleys (Caldwell and Dean 1992; Harrison 2002; Haggarty, Hall and Chenery 2011). The
bodysherd from HNA17 Context 1002 exhibits a similar style of decoration that is seen on
products from the Scottish Redware pottery production centre at Stenhousemuir by Falkirk
and is potentially the earliest of the three sherds (Hall and Hunter 2001, 135 Fig.14 12).
References
Caldwell, D H and Dean, V E 1992 ‘The Pottery Industry at Throsk, Stirlingshire in the 17th
and early 18th century’, Post Medieval Archaeol 26, 1-46
Haggarty, G R 1980 ‘The Pottery’ in Ewart, G ‘Excavations at Stirling Castle 1977-78’ Post
Medieval Archaeol 14, 36-46
Haggarty, G R, Hall, D W and Chenery, S 2011 Sourcing Scottish Redwares, MPRG Occ Paper
No 5
Hall, D W and the late Hunter, D 2001 ‘The Rescue Excavation of Some Medieval Redware
pottery kilns at Stenhousemuir, Falkirk between 1954 and 1978’, Medieval Archaeol 45, 97168
Harrison, J 2002 ‘The Pottery at Throsk, Stirlingshire c1600-c1800 context, links and survival’
Proc Soc Antiq Scot 132 (2002), 459-473

Illustration 1 Bodysherd from HNA17 Context 1002 with single incised slash

Illustration 2 Bodysherds from HNA18 Context 1097

Appendix 4 Borehole log and sediment descriptions
BH 1
Depth (cm)
0-40
40-85
85-138
138-188

188-206
206-246
246-299

299-304
304-340
340-361
361-365
365-370
370-375
375-384
384-388
388-397

BH 2
Depth (cm)
0-23
23-37
37-51
51-60
60-155
155-156
156-253
253-256
256-289
289-295

291957 687318 (2.76m OD) 08/10/2016
Description
Dark brown, changing to mid-grey down-unit, structureless silt with c. 50%
plant matter, declining to c. 30% plant matter down-unit; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with c. 5% plant mater and clay content
increasing below c. 70cm; gradual to
Mid-dark grey structureless silty clay (c. 70% clay; c. 30% silt) with c. 1%
plant matter; gradual to
Dark grey silt with clay with particle-size differentiated mm-thick laminae
of paler grey silt and darker, more organic sediment, with one mm-thick
lamina of brown peat at 150cm, >1mm thick bands of paler grey sediment
at 149 and 153cm and one >2mm thick at 163cm; sharp to
Dark grey structureless clay-rich silt with 7-10% plant matter; sharp to
Very dark grey to black structureless silty clay with <1% plant matter, less
compact and perhaps with more clay below 220cm; shell fragment at
221cm; sharp to
Laminated sequence of mm-thick dark grey and pale grey silty clays, of
equal thickness 246-251cm, dominated by dark grey colours 254-257cm
and 280-299cm, with a band of fine-medium structureless sand 257-259cm
and a band of brown fine fibrous peat 286-287cm; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Laminated sequence of silty clays with sand, dominated by dark colours
with one band of pale grey sediment at 330cm; sharp to
Laminated sequence of silty clays with sand, dominated by pale grey
colours; sharp to
Black to very dark grey laminated silty clay with peat; sharp to
Laminated sequence of silty clays with sand, dominated by pale grey
colours; sharp to
Dark grey to black structureless silt/fine sand; sharp to
Laminated sequence of silty clays with sand, dominated by dark colours;
sharp to
Mid-grey weakly banded silt/fine sand; sharp to
Pale grey structureless fine sand with two bands of dark grey sediment at
390.0-390.5cm and 392.0-392.5cm: stopped coring
291884 687355 (3.01m OD) 08/10/2016
Description
Brown highly organic silt; boundary not described to
Mid-grey silt with some organic matter
Dark grey silt with c. 40% plant fibres
Grey-brown silt
Silty clay, with increasing silt content down-unit, with shell fragments
Dark grey silt
Grey-brown clay, becoming silty clay down-unit, with some fragmented
organic matter and some minute shell fragments
Dark grey silt
Brown-grey silt with sand
Darker brown-grey silt

295-303
303-330+

BH 3
Depth (cm)
0-8
8-16
16-89
89-105
105-171
171-192
192-200
200-236
236-245
245-274
274-550+

BH 4
Depth (cm)
0-5
5-9
9-23
23-38
38-47
47-58
58-87
87-93
93-120
120-173

Brown organic-rich silt, becoming peat, with shell fragments and large shell
fragment at base
Dark grey plastic clay with bands of very dark grey clay at 318-319cm and
330cm: stopped coring
291825 687360 (2.84m OD) 08/10/2016
Description
Surface turf/vegetation; boundary not described to
Dark grey brown silty clay
Mid-grey clay, oxidised and orange iron-mottled, with fine sand at 38cm;
sharp to
Mid-grey silt with some (c. 5%) clay) with black staining (organic?) and fine
sand inclusions; gradual to
Dark grey to black silt with some clay with sandy beds, not horizontal and
perhaps cross-bedded, at 115cm, 120cm, 135cm, 163cm and 168cm and a
shell at 136cm; boundary not described to
Brown to mid-grey silt with rare fine sand inclusion at 183cm
Dark brown to black highly organic clay; a dark peaty material which might
be charcoal recorded 192-195cm but not replicated in a second core; sharp
to
Dark grey silt
Brown to mid-grey silty fine sand
Dark grey structureless fine silt with rare mica present, changing to
micaceous sand down-unit
Mid-brown to grey fine sandy silt with very rare clay, grading down-unit to
grey fine silt with little sand except for one sand inclusion at 290cm
291793 687349 (3.65m OD) 08/10/2016 & 09/10/2016
Description
Mid-brown structureless silt with c. 20% live fine fibrous roots; sharp to
Darker brown, more compact structureless silty clay with <<1% live fine
fibrous roots; sharp to
Light brown structureless weakly crumb-structured silt, oxidised with c.
20% orange iron mottles and <1% fine fibrous roots; gradual to
Light brown crumb-structured silt; gradual to
Light brown structureless silty clay, c. 20% orange iron mottles, with rare
small sub-angular stones and common >2mm-diam. charcoal and <<1%
fine fibrous roots; gradual to
Light brown structureless silty clay with one c. 10mm-diam. sub-rounded
arkosic sandstone pebble at 51cm, bright red clay with sharp boundaries to
the matrix and <<1% fine fibrous roots; gradual to
Light brown structureless clay-rich silt with common vertical rootlet
channels filled with orange iron mottles; gradual to
Weakly laminated sandy silt, colour-differentiated between light and midgrey; gradual to
Light brown silt with 10-20% orange iron mottles, with 2-3mm-thick bands
of silt separated by single-grain partings of fine sand; gradual to
Grey silt with 10-20% orange iron mottles, with more weakly developed 23mm-thick bands of silt separated by single-grain partings of fine sand,

173-200
200-301
301-316
316-320
320-341

341-395+
BH 5
Depth (cm)
0-39
39-58
58-200
200-410
410-427
427-472
472-473
473-500+

BH 6
Depth (cm)
0-8
8-66
66-88
8-158
158-245
245-355
355-375
375-400

BH 7
Depth (cm)
0-6
6-96
96-182
182-189

with silty clay with sand in a band 143-145cm and a thick band of
structureless sand 156-165cm; gradual to
Light brown silt separated by single-grain partings of fine sand; gradual to
Mid-grey finely laminated silty clay with single-grain partings of fine sand;
gradual to
Mid-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with clay and some sand, with highly organic
black silt, bordering on peat 328cm, with common to abundant shell
fragments, some of Cerastoderma edule (cockle) and some of Mytilus
(mussel), including one whole valve of Cerastoderma edule at 320cm and
one complete valve of Mytilus at 325cm; sharp to
Dark grey finely laminated silt: impenetrable
291766 687338 (4.15m OD) 08/10/2016
Description
Brown, very dry and crumb-structured, slightly organic silt with some clay,
with orange iron mottles; boundary not described to
Grey structureless clay with orange iron mottles
Light brown to pale grey structureless clay with particle-size differentiated
laminae at 121-128cm, 138-153cm, 160-167cm and 192-196cm
Grey silty clay with particle-size differentiated laminae
Dark grey to buff-coloured silt
Dark grey, patchily buff-coloured silt with Cerastoderma shell fragment at
458cm
Brown to light grey silt
Dark grey micaceous silt with particle-size differentiated laminae at 479cm:
impenetrable
291778 687379 (2.80m OD) 08/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation
Grey-brown organic-rich silty clay with orange iron mottles below c. 10cm
Grey silty clay with black staining at the base; sharp to
Dark grey silty clay
Mid-grey micaceous silty clay; sharp to
Brown to grey silty clay with increasing sand to around 300cm (1-5%),
sediment becoming darker with increasing depth and with sand layers at
308cm, 313cm and 338.5cm
Lighter grey-brown silty clay
Very dark grey to black clay-rich silt with some particle size differentiated
laminations defined by sand partings: impenetrable
291808 687356 (2.90m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation
Mid-grey fine sandy clay with orange iron mottles and micaceous sand in
bands
Mid-grey micaceous silty clay
Very dark grey silty clay; gradual to

189-280
280-400
400-566
566-571
571-685

BH 8
Depth (cm)
0-17
17-19
19-100
100-114
114-310
310-331
331-346+
BH 9
Depth (cm)
0-5
5-155
155-243
243-352
352-367
367-400+
BH 10
Depth (cm)
0-9
9-36
36-126
126-145
145-228
228-236
236-249
249-323

Very dark grey to black silty clay
Very dark grey sandy clay with some silt
Very dark grey sandy clay with some silt and 2mm-thick sand bands at 436442cm and 470cm
Lighter grey to brown silty clay; gradual to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt with fine sand, strongly developed below c.
6m as 2mm-thick bands: impenetrable
291776 687369 (2.90m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation over brown organic-rich structureles silty clay
Pale grey structureless clay with silt
Pale grey structureless silty clay with orange iron mottles and at c. 99cm
some fragments of blue-ish coloured material (?brick)
Contamination; sharp sloping to
Blue-grey silt with some clay with buff-coloured laminations of coarser
micaceous silty clay, also with sloping boundaries, becoming less distinct
below c. 200cm
Dark grey micaceous silty clay
Very dark grey clay with shell fragments
291774 687365 (3.09m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation
Orange-brown heavily orange iron-mottled clay, particularly along root
channels which are present throughout, becoming a micaceous silt downunit
Grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt and clay, darker in colour
towards base
Darker grey structureless micaceous silty clay
Dark grey structureless silty clay with many shell fragments 365-367cm
Grey structureless silty clay: stopped coring
291771 687358 (3.54m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Pale grey crumb-structured silty clay with common live fine fibrous roots;
gradual to
Pale grey silt with clay with c. 50% orange iron mottles
Pale brown structureless clay with silt with 10-15% orange iron mottles
and very rare fine fibrous stems
Pale brown particle-size differentiated laminated silt with c. 5% orange iron
mottles; very gradual to
Pale grey, changing very gradually down-unit to mid-grey particle-size
differentiated laminated silt with clay; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with clay; sharp boundary to
Pale grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with clay; sharp to
Dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with some sand, more
compact below c. 275cm with mm-thick lamina of organic matter at
318cm; sharp to

323-347
347-356
356-404
404-448
448-453
453-478
478-548
BH 11
Depth (cm)
0-7
7-47
47-117
117-200
200-402
402-404
404-548
548-600

BH 12
Depth (cm)
0-6
6-13
13-65

Very dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with some sand;
sharp to
Dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with common sand;
gradual to
Very dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with some sand;
sharp sloping 45° to
Mid-grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with common shell
fragments; sharp to
Black structureless micaceous silt clay; sharp to
Mid-grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with clay and rare shell
fragments
Darker grey particle-size differentiated laminated silty clay
291783 687399 (2.74m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation
Brown organic-rich silty clay with common orange iron mottles
Pale grey silty clay with varying amounts of organic matter; sharp to
Initially dark but changing gradually down-unit to mid-grey structureless
silt with rare mica
Pale grey structureless silt with rare mica, darker in colour 317-323cm,
with occasional particle-size differentiated laminae; sharp to
Band of sand; sharp to
Pale grey structureless silt with rare mica, with occasional particle-size
differentiated laminae, darker 437-440cm with shell fragments
Dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silty clay with shell
fragments at 558 and 580cm: stopped coring

317-400

291739 687441 (2.77m OD) 09/10/2016
Description
Mat of vegetation
Brown to grey organic-rich clay; gradual to
Brown organic-rich silty clay with common orange iron mottles and
common live fine fibrous roots; sharp to
Brown to grey structureless silty clay with occasional organic matter
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with occasional black (organic? charcoal?)
flecks
Very dark grey, soft and possibly highly organic clay (or organic mud) with
one sand lens at 158cm; gradual to
Black organic sand
Very dark grey to black micaceous silty sand, paler grey below 244cm,
strongly laminated, some particle-size differentiated and some, below
265cm, differentiated on organic content
Mid-grey silty coarse sand with occasional clay and some organic matter,
and a concentration of marine shell fragments, including Cerastoderma
and Mytilus; sharp to
Dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated silty clay: stopped coring

BH 13
Depth (cm)

291796 687436 (2.97m OD) 09/10/2016
Description

65-81
81-110
110-188
188-193
193-306
306-317

0-22
22-50
50-205
205-295

BH 14
Depth (cm)
0-12
12-75
75-93
93-97
97-135
135-164
164-186
186-217
217-247
247-327
327-335
335-340
340-349
349-357
357-376
376-390
390-397
397-412
412-455
455-500

BH 15
Depth (cm)
0-24
25-50
50-68
68-88

Mat of vegetation
Grey silty clay
Grey-brown silty clay, becoming silt below c. 100cm, and dark grey to black
with high organic matter at 113-123cm
Dark grey structureless silt - silty clay with occasional particle-size
differentiated laminae and shell fragments and organic material at around
295cm: stopped coring
291833 687368 (2.81m OD) 10/10/2016
Description
Turf / mat of vegetation
mid-grey structureless clay-rich silt, becoming increasingly clay-rich downunit, with live roots and common orange iron mottles, becoming
increasingly clay-rich with depth; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with less orange iron mottling but with
flecks of black organic matter at 85cm; gradual to
Mid-grey silty clay; sharp to
Very dark grey structureless clay-rich silt; gradual to
Black probably particle-size differentiated laminated silt, displaying
partings when cut; sharp to
Dark grey structureless clay-rich silt; sharp to
Mid- to dark grey particle-size differentiated laminated clay-rich silt; sharp
to
Mid- to dark grey structureless clay-rich silt; sharp to
Light grey-brown particle-size differentiated laminated clay-rich silt;
gradual to
Darker grey structureless clay-rich silt; sharp to
Mid-brownish grey structureless clay-rich silt with fine sand; sharp to
Very dark grey structureless clay-rich silt; sharp to
Light grey structureless fine sandy silt; sharp to
Dark grey structureless clay-rich silt; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with fine micaceous sand; sharp to
Black structureless silty clay; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless clay-rich silt; gradual to
Very dark grey to black particle-size differentiated laminated clay-rich silt
(looks like carse); gradual to
Slightly lighter grey clay-rich silt with single-grain partings of very fine sand,
with one black sand lamination at 466cm: stopped coring
291871 687355 (2.88m OD) 10/10/2016
Description
Coarse fleshy tangled stems/roots in clay with rare silt; gradual to
Mid-grey to brown structureless clay with rare silt, with <20% coarse fleshy
tangled stems/roots; gradual to
Darker grey clay with rare silt with 5-10% coarse fibrous stems/roots;
gradual to
Pale brown to grey structureless clay with rare silt with <5% coarse fibrous
stems/roots; sharp to

88-120
120-131
131-139
139-187
187-228
228-248
248-250
250-291
291-293
293-296
296-304
304-311
311-313
BH 16
Depth (cm)
0-5
5-44
44-70
70-83
83-128
128-220
220-242
242-270
270-283
283-300
300-400
BH 17
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-50
50-77
77-102
102-127

Dark grey and pale grey laminated silts, each lamina with sharp upper and
lower boundaries, with rare-occasional micaceous fine sand and <1% plant
roots; gradual to
Grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Darker grey particle-size differentiated silt with fine sand and rare clay;
gradual to
Pale grey particle-size differentiated laminated silt with rare clay and very
rare (<1%) organic matter; sharp to
Mid-grey and pale grey colour-differentiated and probably also particlesize differentiated mm-thick laminated sandy silt with rare quartz and/or
micaceous fine sand
Darker grey laminated silt with less micaceous sand but thin bands of pale
brown fine sand; sharp to
Black humified organic matter with flecks of micaceous fine sand; sharp to
Mid-grey laminated silty sand; sharp to
Mid-grey silt with fine sand; sharp to
Slightly darker grey sand with silt with traces of dark brown organic matter
Dark grey peat with well preserved small leaves and stems/roots; sharp to
Dark grey silty clay with some fine sand but less mica; sharp to
Pale brown to grey clay: stopped coring
291861 687345 (2.95m OD) 10/10/2016
Description
Turf / mat of vegetation; gradual to
Mid-grey structurelesss clay-rich silt with occasional orange iron mottling
and common roots; gradual to
Mid-grey silt-rich clay with rare orange iron mottling
Mid-grey clay-rich silt with frequent black flecks of organic material; sharp
to
black colour-differentiated and probably also particle-size differentiated
laminated silty clay with occasional light grey laminae; gradual to
Light to mid-grey micaceous fine sandy silt with some laminations visible
and dark brown lenses/laminae of peat at 148, 149.5, 151. 152, 155 and
158cm; gradual to
Darker grey fine sandy silt with rare shell fragments; gradual to
Lighter, brown to grey clearly laminated silty fine sand with very dark grey
10mm-thick lens of silt at 245cm
Slightly darker grey, softer silty sand with indistinct laminations
Mid-grey silty fine sand, not clearly laminated, with a ~ 1mm-thick organic
lens at 278cm; sharp to
very dark grey to black finely laminated clay-rich silt (carse): stopped coring
291847 687381 (2.79m OD) 10/10/2016
Description
Brown to dark grey structureless clay with much (c. 70%) organic matter
Brown to dark grey structureless clay with much less organic matter
Pale grey to brown clay-rich silt with c. 20% organic matter
Poor sample?: sludgy brown to mid-grey structureless clay
Pale grey silty clay with c. 60% organic matter with a band of paler grey
sediment 109-110cm

127-130
130-326
326-329
329-343
343-430
430-477
BH 18
Depth (cm)
0-60
60-90
90-97
97-166
166-281
281-300
300-400
BH 19
Depth (cm)
0-7
7-14
14-30
30-65
65-81
81-86
86-98
98-116
116-135
135-153
153-210
210-245
245-260
260-408
408-486+

Dark grey silty clay with >50% organic matter
Dark grey silty clay
Dark grey silty clay with some shell fragments
Mid-grey to brown clay-rich silt
Brown clay-rich silt with >1% organic matter and some shell fragments;
sharp to
Dark grey silt: impenetrable
291445 687428 (4.28m OD) 10/10/2016
Description
turf horizon removed with spade
Light orange-brown silt with fine gravel/coarse sand inclusions,
increasingly clay-rich with depth, and with rare coal and brick/tile flecks;
gradual to
As above but now a pale blue-grey clay-rich silt with increasing orange iron
mottling and increased clay content
Very degraded shell fragments including, probably, Cerastoderma and
Mytilus
Pale blue-grey silty clay with orange iron mottles and common degraded
broken shell fragments, including Cerastoderma and Mytilus, notably at
112, 126 and 140-150cm; sharp to
Mid-grey finely laminated clay-rich silt with a layer of concentrated, mostly
whole valves of, mostly, Cerastoderma at 195-200cm; gradual to
Very dark grey to black finely laminated clay-rich silt (looks like carse)
Black laminated clay-rich silt (carse): stopped coring
291749 687444 (2.77m OD) 11/03/2017
Description
Pale brown-pale grey structureless silt with many fresh roots/stems; sharp
to
Mid-brown coarse herb peat with common silt; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with common fe-mottles and common vertical
roots; gradual to
Pale grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Pale grey structureless silt with common fe-mottles and very rare <3mm
diam. angular clasts near 81cm; sharp to
Very dark grey structureless silty clay; boundary not seen to
Pale brown structureless silt or silty clay; sharp to
Black to very dark grey structureless silt, with patches of oxidised mid-grey
silt; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silt; gradual to
Black to very dark grey structureless silt, with patches of oxidised mid-grey
silt; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Mid-dark grey structureless silt; gradual to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silty clay; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with increasing clay content down-unit;
very gradual to
Pale-mid grey structureless silty clay with fine partings clear 390-450cm,
very strong below 450cm: impenetrable

BH 20
Depth (cm)
0-20
20-33
33-65
65-82

82-88
88-100
100-155
155-168
168-178
178-190
190-223
223-253
253-460
460-470
470-550
BH 21
Depth (cm)
0-10
10-49
49-66
66-92
92-129
129-140
140-162
162-192
192-466+

BH 22
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-37
37-60

291760 687435 (2.74m OD) 11/03/2017
Description
turf
Very dark grey structureless silty clay with fe mottling and common
stems/roots, becoming increasingly clay-rich with depth
lost the sediment
Very dark grey structureless silty clay with fe mottling and common
stems/roots; sharp to
Dark grey silty clay with silt partings and occasional black fibrous organic
matter; gradual to
Dark grey silty clay with weak partings/laminations; no organic matter
below 88cm; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Very dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Very dark grey silty clay with partings defined by micaceous silt/ very fine
sand; gradual to
Very dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Very dark grey silty clay with weakly-defined silt partings; gradual to
Mid-grey silt/clay with clear partings defined by micaceous very fine sand;
gradual to
Mid-brownish grey silt/clay with clear partings defined by micaceous very
fine sand; sharp to
Very dark grey/black strongly laminated clay/silt: impenetrable
291760 687393 (2.79m OD) 11/03/2017
Description
Mid-brown coarse herb peat with silt; sharp to
Pale grey structureless silty clay with common fe-mottles and common
vertical roots; sharp to
Pale grey laminated silty clay with common fe-mottles; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Black to very dark grey laminated silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey weakly laminated silty clay; gradual to
Dark grey laminated silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless or weakly laminated silty clay, becoming silt below
c. 320 cm, strongly laminated 441-466cm, with band of coarse silt-fine
sand 348-353cm and a band of black coarse fibrous peat with clay 426431cm: impenetrable
291777 687419 (2.75m OD) 11/03/2017
Description
Turf
Very dark grey structureless clay with fe mottling and common
stems/roots
lost the sediment.

60-70
70-103
103-118
118-145
145-158
158-242
242-265
265-400
400-446
446-470
BH 23
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-39
39-47
47-72
72-154
154-157
157-168
168-200
200-300
300-410
410-445
445-466+

BH 24
Depth (cm)
0-14
14-22
22-27
27-43
43-59
59-90
90-107
107-140
140-170
170-192

Very dark grey structureless clay with fe mottling and common
stems/roots; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with occasional black organic and fibrous
peat inclusions; sharp to
Pale brown-grey clay/silt with four <2mm thick very dark grey/black bands;
gradual to
Dark grey structureless clay/silt; gradual to
Very dark grey laminated clay/silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated clay/silt; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless clay/silt; gradual to
Slightly lighter mid grey laminated clay/silt; gradual to
Slightly lighter mid grey structureless clay/silt [could be artefact of coring];
gradual to
Dark grey strongly laminated clay silt: impenetrable
291817 687406 (2.93m OD) 11/03/2017
Description
Semi-liquid mud
Very dark grey structureless silty clay with abundant fine fibrous
roots/stems; sharp to
Black fine fibrous peat; gradual to
Black to very dark grey structureless silty clay with abundant roots/stems;
sharp to
Pale grey structureless silty clay with much organic matter and many fine
fleshy roots/stems; sharp to
Pale-mid grey structureless coarse silt-fine sand with common smashed
shell fragments; gradual to
Pale-mid grey structureless coarse silt-fine sand with some fine fleshy
roots/stems; sharp to
Dark grey strongly laminated silt; boundary not seen to
Mid-grey structureless silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silt, becoming pale grey below 370cm; gradual to
Pale grey structureless silt; gradual to
Pale grey laminated silt with thin (<5mm) bands of fine fibrous peat with
silt at 446 and 455cm: impenetrable
291876 687372 (2.99m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Mid-brown mat of plant stems/roots with silt; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with abundant plant stems; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant plant stems; sharp to
Very dark grey structureless silt with abundant plant stems; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with common plant stems/roots; gradual
to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with occasional vertical plant stems; sharp
to
Very dark grey laminated silt; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with rare vertical plant stems; gradual to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silty clay; sharp to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt; gradual to

192-193
193-200
200-218
218-250
250-279
279-287
287-351
351-500+

BH 25
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-55
55-90
90-100
100-110
110-123
123-150
150-182
182-236
236-270
250
270-328
328-411
339-344
411-432
432-450

BH 26
Depth (cm)
0-34
34-43
43-63
63-80

Pale grey banded silt with two very thin fine fibrous peat layers; sharp to
Pale grey structureless silt; boundary not seen to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Mid grey weakly laminated silt with occasional c. 0.5cm bands of plant
stems; sharp to
Alternating bands and laminae of mid and dark grey silts; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Mid-grey laminated silt, weakly laminated 326-331cm and with one c.
0.5cm band of plant stems centred at 336cm; sharp to
Mid-grey silt, structureless 351-363cm, weakly laminated below 363cm
and strongly laminated by 380cm, with rare small shell fragments:
impenetrable
291881 687379 (2.97m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Very dark grey organic fibrous peat with silt; abrupt to
Very dark grey structureless silty clay with common black organic
fragments and stems/roots; gradual to
Very dark grey laminated silty clay with common black organic fragments
and stems/root; boundary not seen to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Dark grey-black structureless silty clay with occasional black organic
fragments; gradual to
Mid-grey weakly laminated clay/silt; gradual to
Mid-grey strongly laminated clay/silt; gradual to
Very dark grey-black very soft organic-rich structureless clay/silt; gradual to
Banded dark grey and pale grey clay/silt; sharp to
2mm thick layer of brown peaty organic material; sharp to
Mid-grey laminated clay/silt with fine partings dusted with very fine
micaceous sand; rare lenses of organic matter; sharp to
Banded pale grey very fine micaceous sandy silt with dark brown organicrich bands; sharp to
Peat laminae
Banded and laminated very dark grey-black clay/silt with mid-grey fine
sandy silt and dark brown organic rich bands and peat laminae at 415-417
and 424-426cm and sandy laminae 426-427cm; abrupt to
Mid-grey very fine structureless sand with occasional inclusions of orangebrown organic fragments and four whole cockle (Cerastoderma edule)
shells between 431 and 433cm: not bottomed
291889 687385 (2.92m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Dense mat of plant stems/roots with silt; sharp to
Mid grey structureless silt with many plant stems/roots; gradual to
Black to very dark grey structureless silt with many plant stems/roots;
sharp to
Mid-grey weakly banded silty clay with common plant stems/roots; gradual
to

80-104
104-125
125-152
152-273
273-287
287-293
293-300
300-400
400-402
402-410
BH 27
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-75
75-100
100-123
123-147
147-160
160-180
180-210
210-304

304-307
307-308
308-310
310-370

Mid grey weakly laminated silt; gradual to
Mid grey structureless silt; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silt; gradual to
Mid grey weakly laminated silt, strongly laminated below c. 170cm; gradual
to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Black to very dark grey highly organic laminated silt; sharp to
Mid grey structureless silt; sharp to
Mid grey laminated silt with thin dark grey to very dark grey bands at 311,
328-330, 331-333, 348-350, 381, 385, 388 and 389cm; sharp to
Pale grey laminated fine sandy silt with very thin bands of peat at 402cm;
sharp to
Mid-grey weakly banded silt: impenetrable
291895 687391 (2.90m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Fibrous organic matter in a very dark grey structureless silty clay matrix;
sharp to.
Mid-brownish grey silty clay with common black roots, structureless to
85cm and laminated below 85cm; gradual to
Mid-brownish grey structureless silty clay with common black roots; sharp
to
Very dark grey structureless silty clay with slight micaceous sand and
common roots; gradual to
Very dark grey structureless, becoming laminated, silty clay with slight
micaceous sand and common roots
contaminant.
Dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Strongly laminated, banded in places, dark grey clay silt and light grey fine
sandy silt, sand increasing below c. 290cm and with a 10mm thick band of
sand at 303-304cm and laminations less distinct below 283cm, with peat
laminae at 275-277cm, black peat lens at 281-283cm and black peat band
300-303cm; sharp to
Mid grey structureless silt; sharp to
Brown peat; sharp to
Mid-grey silty sand; sharp to
Banded brown peat and light grey structureless sand: impenetrable

BH 28
Depth (cm)
0-84

291935 687290 (2.99m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat, then structureless organic silt with many fibrous
stems/roots, then sharp to weakly laminated fine sandy silt with frequent
organic laminae: bottomed on stone

BH 28 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-22
22-44

291936 687291 (3.00m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark to mid grey organic-rich structureless silt

44-62
62-100

Black laminated silt
Mid grey weakly laminated silt with compacted Cyperaceae stems 8697cm: hit stone

BH 28A

Not surveyed: 0.85m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
119cm

Depth to stone

BH 28B
Depth to stone

BH 28C
Depth to stone

BH 28D
Depth to stone

BH 28E
Depth to stone

BH 28F
Depth to stone

BH 28G
Depth to stone

BH 28H
Depth to stone

BH 28I
Depth to stone

BH 28J
Depth to stone

BH 29
Depth (cm)
0-16
16-56
56-80
80-133
BH 30
Depth (cm)
0-40
40-54
54-74
74-118
118-121

Not surveyed: 3.70m west of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
78cm
Not surveyed: 4.10m west of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
91cm
Not surveyed: 1.70m west of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
60cm
Not surveyed: 0.50m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
90cm
Not surveyed: 4.70m west of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
>150cm
Not surveyed: 1.10m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
115cm
Not surveyed: 1.20m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
100cm
Not surveyed: 3.00m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
>160cm
Not surveyed: 2.30m east of BH 28 (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
>160cm
291942 687295 (2.96m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Dense mat of plant stems/roots with silt; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with occasional plant stems/roots; gradual
to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with few plant stems/roots; gradual to
Dark grey strongly laminated silt: bottomed on stone
291952 687300 (2.88m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
brown fibrous vegetation mat; gradual to
Darker brown fibrous vegetation mat; gradual to
Mid-grey humified plant matter in a grey fe-mottled structureless silty clay;
gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Pale brown-grey weakly banded clay; gradual to

121-158
158-193
193-200
200-206

Dark grey clay/silt with bands of lighter grey clay/silt with few roots;
gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with lighter grey bands; sharp to
Dark brown peat; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay: bottomed on stone

BH 30A
Depth (cm)
0-28
28-44
44-68
68-90
90-400

291948 687312 (2.95m OD) 06/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt with many-abundant roots
Mid grey structureless silt
Dark grey structureless silt
Mid grey laminated silt except structureless 100-126cm and 186-200cm
with bands or laminae of dark brown peat at 237, 246, 247, 273-277, 333334, 348, 351-358, 364-365, 379-380, 391-394 and 395-397cm: not
bottomed

BH 30B
Depth (cm)
0-28
28-56
56-71
71-391

291950 687308 (2.91m OD) 06/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt with many-abundant roots, many of Cyperaceae
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid grey laminated silt except structureless 100-120cm and 190-200cm
with bands of abundant fine herb roots in organic-rich silt 76-80 and 8992cm and bands or laminae of dark brown horizontally bedded peat at
148-150, 231, 256, 272-276 (<1mm laminae), 331-335, 342, 349-357
(>2mm bands), 359 and 363-365cm (>2mm bands): not bottomed

BH 30C
Depth (cm)
0-29
29-40
40-53
53-69
69-89
89-354

291955 687297 (2.98m OD) 06/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt with many-abundant roots, many of Cyperaceae
Mid grey structureless silt
Dark grey structureless silt
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid grey laminated silt except structureless 193-200cm with bands or
laminae of dark brown horizontally bedded peat at 132, 224, 235, 250,
278, 285-289 (with silt laminae), 297, 313-314, 317 and 318-354
Dark grey weakly laminated silt with common plant remains: not bottomed

354-372
BH 30D
Depth (cm)
0-20
20-32
32-46
46-72
72-100
100-110
110-368

291957 687293 (3.00m OD) 06/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt
Dark grey structureless silt with many-abundant roots
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid grey laminated silt
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid grey laminated silt with bands or laminae of dark brown horizontally
bedded peat at 250, 253, 268-270 (c. 5mm thick bands), 272-281, 290, 291-

294, 316-318, 326-329 (with silt laminae), 334-337, 342-343, 344, 349-353
and 365-367cm: not bottomed
BH 30E
Depth (cm)
0-36
36-73
73-100
100-369
369-385

291960 687255 (3.02m OD) 06/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt
Dark grey laminated silt
Mid grey laminated silt except no visible laminae 200-300cm with bands of
plant fragments in silt 308-310cm and bands or laminae of dark brown
horizontally bedded peat at 245-246, 353 and 362cm
Very dark grey to black laminated silts with contorted peat laminae 369
and 381-384cm: not bottomed

BH 31
Depth (cm)
0-30
30-66
66-83
83-135

291930 687293 (2.94m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Organic fibrous peat in a dark grey structureless silty clay matrix; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silt/clay with common frequent roots; gradual to
Dark grey weakly laminated silty clay with common brown-grey organic
content and lenses of well-preserved vegetation: bottomed on stone

BH 31 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-24
24-43
43-48
48-66
66-75
75-80
80-86
86-95

291936 687290 (3.05m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless mud
Matted plant remains
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with common vertical plant roots
Pale brown to grey weakly laminated silt with some vertical plant roots
Mid-brown strongly laminated peat with <1mm-thick grey silt partings, the
latter declining down-unit
Mid-brown strongly laminated peat
Mass of wood fragments and Cyperaceae stems: stone at 95cm

BH 31A
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-38
38-41
41-73

291936 687289 (3.01m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless mud
Matted plant remains
Very dark grey to black laminated silt: stone at 73cm

BH 31B

291936 687289 (3.03m OD) 11/10/2017: depth only
>200cm

BH 31C

1.5m SE of 31 (2) (3.03m OD) 11/10/2017: depth only = stone at 74.0cm

BH 31D

1.75m SE of 31 (2) (3.03m OD) 11/10/2017: depth only = stone at 82.0cm

BH 31E

1.875m SE of 31 (2) (3.03m OD) 11/10/2017: depth only =>200cm

BH 31F-H

not done

BH 31I
Depth (cm)
0-15
15-63

291935 687292 (3.00m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with common vertical roots above c.
40cm: stone at 63cm

BH 31J
Depth (cm)
0-19
19-80

291934 687294 (3.01m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with few roots above 36cm: stone at
80cm

BH 31K
Depth (cm)
0-24
24-40
40-42
42-67
67-78
78-91

291934 687296 (2.98m OD) 08/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant plant roots; gradual to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Mid grey structureless to weakly laminated silt; gradual to
Dark grey to black structureless silt with common plant roots; sharp to
Purply-brown weakly laminated silt with common black mottles (rootlet
channels); gradual to
Purple-brown changing to mid grey structureless silt with common black
mottles (rootlet channels); gradual to
Mid brown laminated peat; sharp to
Concentration of small wood fragments in dark grey mud; gradual to
Mid grey structureless to weakly laminated silt with brown bands or
laminae of horizontally bedded peat 119-122 and 132-133cm; gradual to
Very dark grey structureless to weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Very dark grey strongly silt with band of horizontally bedded peat 145146cm: not bottomed

91-104
104-106
106-117
117-138
138-144
144-159+

BH 31K (2)
Depth (cm)
0-23
23-50
50-63
63-70
70-89
89-101
101-106
106-110
110-113
113-117
117-136
136-163

291934 687296 (2.98m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Vegetation mat in grey structureless mud
Mid-dark grey laminated silt
Very dark grey to black laminated silt
Pale brown to grey weakly laminated silt with some black mottled root
channels
Dark grey structureless (?) silt with common black plant stems/roots
Mid-brown silt with many-abundant plant stems
Mass of wood fragments and Cyperaceae stems
Mid-brown to grey silt
Mass of Cyperaceae and herb stems
Mid-grey to brown structureless silt with common herb stems forming 45°
sloping bands 125-130cm
Very dark grey to black weakly laminated silt with <3mm-thick bands of grit
at 150 and 161-163cm

163-171

Black strongly laminated silt: stone at 171cm

BH 31L
Depth (cm)
0-27
27-70

291934 687295 (2.99m OD) 08/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Mid to dark grey structureless silt with common plant roots and a
concentration of horizontal flattened plant stems 68-70cm; gradual to
Pale purply-brown structureless silt with common black mottles (rootlet
channels); gradual to
Black structureless silt with wood fragments; sharp to
Fawn structureless silt; sharp to
Black organic-rich strongly laminated silt; sharp to
Pale grey-brown structureless silt with thin laminae of peat 149cm: not
bottomed

70-95
95-107
107-117
117-132
132-150+

BH 31L (2)
Depth (cm)
0-25
25-36
36-40
40-59
59-169

291934 687295 (2.99m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Mid-dark grey structureless silt with common roots
Horizontally matted fine herb stems
Mid-dark grey structureless silt with common black mottled root channels
Black laminated silt with abundant laminae of black plant stems 139142cm and 155-163cm: stone at 169cm

BH 31M
Depth (cm)
0-43
43-72
72-111
111-122
122-129
129-177
177-203
203-335

291934 687297 (3.02m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat and vegetation mat in structureless mud
Mid-dark grey structureless silt with rare vertical fine fleshy roots
Dark grey to very dark grey laminated silt
Dark grey laminated silt with peat laminae 111-115cm and 120cm
Dark grey structureless silt
Very dark grey laminated silt
Very dark grey seemingly structureless silt
Pale-mid grey structureless silt with bands or laminae of peat forming 45°
sloping bands 211-212, 216-217, 249-250 and 273-274cm, increasingly well
laminated below 265cm with horizontal bands or laminae of peat 269, 277,
281-282, 296-297, 304, 316-317 and 326-328cm: stone at 335cm

BH 31N
Depth (cm)
0-36

291932 687300 (3.02m OD) 11/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat and vegetation mat in structureless mud including a dense
mat of coarse herb stems 31-36cm
Dark grey weakly bedded silt with common vertical and horizontal
roots/stems
Dark grey weakly laminated silt with rare vertical roots
Very dark grey laminated silt with peat-rich laminae 79-84cm
Mid-grey laminated silt, very dark grey and with very high organic contents
176-186 and 227-235cm and peat-rich bands or laminae at 288-292, 296298, 303-306, 315-320, 325-328, 334 and 351-353cm: not bottomed

36-55
55-79
79-150
150-355+

BH 31O
Depth (cm)
0-28
28-47
47-69
69-114
114-206
206-309

BH 31P
Depth (cm)
0-24
24-41
41-70
70-80
80-164
164-174
174-216
216-238
238-245
245-261
261-273
273-310

BH 31Q
Depth (cm)
0-28
28-38
38-139
139-171
171-184
184-232
232-258
258-265
265-275
275-301

291938 687286 (3.02m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless mud with common plant roots/stems
Pale brown to grey weakly laminated silt with common black mottled root
channels
Very dark grey to black laminated silt
Mid-dark grey laminated silt with bands and laminae of peat 118-119, 139140, 148-161 (with rare silt bands within peat), 163, 165-166, 175-176,
179-182 (peat within laminated silt) and 187-191cm
Pale brown to pale grey laminated silt, becoming pale-mid brown by
250cm with bands and laminae of black peat 230-233, 234-236, 245-247
and 267-271cm and bands and laminae of brown peat 255, 260, 262-265,
276 and 279-281cm: stone at 309cm
291940 687281 (3.00m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt
Very dark grey laminated silt with contorted bedding and bands of black
horizontal plant stems in silt 51-56cm
Pale brown laminated silt
Very dark grey laminated silt with bands and laminae of black peat 131137, 142, 146-148 and 160-164cm
Pale brown laminated silt
Black laminated silt with high organic content and bands of black peat 174178cm
Mid-brown laminated peat
Pale brown structureless (?) silt
Black dense mass of cereal chaff and plant stems and wood fragments
Pale brown structureless (?) silt
Black laminated silt with high organic content and a band of black coarse
herb peat 280-290cm: stone at 310cm
291942 697277 (3.03m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt with dense mat of plant remains 34-36cm
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with abundant coarse herb stems 4452 cm and a band of black peat 65-66cm
Dark grey seemingly structureless silt
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with single peat lamina 177cm
Mid-brown to dark grey laminated silt with a band of coarse herb peat 188190cm
Brown strongly laminated peat of chaff, plant stems and wood fragments
with silt bands at 242-244 and 253-254cm
Dark grey laminated but contorted silt
Pale brown to mid-grey laminated silt
Black laminated silt with bands of black coarse herb peat 275-276 and 282285cm and of brown fine herb peat 278-282cm: stone at 301cm

BH 31R
Depth (cm)
0-20
20-44
44-67
67-283

291945 687273 (3.04m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt with dense mat of plant remains 34-44cm
Dark grey structureless silt
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with common black stems in silt 151157cm and a single peat lamina 272cm: stone at 283cm

BH 31S
Depth (cm)
0-29
29-58
58-64
64-266

291947 687268 (3.05m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt
Very dark grey laminated but contorted silt
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with very high organic content and
single peat laminae at 114, 212 and 213cm
Mid-dark grey laminated silt with contorted bedding 270-279cm and
laminae of fine herb peat 273 and 276cm
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with bands of black fine herb peat
290-294, 295-296, 297-298, 300-302, 309-317 and 323cm: stone at 330cm

266-290
290-330

BH 31T
Depth (cm)
0-29
29-62
62-322

291949 687263 (3.10m OD) 13/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt with concentrations of plant stems 43-52cm
Very dark grey to black laminated silt, more variable in colour below c.
100cm with one large sub-angular rock fragment 267-271cm and hard
cream nodules ('mortar') 286-288cm: stone at 322cm

BH 31U
Depth (cm)
0-29
29-41
41-50
50-59
59-101
101-130

298-319
319-334

291944 687274 (3.07m OD) 14/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless mud with some vertical coarse plant roots/stems
Mat of dense plant remains in mud
Mid-grey structureless silt
Very dark grey to black silt, strongly laminated below 68cm
Paler grey laminated silt with brown fine herb stems common in peat 108114cm and a single lamina of brown peat 120cm
Very dark grey laminated silt
Poor sample
Dark grey laminated silt with high organic content, plant stems in silt
common 264-266cm and single peat laminae at 278, 288 and 292cm
Very dark grey laminated silt
Dark grey laminated silt: stone at 334cm

BH 31V (1)
Depth (cm)
0-70

291946 687271 (3.06m OD) 14/10/2017
Description
Not recorded: stone at 70cm

BH 31V (2)

291946 687271 (3.06m OD) 14/10/2017

130-200
200-234
234-298

Depth (cm)
0-32
32-65
65-171
171-206
206-214
214-230
230-282
282-303

BH 31W
Depth (cm)
0-15
15-37
37-62
62-82
82-234

234-323

BH 31X
Depth (cm)
0-23
23-61
61-167
167-261
261-264
264-276
276-330

BH 32
Depth (cm)
0-10
10-24
24-29
29-74
74-80
80-87

Description
Vegetation mat and mid-grey structureless mud with common plant
remains
Mid-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt
Dark grey laminated silt, paler below c. 100cm with band of peat 119120cm and single laminae of plant stems in silt 134cm
Very dark grey to black laminated silt
Pale to mid-grey well bedded, weakly laminated silt
Mid-grey laminated silt
Very dark grey laminated silt with high organic content and bands and
laminae of black peat 242, 249, 251, 255 and 260cm
Fine herb peat with silt, mid-brown 282-285cm and black below: stone at
303cm
291948 687266 (3.09m OD) 14/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt with common coarse herb stems
Very dark grey laminated silt
Mid-brown to grey weakly laminated silt
Black laminated silt with very high organic content and a band of many
plant stems in silt 171-178cm, three bands of pale grey silt within peat-rich
silt 178-182cm, abundant peat in silt 182-199cm and bands and laminae of
peat 204, 207, 212-214, 219 and 223-224cm
Mid-brown laminated silt with bands and laminae of brown peat 243, 253257, 260, 274, 276-277, 279-289, 288, 289-290, 291-295, 303-307 and 311313cm: stone at 323cm
291949 687262 (3.06m OD) 14/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silt
Very dark grey laminated silt with high organic content
Pale brown to mid-grey laminated silt with bands and laminae of brown
peat 195, 199, 201, 209-214, 231-235 and 247-248cm
Pale-mid brown silt with sand (corer scraped past something hard)
Pale-mid grey well bedded but contorted and disturbed silt and dark
brown herb peat
Pale to mid-grey well bedded but not laminated silt with bands of dark
brown peat 293-297, 306-308 and 311-313 cm: stone at 330cm
291945 687291 (2.92m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Dense mat of plant stems/roots with silt; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silt with common plant stems/roots; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant plant stems/roots; sharp to
Mid to dark grey structureless silt with common plant stems/roots; sharp
to
Dark grey structureless silt with common plant stems/roots; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt; gradual to

87-138
138-142
142-171
171-175
175-221
221-228
228-232
232-250
250-263
263-285
285-318
318-342

BH 33
Depth (cm)
0-15
15-44
45-74
74-100
100-128
128-158
158-190
190-247
247-256
256-264
264-276
276-300
300-320
320-343
343-375

BH 34
Depth (cm)
0-25
25-60
60-135
135-165
165-180
180-206
206-209

Mid-grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Peaty material with silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silt with a 5mm thick band of silt at 165cm; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Mid-grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Mid to dark grey weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Dark grey structureless organic matter with silt; sharp to
Mid-grey peat with silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silt with occasional paler bands and high organic
content; sharp to
Mid- and dark grey bands of fibrous organic matter and peat with silt;
sharp to
Dark grey well-bedded peat with silt; sharp to
Alternating 4-6cm thick bands with sharp boundaries of mid-grey
laminated organic silt and dark grey fibrous peat with silt: bottomed on
stone
291962 687306 (2.83m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
mid brown-grey humified plant mat; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silt/clay with many roots; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with occasional-common organic matter;
gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Mid-brown grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Dark grey structureless clay/silt; gradual to
Mid-grey faintly banded silty clay with broken shell fragments at 180cm;
gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated clay; sharp to
Inter-bedded bands and laminae of peat and pale grey silty clay, with sharp
boundaries to peat layers; gradual to
Pale grey laminated silty clay; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with disseminated humic matter; gradual
to
Mid-grey faintly banded silty clay; gradual to
Inter-bedded bands of light grey and dark grey silt and dark brown silty
peat: impenetrable
291929 687297 (2.97m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Organic fibrous stems and roots in a dark grey silty clay matrix; gradual to
Black fibrous vegetation in a black silty clay matrix; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with a sand lamina at 157cm and common
roots; gradual to
Black highly organic very soft structureless silt; sharp to
Chaotic black and mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Peat; sharp to

209-273
273-310

Pale grey and mid-dark grey very fine banded silt; abrupt to
Mid-grey structureless very fine sand with occasional laminae of dark
brown organic peaty material: bottomed on stone

BH 35
Depth (cm)
0-300
300-325
325-327
327-334
334-357
357-361
361-400

291961 687311 (2.84m OD) 12/03/2017
Description
Not recorded
Bands of mid-grey and pale grey silt; sharp to
Pale grey laminated silt; gradual to
Mid-grey banded sandy silt; sharp to
Bands of pale and dark grey sandy silt; sharp to
Bands of brown peat and light grey silty clay; sharp to
Bands of dark and pale grey silty clay: impenetrable

BH 36
Depth (cm)
0-10
10-43
43-52
52-82
82-117
117-138
138-160

291767 687447 (3.11m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Dense mat of plant stems/roots with dark grey clay; gradual to
Mid-grey weakly laminated silt with much organic matter; sharp to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silt with much organic matter; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt; gradual to
Pale to mid-grey structureless coarse silt with some sand; sharp to
Dark grey faintly banded silt; gradual to
Dark grey faintly banded and weakly laminated silt with partings; gradual
to
Dark grey faintly banded and strongly laminated silt with partings; gradual
to
Mid-grey structureless silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silt; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless silt: impenetrable

160-190
190-418
418-444
444-474
BH 37
Depth (cm)
0-38
38-79
79-100
100-200
200-250
250-300
300-400
400-437
437-500

BH 38
Depth (cm)

291774 687456 (3.04m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Fibrous vegetation and roots in a dark grey structureless silty clay matrix;
abrupt, marked by horizontal round-wood twig to
Mid-brownish grey weakly laminated silty clay
Lost sediment
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Gradual colour change to black weakly laminated silty clay.
Mid-grey weakly laminated clay silt, stronger below 370cm, grey-black 345360cm, with black organic laminae at 307 and 310cm; gradual to
Mid-grey very weakly laminated clay/silt; sharp to
Mid-light grey strongly laminated clay/silt with partings defined by very
fine micaceous sand and occasional laminae of brown organic peaty
material: not bottomed
291782 687462 (3.02m OD) 13/03/2017
Description

0-17
17-29
29-72
72-136

409-438
438-445
445
446-448
448-449
449-516
516
516-527
527-539

Brown vegetation mat; gradual to
Mid- to dark grey structureless silty clay with common roots; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay with occasional roots; gradual to
Mid- to pale grey structureless silty clay with mica and occasional roots;
sharp to
Dark grey laminated silty clay; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Light grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Mid-brown to grey structureless clay/silt; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Mid-brown to grey structureless micaceous sand; sharp to
Mid- to light grey brown structureless silty clay with two distinct dark
bands at 344cm and 374cm; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; gradual to
Mid-brown to grey banded silty clay; sharp to
Band of organic matter; sharp to
Mid-brown grey banded silty clay; sharp to
Band of micaceous sand; sharp to
Mid-brown grey banded silty clay; gradual to
Lighter brown grey silty clay
structureless silty clay
lighter structureless silty clay

BH 39
0-112

291938 687292 (2.89m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 40
0-152

291939 687293 (2.89m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 40 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-15
15-49
49-63
63-80
80-119

291941 687294 (3.00m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark to mid grey organic-rich structureless silt
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Mid-grey structureless silt
Mid grey strongly laminated silt with band of coarse herb peat 99-103cm
and compacted Cyperaceae stems 109-119cm: hit stone

BH 41
Depth (cm)
0-40
40-60
60-90

291940 687295 (2.94m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with frequent rootlets; sharp to
Very dark grey-black silty clay with frequent fibrous vegetation and
rootlets; gradual to
Mid-grey, dark grey and greyish-brown banded and weakly laminated
clay/silt with lenses of well-preserved vegetation 114-119cm: bottomed on
stone

136-173
173-200
200-243
243-283
283-292
292-300
300-409

90-120

BH 41 (2)
Depth (cm)

291942 687295 (3.02m OD) 13/03/2017
Description

0-17
17-54
54-69
69-79
79-122
122-136

Vegetation mat
Dark to mid grey organic-rich structureless mud
Dark grey organic-rich structureless mud with abundant roots and rootlet
channels
Mid-grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with band of peat 119-122cm
Mid-grey structureless silt: hit stone

BH 42
0-152

291944 687296 (2.94m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 42 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-17
17-48
48-63

291946 687296 (3.00m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless mud
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless mud with abundant roots and
rootlet channels
Mid to dark grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with band of peat 128-132cm: hit
stone

63-82
82-164

BH 42A
Depth to stone

BH 42B
Depth to stone

BH 42C
Depth to stone

BH 42D
Depth to stone

BH 42E
Depth to stone

BH 43
Depth to stone

BH 43 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-13
13-79
79-180

BH 44
0-177

291945 687298 (3.02m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
160cm
291945 687299 (2.99m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
162cm
291943 687301 (2.97m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
>200cm
291944 687300 (2.99m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
115cm
not surveyed: 0.80m west of BH 43D (c. 3.00m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
>200cm
291946 687296 (2.94m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
160cm
291948 687297 (2.99m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless mud with abundant roots and
rootlet channels
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with laminae of peat 153cm: hit
stone
291947 687297 (2.89m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 44 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-22
22-82
82-186

291947 687297 (2.89m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless mud with abundant roots and
rootlet channels
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with laminae of peat 138-139cm:
hit stone

BH 45
0-186

291949 687299 (2.90m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 45 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-20
20-83

291951 687300 (2.96m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant roots and rootlet channels;
gradual to
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Mid grey structureless to weakly laminated silt
Dark grey organic-rich laminated silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with bands of laminated peat at
170-172cm; sharp to
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt
Pale grey weakly laminated silt
Dark brown laminated peat
Dark grey organic-rich laminated silt
Dark brown laminated peat: hit stone

83-105
105-134
134-137
137-172
172-191
191-194
194-197
197-198
198-200
BH 46
Depth (cm)
0-40
40-60
60-100
100-195

291950 687299 (2.86m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with frequent rootlets; sharp to
Very dark grey-black structureless silty clay with frequent fibrous
vegetation and rootlets; boundary not seen to
Mid-grey and grey-brown banded and finely laminated clay/silt with
occasional brown organic laminae and a band of peat 191-193cm:
bottomed on stone

BH 47
Depth (cm)
0-200
201-213
213-238

291956 687303 (2.82m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Not recorded
Mid-grey structureless silty clay with thin peats at 201, 208 and 212cm
Not sampled: bottomed on stone

BH 47 A

291958 687302 (2.95m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = 2.47

BH 47 B

291959 687300 (2.95m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = 2.60

BH 47 C
BH 47 D

291959 687299 (2.95m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = 2.64
291959 687298 (2.97m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = >3.50

BH 47 E

291957 687305 (2.88m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = >3.50

BH 47 F

291957 687304 (2.90m OD) 05/10/2017: depth only = >3.50

BH 47 (2)
Depth (cm)
0-22
22-47
47-73
73-90
90-128
128-148
148-180
180-190
190-216
216-220
220-223
223-252

291958 687303 (2.88m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless mud with abundant roots and
rootlet channels; gradual to
Black organic-rich structureless mud with few roots; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silt; sharp to
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Dark grey to black laminated mud
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt; sharp to
Dark brown to black laminated peat with silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with organic matter
Dark brown laminated peat, lost below 240cm: stone at 252cm

BH 48
Depth (cm)
0-200
200-243
243
242-265
265-275
275-310
310-317
317-342

291957 687304 (2.80m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Not recorded
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Peat with band of light grey silty clay at 272cm; sharp to
Light to mid-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Mid-grey laminated silty clay; sharp to
Light to mid-grey structureless silty clay: bottomed on stone

BH 49

291954 687302 (2.83m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only

BH 49 (2)
0-25
25-54
54-72
72-93
93-132
132-150
150-204

291956 687302 (2.93m OD) 05/10/2017
Vegetation mat; gradual to
Pale to mid grey structureless silt
Dark grey structureless silt with common-many roots
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Dark grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with bands of laminated peat at
149-150cm
Pale grey strongly laminated silt
Dark brown laminated peat
Pale grey strongly laminated silt
Dark brown laminated peat: hit stone

204-206
206-223
223-229
229-236
BH 50

291954 687301 (2.82m OD) 13/03/2017
voided

BH 51
Depth (cm)
0-300
300-316
316-344
344-346
346-365
365-374
374-376
376-381
381-387
387-390
390-392
392-395
395-400

291960 687305 (2.82m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Not recorded
Mid- to pale grey structureless silt; sharp to
Dark grey laminated silt; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Light grey silty clay with bands of sand and humic matter; sharp to
Light grey silty clay with bands of sand; sharp to
Mid-grey to brown silty clay; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Light grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Light grey sandy clay; sharp to
Peat; sharp to
Dark grey silt: not bottomed

BH 52
Depth (cm)
0-342
342-346
346-365

291959 687299 (2.85m OD) 13/03/2017
Description
Mid-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Peat with bands of light grey silty clay; sharp to
banded peat: bottomed on stone

BH 53
0-64

291932 687288 (2.94m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 54
0-30

291929 687286 (2.98m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 55
0-25

291927 687285 (3.15m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Bottomed on stone

BH 56
0-140

291931 687284 (2.95m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only
Hit obstruction

BH 57
0-100+

291926 687291 (2.63m OD) 13/03/2017: depth only

BH 58
Depth (cm)
0-50
50-89

197-212
212-222

291954 687302 (2.93m OD) 05/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Black to dark grey organic-rich structureless silt with abundant roots and
rootlet channels; gradual to
Mid grey weakly laminated silt
Mid grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey strongly laminated silt with bands of black organic-rich
mud 145-147cm and of laminated peat within silt at 191-192cm; sharp to
Dark brown laminated peat; sharp to
Mid grey laminated silt: stone at 222cm

BH 59

291987 687291 (3.01m OD) 07/10/2017 (Sandbank A)

89-100
100-120
120-197

Depth (cm)
0-40
40-100
100-110
110-131
131-220
220-238
238-452+

Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey laminated silt
Black structureless silt with high organic content; sharp boundary at 45°
Beige structureless silt with common rootlets
Mid to dark grey weakly laminated silt
Black structureless silt with high organic content
Pale grey laminated silt with abundant herb stems in silt 300-315cm and
bands or laminae of dark brown to black plant stems in silt 413-414 and
423cm: not bottomed

BH 60
Depth (cm)
0-57
57-93
93-95
95-100

291924 687270 (3.60m OD) 14/10/2017: carse surface in long trench
Description
Re-deposited 'carse'
Khaki fe-mottled seemingly structureless silt with much mica
Khaki fe-mottled laminated silt with much mica
Mid-grey strongly laminated sandy silt with a few laminae rich in plant
fragments
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain partings c. 4mm apart
containing peat laminae at 103 and 105cm
Mid-dark grey laminated sandy silt with some peat partings, common 136138cm
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain partings c. 4mm apart
containing peat laminae
Mid-dark grey laminated sandy silt with common peat partings
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain partings c. 4mm apart with one
peat lamina 204cm
Mid-dark grey laminated sandy silt with some peat partings
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain partings c. 4mm apart
containing peat laminae
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain dark grey partings
Mid-dark grey laminated sandy silt with some peat partings
Pale brown laminated silt with single-grain partings
Mid-dark grey laminated sandy silt with some peat partings
No sample
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with rare tiny shell fragments: not
bottomed (19/10/2017)

100-119
119-138
138-146
146-182
182-225
225-232
232-252
252-265
265-297
297-339
339-365
365-393
393-468+

BH 61
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-66
66-75
75-86
86-130

291947 687286 (3.04m OD) 15/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Mid-pale grey structureless mud with common coarse fleshy stems above
c. 35cm and two bands of strongly stratified fine herb stems 37-41 and 4446cm
Mid-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt
Mid-grey laminated silt
Very dark grey laminated silt with concentrations of horizontal plant
remains in silt 129-130cm

130-225
225-294
294-304
304-391

BH 62
Depth (cm)
0-20
20-39
39-57
57-63
63-72
72-80
80-139
139-264

264-311
311-350
350-370
370-410
410-419
419-437
437-489
489-552+
BH 63
Depth (cm)
from datum
0-6
6-172
172-337+
Engineering
BH 482
Depth (cm)

Slightly paler, dark grey laminated silt with bands of very dark grey silt 142144 and 155-158cm and bands and laminae of peat 173, 177-179, 214-217
and 221-222cm
Pale brown laminated silt with bands of dark brown peat 247-252, 256258, 259-260, 269-270 and 274-275cm
Mid-grey laminated silt
Pale brown laminated silt with bands of dark brown peat 304-344, 347-359
and 374-391cm: stone at 391cm
291953 687290 (3.02m OD) 15/10/2017
Description
Vegetation mat
Dark grey structureless silt with some vertical coarse fleshy roots/stems
Mid-grey structureless mud
Mid-grey laminated silt with many fine herb stems
Mid-dark grey structureless silt with rare fine herb stems
Mid-dark grey laminated but contorted silt with black mottled root
channels and many-abundant black coarse fleshy and fine herb
roots/stems
Pale brown to grey weakly laminated silt with few vertical plant stems and
occasional very dark grey bands of silt, one prominent 119-124cm
Very dark grey laminated silt, pale brown 231-236cm with single peat
laminae 153, 175 and 254cm, common laminae 205-209 and 231-236cm,
bands of black horizontal compressed coarse herb peat 227-228 and 241248cm, peat dispersed in silt 259-264cm
Pale-mid brown laminated silt with bands of black coarse herb peat 268270cm and common laminae 278-279cm
Pale brown to grey structureless silt with bands of black fine herb peat
320-325 and 346-347cm
Pale brown to grey laminated silt with common laminae of peat 356358cm
Pale to mid-brown structureless to weakly laminated silt with a band of
black fine herb peat 405-410cm
Pale grey laminated fine sandy silt
Pale grey laminated fine sandy silt with single peat laminae 429 and 432cm
Black laminated herb peat with silt common 443-445cm and silt laminae
445-450cm, laminated fine sand 461-466 and 480-484cm
Black laminated silt with rare tiny shell fragments
291928 687285 (1.33m OD) 15/10/2017 (by sea-wall on west side of pier)
Description
Pale to mid-grey laminated but contorted silt with common mica
Pale to mid-grey laminated silt with common mica with bands and lamina
of peat 15, 22-23, 31 and 35.5-37 and 78-81.5cm; sharp boundary to
Very dark grey to black laminated silt with very rare tiny shell fragments
292008 687286 (2.87m OD) 07/10/2017
Description

0-32
32-53
53-71
71-83
83-87
87-141
141-400+

BH 64
Depth (cm)
0-14
14-32
32-39
39-49
49-59
59-72
72-86

Vegetation mat
Dark grey to black structureless silt
Dark grey to black structureless silt with abundant roots and rootlet
channels
Dark grey structureless silt
Mid to dark grey weakly laminated silt: sample lost 87-100cm
Mid to dark grey largely structureless silt
Mid to dark grey laminated silt with bands or laminae of concentrated
plant remains in silt at 290-291cm and bands or laminae of dark brown
horizontally bedded peat at 311-313, 322-324, 373-381cm: not bottomed
c. 291926 687245 (2.63m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/1: at the culvert lintel)
Description
Not sampled
Very dark grey poorly consolidated structureless mud with high AOM and
occasional thin twigs; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless clay with occasional plant fragments; sharp to
Dark grey mud with much AOM and abundant fine and coarse plant stems;
sharp to
Khaki-pale grey structureless clay with very small (<pea-grit) angular
stones; sharp to
Brown-grey poorly sorted structureless silt with sand, some coarse, and
one 5-6mm angular sandstone clast; gradual to
Mottled and mixed dark grey, pale brown and khaki clay with very small
(<pea-grit) angular stones and abundant fine plant stems in basal cm: hit
stone

BH 65
Depth (cm)
0-23
23-57
BH 66
Depth (cm)
0-10
10-28
28-35
35-49
49-64
64-68
68-73
73-82
82-105
BH 67
Depth (cm)
0-13
13-22
22-35
35-39
39-128
128-145
145-150
150-155
155-200+

BH 68
Depth (cm)
0-9
9-21
21-116

(2.62m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/2)
Description
Dark grey mud, unconsolidated above 10cm, with common 3-5mm angular to
sub-angular stones and occasional thin twigs; gradual to
More compact dark grey mud: hit stone
(2.61m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/3)
Description
Dark grey-brown mud with abundant vegetation forming a mat; gradual to
Dark grey to very dark grey mud with abundant AOM, rare twigs (one of
hawthorn at 18-19cm) and rare small sub-rounded stones; sharp to
Black vegetation mat of Cyperaceae stems and fine wiry stems with abundant
AOM; sharp to
Dark grey silt with much AOM, rare plant stems and occasional small 5-6mm
stones; sharp to
Khaki to mid-grey clay with common fine sand and one 20mm sub-rounded
sandstone clast; sharp to
Dark brown silty sand with some AOM; sharp to
Khaki to mid-grey well-bedded clay with common fine sand; sharp to
Dark brown to black poorly sorted mud with abundant AOM, common plant
stems and few very small stones; gradual to
Khaki to mid-grey structureless silty clay: hit stone
(2.61m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/4)
Description
Brown-grey mud with common coarse and fine plant stems; gradual to
Dark grey structureless mud with common coarse and fine plant stems and
occasional small rounded stones; gradual to
Dark grey silt with common coarse and fine plant stems and two 5mm
rounded stones; gradual to
Khaki to mid-grey structureless silt with common coarse plant stems; gradual
to
Black to very dark grey structureless silt with abundant AOM and rare plant
stems, and one tiny red brick flake 115cm; gradual to
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant AOM and rare plant stems; sharp
to
Khaki structureless silt; sharp to
Khaki to mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Dull brown-grey silt, laminated below c. 180cm with one black bedded poorly
sorted sand with sharp upper and lower boundaries 174-177cm: not
bottomed
(2.46m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/5)
Description
Black structureless mud with abundant AOM and many coarse and fine plant
stems; sharp to
Khaki structureless silt with rare coarse and fine plant stems; sharp to
Very dark grey to black structureless silt with abundant AOM: hit stone
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BH 69
Depth (cm)
0-24
24-92
92-115
BH 70
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-44
44-132
132-143
143-146
146-155
155-161
161-195+
BH 71
Depth (cm)
0-10
10-20
20-59
59-c. 95
c. 95-123
123-142
BH 72
Depth (cm)
0-21
21-36
36-50
50-53
53-62
62-72
72-81
81-91

(2.52m OD) 30/04/2018 (Field 1/6)
Description
Khaki structureless mud with abundant coarse and fine plant stems; sharp to
Black structureless silt with abundant AOM; gradual to
Black structureless silt with abundant fine gravel and abundant AOM; hit
stone
(2.49m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/7)
Description
Very dark grey structureless silt with much AOM but very rare fine plant
stems; gradual to
Khaki structureless silt with black mottles along root channels and occasional
fine wiry stems 18-20cm; gradual to
Black silt, laminated below 70cm with abundant AOM but rare plant stems
and rare twigs; gradual to
Black laminated silt with abundant AOM and many horizontally bedded plant
stems; sharp to
Wood filling chamber; sharp to
Unconsolidated mud with common large stones; sharp to
Yellow fine sandstone clast filling chamber; sharp to
Brown-grey strongly bedded and laminated silt: not bottomed
(2.51m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/8)
Description
Very dark grey unconsolidated mud with abundant silt and abundant AOM;
gradual to
Very dark grey silt with abundant AOM and common fine plant stems; sharp
to
Khaki structureless to weakly bedded silt, becoming strongly laminated
below 55cm; gradual to
Very dark grey to black strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and
many-abundant horizontally bedded plant stems; boundary not seen to
Brown-grey weakly bedded silt with rare horizontally bedded plant stems and
one large wood fragment 114-117cm; gradual to
Mid-grey strongly bedded silt with abundant straw brash: hit stone
(2.52m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/9)
Description
Not sampled
Very dark grey structureless silt with diffuse khaki and dark grey mottles,
abundant AOM and occasional plant stems; sharp to
Khaki to pale reddish-brown weakly bedded silt; gradual to
Mottled khaki, pale reddish-brown and black structureless silt; sharp to
Very dark grey to black strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and many
horizontal plant stems; sharp to
Khaki to pale reddish-brown strongly bedded silt; sharp to
black strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and abundant horizontal
plant stems; sharp to
Khaki to pale reddish-brown strongly bedded silt with occasional tiny shell
fragments 88-89cm; sharp to
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91-110
110-117
117-128
128-142
142-148
148-165
165-190+
BH 73
Depth (cm)
0-9
9-24
24-49
49-64
64-69
69-89
89-102
102-114
114-173+

BH 74
Depth (cm)
0-9
9-30
30-55
55-69
BH 75
Depth (cm)
0-17
17-29
29-95

BH 76
Depth (cm)

black strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and abundant horizontal
plant stems; sharp to
Mid-grey weakly bedded silt with many horizontal plant stems; sharp to
Pale reddish-brown weakly bedded silt; sharp to
black strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and abundant horizontal
plant stems; sharp to
Mid-grey weakly bedded silt with many horizontal plant stems; gradual to
Khaki weakly bedded silt with many root channels; gradual to
Mid- to dark grey laminated silt: not bottomed
(2.52m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/10)
Description
Not sampled
Very dark grey structureless silt with diffuse khaki and dark grey mottles,
abundant AOM and occasional plant stems; sharp to
Khaki to mid-brown bedded silt with rare vertical plant stems/roots; gradual
to
Mottled khaki, pale reddish-brown and black structureless silt; sharp to
Mid-grey weakly bedded silt with much sand; gradual to
Khaki weakly bedded silt with black mottles down root channels; becoming
blacker below 82cm; sharp to
Dark grey bedded silt; gradual to
Khaki, probably bedded clay with one band of abundant horizontally bedded
plant stems; gradual to
Mid- to dark grey bedded clay with silt, with beds of abundant horizontally
bedded plant stems 117 and 121-123cm and distinct laminar dark-pale grey
couplets 135-138cm: not bottomed
(2.65m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/11)
Description
Reddish-brown herb vegetation mat; gradual to
Mid-grey structureless clay with common AOM but very rare plant stems;
sharp to
Pale reddish-brown laminated silty clay with occasional vertical plant
stems/roots; sharp to
Pale yellow brash of cereal husks filling chamber; hit stone
(2.52m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/12)
Description
Black structureless unconsolidated mud with black mottles and rare plant
stems; sharp to
Khaki to pale reddish-brown structureless silt with rare vertical plant
stems/roots; sharp to
Black, becoming very dark grey strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM:
hit stone
(2.52m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/13)
Description
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0-13
13-123
BH 77
Depth (cm)
0-18
18-34
34-124
124-180+

BH 78
Depth (cm)
0-29
29-45
45-141

141-150
150-167
167-178

BH 79
Depth (cm)
0-36
36-55
55-59
59-100
100-141
141-161

BH 80
Depth (cm)
0-20

Black structureless unconsolidated mud with black mottles and rare plant
stems; sharp to
Mid-grey strongly laminated silt with much sand: not bottomed
(2.54m OD) 01/05/2018 (Field 1/14)
Description
Reddish-brown herb vegetation mat; sharp to
Black vegetation mat; sharp to
Black, becoming very dark grey strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM
and khaki mottles 63-70cm; sharp to
Mid-grey silt, poorly sampled but with at least occasional laminar structure:
not bottomed
(2.45m OD) 03/05/2018 (Field 1/15)
Description
Very dark grey structureless clay with few vertical plant stems and one band
of pale grey clay 20-21cm; sharp to
Brown-grey strongly laminated silt with few vertical plant stems 29-33cm and
mottled 38-45cm; sharp to
Dark grey strongly laminated silt with much AOM, bands of pale grey clay 7173 and 75-77cm and bands of densely packed horizontally bedded fine and
coarse plant stems (some probably moss), leaves and twigs 67-70, 77-79, 8587, 90-92, 100-102 and 122-139cm, with wood 131-133cm and 134-136cm,
the latter filling chamber; sharp to
Grey-brown strongly laminated silty clay with band of densely packed
horizontally bedded fine and coarse fleshy plant stems 143-144 and 147cm;
sharp to
Brown-grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Very dark grey structureless mud with abundant well-preserved delicate
densely packed horizontally bedded fleshy leaves: hit stone
(2.46m OD) 04/05/2018 (Field 1/17)
Description
Black unconsolidated mud, probably structureless, with abundant AOM and
common coarse plant stems 14-20cm; abrupt to
Khaki to mid-brown silt, strongly laminated 36-37 and 50-55cm but otherwise
structureless with black mottles 46-48cm; sharp to
Mottled khaki and black silt; gradual to
Black strongly laminated silty peat of densely packed horizontally bedded
fine and coarse fleshy plant stems with bands of dark grey to brown
structureless highly organic silt 61-63, 64-65, 72-82 and 86-91cm; sharp to
Dark grey to brown structureless silt with much AOM; sharp to
Black strongly laminated silty peat of densely packed horizontally bedded
fine and coarse fleshy plant stems (14C sample 146-150cm): hit stone
(2.49m OD) 04/05/2018 (Field 1/18)
Description
Mid-grey to brown unconsolidated mud, laminated below 16cm; abrupt to
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20-45
45-68
68-86
86-91
91-102
102-129
129-143
143-204

Chocolate brown to khaki silt, structureless, becoming weakly laminated
below 41cm; sharp to
Dark brown to dark grey weakly laminated silt with khaki mottles, much AOM
and bands of densely packed horizontally bedded fine and coarse fleshy plant
stems 57-61cm; sharp to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt with much AOM; sharp to
Mid-grey structureless silt with common vertical fine plant stems/roots and
one band of common plant stems 88-91cm; gradual to
Pale to mid-grey structureless silt; sharp to
Khaki structureless to weakly laminated silt with occasional vertical fine plant
stems/roots down root channels and rare small (<1mm) pale cream shell
fragments (?) 120-122 and 127cm; sharp to
Mid-grey strongly laminated sandy silt with common AOM, very dark grey
and abundant AOM 129-131cm; sharp to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt with clay, dark grey and with much AOM 143155cm, more strongly laminated down-unit: hit stone

BH 81
Depth (cm)
0-48+

(2.90m OD) 04/05/2018 (Field 1/19)
Description
Mottled gley soil developed in silty clay: impenetrable below 48cm

BH 82
Depth (cm)
0-17

(2.37m OD) 04/05/2018 (Field 1/16)
Description
Brown-grey structureless clay with occasional vertical long coarse plant
stems (Cyperaceae); sharp to
Very dark grey to black structureless clay with abundant AOM but very rare
fine fibrous plant stems; sharp to
Pale grey structureless clay; sharp to
Grey-brown fine herb peat with much clay; sharp to
Very dark grey to black clay-rich silt, laminated 30-33 and below 45cm,
structureless 33-45cm; gradual to
Dark grey laminated silty clay; sharp to
Pale grey structureless clay; sharp to
Dark grey structureless clay with rare vertical fine fibrous plant stems; sharp
to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt with common whole valves of
Cerastoderma 185-189cm and very rare tiny shell fragments elsewhere: not
bottomed

17-21
21-23
23-30
30-100
100-150
150-165
165-185
185-255+

BH 83
Depth (cm)
0-13
13-39
39-63
63-183

(2.40m OD) 05/05/2018 (Field 1/20)
Description
Unconsolidated mud with common coarse Cyperaceae stems/roots; gradual
to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silt with abundant AOM and common
chocolate-brown mottles; gradual to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM; gradual to
Very dark grey weakly laminated silt with abundant AOM, common-many
fine plant stems 131-141cm and khaki mottles below 176cm; sharp to
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183-197
197-201
201-262+

BH 84
Depth (cm)
0-34
34-52
52-81
81-108
108-120
120-145
145-153
153-167
167-182
182-226
226-234
234-258
258-267
267-271+
BH 85
Depth (cm)
0-84
84-191
191-196
196-200
200-254
254-257
257-261

Pale to mid-grey structureless to weakly bedded coarse silt with fine sand
with khaki mottles above 186cm; sharp to
Dark grey structureless silt with abundant shell fragments of Cerastoderma,
with one whole valve; sharp to
Dark grey to very dark grey strongly laminated silt, paler 222-250cm, with
very rare tiny shell fragments: not bottomed
(2.36m OD) 05/05/2018 (Field 1/21)
Description
Mid-brown brown forest soil developed in silt with few live grass roots to c.
15cm; gradual to
Mottled khaki and mid-grey clay, predominantly khaki and weakly laminated
below 42cm, otherwise structureless, with common root channels; sharp to
Strongly laminated silt, varying in AOM content: very dark grey 52-61, black
63, 65-67 and 73cm, dark grey 61-75 and 71-75cm, grey-brown 75-78cm with
khaki mottles down root channels to 57cm; sharp to
Grey-brown weakly laminated silt; sharp to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and common
horizontal fine plant stems; sharp to
Dark grey to greenish-grey structureless to weakly laminated silt with bands
of very dark grey silt 132-34cm; sharp to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt with abundant AOM and common
horizontal fine plant stems; sharp to
Well bedded layers of very dark grey and mid-brown silt and silty clay with
occasional tiny ?shell fragments 165cm; sharp to
Dark grey structureless to weakly laminated silt and clay-rich silt; sharp to
Pale to mid-grey strongly bedded coarse silt/fine sand with 2-3mm thick
concentrations of dark brown organic matter (peat) at 214, 216 and 223cm;
sharp to
Mid- to dark grey strongly laminated silt; sharp to
Mid to dark grey structureless very poorly sorted silt with sand, better
stratified below 247cm with common Cerastoderma shells throughout
including several large whole valves; sharp to
Pale grey to khaki structureless silt, weakly laminated below 264cm and with
diffuse dark grey mottles; sharp to
Dark grey weakly laminated silt: not bottomed
c. NS 91874 87298 (not surveyed: c. 3.96m OD) 25/07/2018
Description
Poorly sampled dry crumb-structured fe-mottled soil in pale grey silt, very
weakly laminated in places; gradual to
Mid-brown structureless micaceous silty clay, strongly laminated 87-98cm
and weakly laminated below 148cm and changing gradually to clay-rich silt;
gradual to
Pale-mid grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
Mid-grey laminated but distorted (folded) sandy silt; sharp to
Pale-mid grey structureless silt; boundary not seen to
Mid-grey weakly laminated silt; boundary not seen to
Pale-mid grey structureless silty clay; sharp to
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261-269
269-279
279-350+

Mid-grey weakly laminated silt with clay; sharp to
Pale-mid grey laminated silt with clay; sharp to
Pale-mid grey strongly laminated silt with clay: not bottomed

BH 86
Depth (cm)
33-56
56-64
64-68
68-73
73-86
86-97
97-133
133-150
150-155
155-171
171-235

c. NS 91889 87305 (not surveyed to OD: 1.13m below BH 85) 25/07/2018
Description
Pale grey to pale brown fe-mottled gley soil developed in silt; gradual to
Pale grey structureless silt; gradual to
Pale-mid grey structureless silt with fe-mottles; gradual to
Pale-mid grey weakly laminated silt with fe-mottles; gradual to
Pale grey structureless silt with clay; gradual to
Pale to mid-grey weakly laminated silt with clay; gradual to
Mid-grey weakly laminated silt with clay; gradual to
Mid-grey strongly laminated silt with clay; gradual to
Pale grey weakly laminated clay with silt; gradual to
Mid-grey laminated silt with clay; gradual to
Pale grey weakly laminated clay with silt: impenetrable

BH 87
Depth (cm)

c. NS 91874 87313 (not surveyed to OD: 1.02m below BH 85) 25/07/2018
Description
Not recorded above 200cm
Pale grey laminated silt; sharp to
Smashed shells (Cerastoderma) in coarse sand; sharp to
Very dark grey strongly laminated silt: not bottomed

200-272
272-279
279-300+
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